The snap action switch

...for **POSITIVE** switching in low energy circuits

Now your 4 to 100 milliampere, 4 to 30 volt circuits can have the same high reliability you’ve learned to love in Cherry snap action switches. Because, our “heart of gold” snap action switches have the same long life coil spring mechanism, the same large overtravel as all of our snap action switches.

**They also have gold crosspoint contacts.** A configuration with knife-edge contact area so small (9 millionths of a square inch) ... with contact force so great (about 5,000 psi) ... and gold alloy so pure and film-free ... you are absolutely assured of positive contact every time. For 50 million operations and beyond.

Cherry Gold Crosspoint Contact Switches are available in virtually every snap action design in Cherry’s big catalog. And you know what a wide variety of switch types, sizes and mounts that is. Choose any switch design from a basic open or general purpose to a panel mount pushbutton, low torque, miniature, subminiature or subminiature module. Chances are 99 to 1 that the switch you have chosen is available with gold crosspoint contacts. Which will make designing low energy circuits a whole lot easier ... and a whole lot better. (No love letters, please.)

For free test sample and complete catalog, just TWX 910-235-1572 ... or PHONE 312-689-7700.
We not only wrote the book,

we make the products, too.

The "bible" of the industry. Over 35,000 now out in use. In its third edition. And Electro-Craft wrote the book.

That's expertise. And our products reflect it. Over 100 different products. And 300 different applications that we know of for sure. We stake our reputation on every product. A reputation earned by 16 years of innovation, reliability and integrity. That's a lot of years of experience in a young dynamic industry like ours.

You can put this expertise to work for you. In custom designs or off-the-shelf standards. One unit or thousands. You get our service both ways. Just give us a call at (612) 935-8226.

If by chance you don't have the Electro-Craft Handbook shown here, a $10.00 value, just send us your business card and $1.00 to cover handling and postage.
Custom IC's cost $50,000 and take a year to develop.

BALDERDASH!

With Interdesign's simple yet elegant approach, you can get your circuit integrated for $1,800 in three weeks. No headaches.

Reduce production costs. Shrink size. Increase reliability. Protect your design from nosey competitors.

Production quantities from 1,000 to 100,000 or more in eight weeks.

Do you want to know more?

Call 800/538-1730 toll-free for our brochure.

In California call 408/734-8666
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The hearty hybrids, 91
Instead of wilting before the advance of monolithic technology, hybrid circuits are going commercial in great numbers. Part 1 of this special report covers the latest processes and materials, and Part 2 describes the rise of chip components. Shown on the cover are a d-a converter chip (a), several multilayer nonceramic substrates (b), some thick-film instrumentation amplifiers (c), and an active thin-film circuit on a silicon substrate (d).

16-pin 16-kilobit RAMs are still nonstandard, 75
Despite agreement on the 16-pin layout, manufacturers of 16,384-bit semiconductor random-access memories are still being distinctly individualistic when it comes to implementing each pin’s functions. Users, less than happy with the situation, are hesitating to switch over to the device.

Election will determine IEEE’s rate of change, 78
Whichever of the three candidates becomes president and whether or not the constitutional amendments pass, changes at the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers are inevitable. The questions actually at issue are: how much, and how soon?

Bar-graph displays enlighten at a glance, 114
Columns of light-emitting diodes or other light sources present meter readings with digital accuracy and analog lucidity. This special report surveys the variety of displays now available.

And in the next issue . . .
Special report on optical communications: sources, fibers, and detectors, coupling, splices, and connectors.
A

Although integrated-circuit designers are packing ever more elements onto one semiconductor chip, there seems to be no let-up in demand for hybrid circuits. Indeed, hybrid-circuit makers are borrowing some of the tricks and techniques, such as IC chip packaging and computer-aided design of intricate conductive patterns, used by the IC manufacturers.

So much is going on in hybrid technology that we have put together a report in the May issue. On page 91, you’ll find details on such topics as what hybrid circuits can do today, where materials progress stands, the trends in interconnection and packaging, what’s available in passive circuitry, and what a user can expect from manufacturers in addition to the devices.

The report was put together by Jerry Lyman, our packaging and production editor, and Lucinda Mattera, our components editor. Says Jerry: "Monolithic semiconductor technology is both the hybrid's greatest competitor and an additional stimulus to the success and expansion of hybrid technology. There have always been predictions that, as IC chips get even more complex, the need for hybrids will be eliminated. And in many cases it's true that the new LSI has eliminated older hybrid designs. But, overall, the new LSI has simply become another component for still larger and still denser hybrids."

1976 is an important election year. The national conventions and the campaigns for President have, of course, grabbed a lot of headlines. But for the IEEE, there’s another election coming up this year, and it promises to have a significant effect on his career. Three candidates are in the running for president of the IEEE, and all three are committed to changing the organization’s approach to professional and career-related matters.

On page 78, we’re publishing a detailed look at the candidates and what they propose, as well as a summary of the proposed amendments to the IEEE constitution and how the candidates stand on them. Associate editor Jerry Walker, who is in charge of career coverage, calls the election "easily the most important vote by members since the IEEE was broadened into a professional as well as a technical information society some five years ago."

An IEEE watcher for a number of years now, Jerry, who can maintain an independent stance because he is not a member of the institute, has reported at length on issues and personalities and assiduously covered IEEE meetings and events. In fact, his work on Electronics editorials about EE-career problems won him a Neal award last year. We think you’ll find his round-up will provide valuable insight into this year’s IEEE election.
All function generators need WAVEGUARD™ because nobody's perfect!

Accidents happen! With the high density of today's circuit boards, it's easy to damage your present generator by accidentally touching a voltage source with the output probe. WAVEGUARD™ protects against this kind of accident. Without WAVEGUARD it costs you both valuable design time and money to repair.

When you invest $495 in our Model 5100B, you have 15 waveforms at your probe tip, protected by WAVEGUARD — the only sure way to keep your generator functional.

Remember, The WAVEMAKERS™ from Krohn-Hite are the only guys who offer WAVEGUARD. Call (617) 580-1660 or any of the offices listed below.

KROHN-HITE CORPORATION
Avon Industrial Park, Avon, Mass. 02322 • (617) 580-1660, TWX 710-345-0831
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Circle 4 on reader service card
one of the world's largest and most technically competent manufacturers of quartz crystal oscillators, comes this new Primary Frequency Standard. Now, a new source of precision time and frequency generation and measurement systems plus a new standard of reliability and operating simplicity. Most competitively priced.

It is complete — with 110/220 VAC and 24 VDC Power Supplies, a 5-hour Internal Standby Battery, Monitoring and Control Devices — in a 19" rack with 1, 5 and 10 MHz outputs on front and rear.

Heart of this self-contained Primary Standard is the compact cesium beam tube developed by Frequency & Time Systems to permit the exceptional performance-to-size ratio of the Model 3200. ALSO NEW—the Oscilloquartz low-cost Model 3000 Cesium Beam Frequency Source in 1/2 ATR Rack Size.

Complete engineering and performance specifications available on Model 3200 Cesium Frequency Standard and Model 2200 Quartz Frequency Standard and Clock.
Write: 182 Conant St.,
Danvers, MA 01923 or call
(617) 777-1255
TELEX 94-0518

“A STEP AHEAD . . . IN TIME”

**Readers’ comments**

**Urging corrective maintenance**

To the Editor: Please permit me to answer D.D. Dempsey’s letter [March 4, p. 60] by expanding the philosophy of good maintenance practice. Three rules apply to both electrical and mechanical systems:

- If it is working properly, as determined by analysis, let it alone.
- Fix only what needs to be fixed.
- Replace only what is defective.

Few failures are due to components wearing out. In large systems, incorrect design, assembly, installation, alignment, testing, handling, operation, or application cause most failures. The underlying factors are human ignorance, expediency, and negligence—not wear or attrition from normal usage.

Experience shows a direct correlation between frequency of preventive maintenance (PM) and failure rate. When troubleshooting a problem, the question usually is asked, “What did you last do to the equipment?” Types of failures associated with PM include a cable left off or cross-connected, cables pinched on doors, loose connections, power supplies accidentally shorted out, loose washer inside the equipment, a wrench left inside the waveguide, circuit cards not seated, switches left in wrong positions, parts accidentally damaged, and nuts, latches, plugs, and covers not fastened properly.

Corrective maintenance (CM), defined as unscheduled PM, is when problems are taken out of the equipment. PM is when they are put in. Maintenance—both CM and PM—should be a continuous activity with the aim of increasing reliability and eliminating downtime.

PM should be scheduled only when degradation has been detected or when some component has reached the end of its useful life. The goal should be no failures or PM at all—100% system availability for extended periods. Maintenance by analysis is more difficult, and it requires more work, competence, and judgment, but should result in safer, more reliable systems.

J. J. Kush
APO San Francisco 96245
MEDICAL INSTRUMENTATION CONNECTORS

Connectors so reliable they're being used in human implantations... the kind of reliability you need in medical-instrumentation applications. We've got them—and more—in microminiatures and in standard and miniature circulars.

All designed with the size, weight and density factors that lower your installed costs, and all with the Cannon pluses of quality, selection, distribution and delivery.

For reliability and economy, look to our "Cost Cutter" circulars: □ KO Series: Quick connect/disconnect miniatures for general medical instrumentation. □ K Series: Quick connect/disconnect standards for power and general medical instrumentation. □ MC Series: Environmentally sealed, moisture-resistant, high-density subminiatures for surgical instrumentation. □ XLR Series: Quick-disconnect, low-profile connectors with right-angle receptacles that mount in the rear of instruments and are ideal for multiple monitoring and instrumentation testing and checkout equipment.

For reliability and economy in a much smaller package, rely on Cannon microminiature connectors. Use these ultraminature, high-performance connectors to solve your most difficult space problems...in any application where you would usually depend on our standard and miniature circulars if you weren't cramped for space. They give you the same number of contacts and pins as standard connectors in just a quarter of the space!

Write for our "Cannon Cost Cutters" brochure today. ITT Cannon Electric, 666 East Dyer Rd., Santa Ana, CA 92702. Toll-free, 24 hours (800) 854-3573; in California, (800) 432-7063.

Six decades on the leading edge of interconnect technology.

CANNON ITT

Circle 7 on reader service card
News update

- The latest version of Threshold Technology Inc.'s data-entry terminal, the Threshold 500, is doing well—100 orders have been received by the Delvan, N.J., firm. The automatic speech-recognition system is built around Digital Equipment Corp.'s LSI-11 16-bit microcomputer [Electronics, June 26, 1975, p. 25]. Threshold is awaiting an order worth more than $250,000 from the New York Commodities Exchange for about 25 terminals. Like those delivered to the United Parcel Service in an estimated $700,000 order, the units for the exchange will be wireless so that operators are free to move around with a transceiver beltpack. The 500, at $10,000 slightly more than half the price of the preceding VIP system, was to have been designed around an in-house microcomputer using a commercial 8-bit microprocessor. "But the LSI-11 was available and ready to go, and it gave us the same capability at about the same price," says marketing vice president John C. Collins. The LSI-11 supplants the Data General Nova 1200 minicomputer employed in the earlier model. Threshold says it also has received orders for automatic speech-recognition systems from Olin Winchester, Continental Can, and Reynolds Metals.

- One of the first rules for making money in the digital-watch game is to strive for as much vertical integration as possible. To that end, Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. last year said it was considering making its own quartz oscillator crystals [Electronics, Aug. 7, 1975]. After all, the company does already make its own C-MOS circuits and light-emitting-diode and liquid-crystal displays. But now, while confirming that Fairchild is still interested in buying a quartz-crystal facility some day, a spokesman says that the "economics of the situation" rule out such a purchase at this time. The delay may be partly attributed to Fairchild's sales figures, which show a $93 million drop from 1974 to $291,542,000.

Our "Instrument Professionals" will tell you which scope will do the job best, at the lowest cost, make immediate delivery and guarantee performance.

Write or call for data on our other specialties: Instrument Leasing • Computer Peripherals • Equipment Sales • Instrument Service.
Circle 8 on reader service card

Call Continental Rentals
Div. Continental Leasing Co., Inc.
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford,
MA, 01730 (617) 275-0850
Metuchen, NJ (201) 549-8500;
Gaithersburg, MD (301) 948-4310; TX
(214) 357-1779; Elk Grove, IL (312)
439-4700; Costa Mesa, CA (714)
540-6566; Santa Clara, CA (408)
735-8300; Los Angeles, CA (213) 477-7521

Get our FREE Catalog

PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN
6460 W. Cortland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60635 312/889-8870
In Canada: Atlas Electronics, Toronto

Circle 184 on reader service card
Magnecraft’s line of 1200 stock relays just increased ... by another series.

WHY WAIT FOR SOLID STATE? Our family of 24 solid state relays provides current ratings from 2.5 to 40 amps, with switching capacity up to 480 VAC. All models incorporate opto-isolation between input and output, and zero-voltage switching. Screw type clamps and Faston "Quick-Connect" terminals are available on packages which are interchangeable with others. Output switching reflects the latest state-of-the-art technology. Both the high-reliability dual SCR approach and the more economical triac approach are available.

Magnecraft is committed to providing design engineers with the best solution for their switching applications. It is with a complete understanding of the areas where solid state relays provide the most reliable and economical switching solution, that we’ve included this family in our line of stock relays.

For complete information and specifications, WRITE FOR OUR SOLID STATE RELAY PRODUCT BULLETIN. Magnecraft Electric Co., 5575 N. Lynch Ave., Chicago, IL 60630

Circ 9 on reader service card
Are you going to vote?

Any member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers eligible to vote who skips this year’s election ballot is missing an important opportunity to strike a blow for professional progress.

This year’s election is probably the most important the IEEE has had since it was organized. At stake is the selection of the men who will lead the institute during a year in which sweeping changes are in store. There are also a couple of important amendments on the ballot (see p. 78).

The days when the IEEE was run like a country club and the elections were merely token approvals of pre-ordained candidates appear to be over. The small percentage of members who voted in prior elections under such circumstances is understandable, but there is no reason for such apathy now.

Various IEEE sections around the country have invited the two petition candidates for president, Irwin Feerst and Robert Rivers, to address their meetings, insisting that their members learn as much as possible about the issues these two have raised. Not surprisingly, the presence of petition candidates for president and executive vice president has moved the board-nominated candidates toward a more responsive stance, as well.

There is a mood of reform in the air, and the activists are trying to get the inert majority aware of the importance of this ballot.

Unfortunately, others appear to be dragging behind, and some leaders have even been bad-mouthing the candidates, rather than airing the issues.

What changes are in store? Programs for the U.S. Activities Board will most certainly be reviewed, revamped, and set into motion. The voters must decide on a key issue: should the IEEE take steps to control the quality and quantity of EE’s entering the profession, and should present practitioners be certified?

Closely related to this question is a clear need to reform the institute’s budget and its financial planning. And here’s a dilemma, for it will be impossible for the IEEE to finance all of the traditional technical and educational activities and at the same time administer the new professional programs. Priorities must be assigned, and new plans admitted only if less effective programs are cut. Who will set the priorities? Obviously, the top elected officers, working with the board of directors, will set the tone and pace.

None of the changes, particularly the career-related ones, are short-term. Thus, this election will have long-range impact, which makes the participation of members all the more important. Last year only 36% of eligible voters bothered to return their ballots for the first two-way race for president. With so much at stake, it would be regrettable if this election did not evoke a better response than that.
If you’re a MOS microprocessor customer, the last few years haven’t been a whole lot of laughs. One supplier had all the good stuff, made all the rules, told you what you could buy. And when. And for how much. But something happened to change all that: Advanced Micro Devices.

We make the best microprocessor in the world, the Am9080A, and we make all the support circuits you need. They’re yours now, off the shelf, at competitive prices. That’s right. Competitive.

We make you promise: If you’re a MOS microprocessor customer, the last few years haven’t been a whole lot of laughs. One supplier had all the good stuff, made all the rules, told you what you could buy. And when. And for how much. But something happened to change all that: Advanced Micro Devices.

We make the best microprocessor in the world, the Am9080A, and we make all the support circuits you need. They’re yours now, off the shelf, at competitive prices. That’s right. Competitive.

But we make more than microprocessor products. We make you a promise:

We’ll sell you any part, in any quantity, bundled or unbundled. You’re the customer.

So, if you suddenly find yourself having an easier time buying microprocessors, just remember why. And who.

---

### Ours and Theirs. (The 9080A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>AMD</th>
<th>Intel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum instruction</td>
<td>1 microsecond</td>
<td>1.3 microsecond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Power Dissipation</td>
<td>0.70 V, 1307 milliwatts</td>
<td>0.70 V, 1307 milliwatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Drive</td>
<td>3.2mA @ 3.3V</td>
<td>3.2mA @ 3.3V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Input High Voltage</td>
<td>3.0V</td>
<td>3.0V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIL STD 883</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Special</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price per 100</td>
<td>$21.00 (Am9080A)</td>
<td>$40.00 (8080A)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ours and Ours. (Am9080A System Circuits)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMD Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Am9080A /- 2 /- 1 /- 4</td>
<td>Speeds to 250 nsec.</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9080A /- 2</td>
<td>Speeds to 380 nsec.</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Static Read/Write Random Access Memories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMD Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Am9101A /B /C /D</td>
<td>256 x 8, 256 x 16, 512 x 8</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9102A /B /C /D</td>
<td>1K x 8, 4K x 8</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9111A /B /C /D</td>
<td>2K x 8, 2K x 16</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9112A /B /C /D</td>
<td>4K x 16</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CPU**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMD Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Am9080A /- 2 /- 1 /- 4</td>
<td>Speeds to 250 nsec.</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9080A /- 2</td>
<td>Speeds to 380 nsec.</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dynamic Read/Write Random Access Memories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMD Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Am9050C /D /E</td>
<td>4K x 16 Pin, 250 nsec.</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9060C /D /E</td>
<td>4K x 16 Pin, 200 nsec.</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mask Programmable Read-Only Memories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMD Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Am9208 /B /C /D</td>
<td>1K x 8</td>
<td>Available Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9214</td>
<td>512 x 8</td>
<td>Available Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9216B /C</td>
<td>1K x 8</td>
<td>Available Now</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Erasable Read-Only Memories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMD Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Am1702A</td>
<td>256 x 8, 1.0 µsec.</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am2708</td>
<td>1K x 8, 450 µsec.</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Processor System Support Circuits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AMD Part Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Am8212</td>
<td>6-bit I/O Port</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am8216</td>
<td>Non-Inverting Bus Transceiver</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am8224</td>
<td>Clock Generator</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am8226</td>
<td>Inverting Bus Transceiver</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am8228</td>
<td>System Controller</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9551</td>
<td>Programmable Communications Interface</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9555</td>
<td>Programmable Peripheral Interface</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9557</td>
<td>Direct Memory Access Controller</td>
<td>1st Q, 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am9559</td>
<td>Priority Interrupt Controller</td>
<td>1st Q, 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am25LS138</td>
<td>1-of-8 Decoder</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am25LS139</td>
<td>Dual 1-of-1 Decoder</td>
<td>In Dist. Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am25LS240</td>
<td>8-bit Inverting Bus Transceiver</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am25LS241</td>
<td>8-bit Non-Inverting Bus Transceiver</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am25LS273</td>
<td>8-bit Common Clear Latch</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am25LS374</td>
<td>8-bit 3-state Latch</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am25LS377</td>
<td>8-bit Common Enable Latch</td>
<td>3rd Q, 1976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All combine high performance and low power in space saving 70-pin package.*

**CPU**

- 9080A: 480 nsec. | 2 = 380 nsec. | 1 = 320 nsec. | 4 = 250 nsec.

**MEM.**

"Now you can build a for less than the cost of

"Our new monolithic CMOS A/D converter makes low-cost, 3-digit DVMs a reality. With it you can put precision digital readouts into applications that did not make economic sense in the past. With the Siliconix LD130, you can modernize products such as thermometers, dashboards, test consoles, industrial meters and controls at a cost competitive with ordinary analog meters."
"At Siliconix, we call the LD130 'everyman's digital voltmeter chip'.

"Almost any high volume product that requires a meter can be made more attractive and useful with this sophisticated, low power, 3-digit DVM chip. In addition to the visibility and style of digital readout, the LD130 provides 10 to 20 times the accuracy and much higher resolution than analog meters.

"Moreover, the LD130 imposes none of the design restrictions of 'cheap' analog meters. Its full 3-digit range of ±999 allows almost any variable, such as very high and very low temperatures, to be measured. In contrast, a person can at best resolve one part in 100 using an inexpensive analog meter.

"Automatic zeroing, automatic polarity outputs, and auto-ranging outputs eliminate zero adjust potentiometers, switch the ± sign, and allow automatic control of decimal points and range scaling resistors.

"±5V CMOS construction enables the LD130 to operate efficiently with any standard CMOS or TTL logic. The multiplexed BCD outputs are easily interfaced with 'intelligent' microprocessor-based systems. This format is also ideal for the widest range of digital displays.

"Accuracy is ±0.1% of reading ±1 count. Accuracy is maintained automatically by Siliconix' exclusive quantized feedback design (patent applied for) which continuously corrects for zero drift. This same feature has made the Siliconix ±3-1/2 digit LD110/LD111 DVM set the most widely used by designers of professional instruments and control systems.

"Just as important, the LD130 is easy and inexpensive to use. Unlike most DVMs, it requires no precision resistors and capacitors, no external temperature compensation, no dual tracking references, no operational amplifiers or input buffers. These have been eliminated by state-of-the-art chip design.

"Since only low-cost components are needed with the 18-pin LD130, it allows complete meter/display subsystems to be built into products for less than $15 (1K quantities).

"The LD130 is your opportunity to create new products and upgrade your present ones. Now you can build a quality digital meter for your system at a cost you can afford."

To order the LD130CJ ($8.75 at 100 lot), contact our franchised distributors: Components Plus, Cramer, Elmar, Hamilton/Avnet, Pioneer, Quality Components or R. A. E. For more details, call or write Siliconix, 2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, CA 95054, (408) 246-8000.

Siliconix incorporated
**People**

Careful growth is Baily's key for word-processing Lexitron

That there's more to doing business than being first in a new field is a lesson that Richard Baily should have learned well. Recently appointed president of Lexitron Corp., a Chatsworth, Calif., manufacturer of word-processing equipment, Baily earlier headed Singer's Business Machines division, which, after grabbing an early lead in retail point-of-sale terminals, went under this year in a sea of red ink and a $325 million tax writeoff.

"The Singer approach was to attack the market—go after a big share and expand rapidly," he recalls. "But ultimately, you can't afford expansion for expansion's sake. At Lexitron, you might say we will be conservatively aggressive, looking for stability as well as growth."

**New field again.** At Lexitron, 52-year-old Baily is once again president of a firm in a relatively new field—word processing. And within this field, Lexitron is considered No. 1 in sales of automated typing and editing systems with cathode-ray-tube displays, which, Baily says, are easier to use than systems employing only a typewriter or printer.

He's determined to maintain this position, despite the recent entry of such giants as Xerox Corp. and Digital Equipment Corp., plus the competition of a dozen other companies with CRT-based systems [Electronics, July 8, p. 38]. Looming over the arena, of course, is IBM Corp., which holds the commanding position in word processing with its automated but displayless typewriter gear.

With sales this year running ahead of last year's $15 million, Lexitron is expanding its marketing operations. The firm has been strong in Southern California and Washington, D.C., but not in the Northeast, notes Baily. However, Lexitron will also stress technical innovations, such as the recently announced high-speed, tape-cassette reading system used with its CRT terminals for entering and storing information.

**Electronic mail.** As for the future, the most exciting prospect Baily foresees is the emergence of electronic mail via word-processing systems. "With some type of electronic document-preparation terminal and point-to-point communications links, you've got electronic mail," he explains. With this, you could deliver a business letter across the country electronically," bypassing the Postal Service.

**RCA's Santilli sees SOS as a big edge**

Although some in the industry viewed RCA Corp. as a Johnny-come-lately when it entered the volatile memory and microprocessor fields last year, Richard A. Santilli, new vice president for sales and international operations at the Solid State division, Somerville, N.J., thinks otherwise.

"There's a point when it doesn't pay to enter a business, and that's when it's well along on the maturity curve and into high-volume production and depressed pricing," says the 41-year-old electrical engineer and 20-year RCA veteran. "But I don't believe that's the case with
SERIES 40's Frequency Marker ends frequency-chasing and control-twiddling.

1. **Sweep the Unit Under Test.** Here, for example, is the output of a filter being swept from 600 Hz to 60 KHz on channel 1 of the scope.

2. **Select Sweep Marker.** On Interstate’s new F47 function generator, you select “Marker” and set its TTL output on the scope’s channel 2.

3. **Adjust the vernier.** Then you fine-tune the marker vernier to pinpoint the TTL step at the exact position on the waveform for which you want to know the frequency. On the scope shown, the marker is positioned at the 70% roll-off point...the -3 db level.

4. **Select Calibrate Mode.** Next, you switch from the Continuous Sweep Mode to the Calibrate Mode.

5. **Get the exact frequency.** A counter at the F47’s output will then display the precise frequency at which the filter’s -3 db point occurs.

**SERIES 40 Function Generators – New from INTERSTATE**

SERIES 40 is the only function generator line with marker, 10-step frequency calibrator, state-of-the-art high output voltage to 40 v p-p open circuit, and Interstate’s exclusive direct-reading sweep width control. The best function generators money can buy from $475 to $695. Write for the new SERIES 40 catalog for complete specifications and prices.

INTERSTATE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Subsidiary of A-T-O Inc.

P.O. Box 3117, Anaheim, California 92803 • (714) 549-8282 • TWX U.S.A. 910-591-1197 • TELEX 655443 & 655419
People

Veep. Innovation in microprocessors is coming, says RCA's Richard A. Santilli.

memories, and especially with microprocessors. There's a lot of room for innovation."

SOS. RCA's contribution will come from its silicon-on-sapphire technology applied to complementary-MOS and n-channel devices, Santilli says. And, so far, RCA's 1,024- and 4,096-bit SOS random-access memories and C-MOS microprocessors are doing "extremely well" with bookings on plan and expected to total several million dollars this year, he asserts.

Santilli, who moved up from vice president for bipolar ICs and could be next in line to head the RCA division, points to the coupling of MOS's low noise and low power with the high speed of bipolar devices as the reasons SOS should do well. And, once SOS makes its impact in memories, Santilli plans to apply it to microprocessors.

In addition to new-product efforts, Santilli will be pulling together a worldwide sales organization and consolidating planning operations that had been split up before. "You have to think of it as a worldwide business and not a North American and an international business," Santilli says. He'll be responsible for domestic and international sales and distributor marketing, as well as directing the division's international operations that have previously reported directly to general manager Bernard V. Vonderschmitt.
Manage fast-growing data bases efficiently with new HP 3000 computer

As a terminal-oriented, general purpose computer, the new HP 3000 Series II is designed to operate in both batch and interactive terminal environments. Three compatible models allow you to select the configuration needed for present applications whether yours is a small or large organization or a corporate division. As your needs grow, the HP 3000 Series II can be upgraded—main memory can be expanded to 512K bytes.

Big system capabilities include:
- Fault control main memory—detect and correct memory errors with no reduction of speed
- Teleprocessing—data entry and processed-data-return via telephone lines
- Multi-terminal update and inquiry
- Data and file security
- On-line program development
- Job accounting
- Input and output spooling—for optimum use of peripherals
- Multiprogramming—for concurrent batch and terminal operations
- Remote job entry to large computers

HP 3000 Series II systems are a powerful combination of software and hardware designed to deliver optimum performance.

Instruments "talk" and "listen" with HP interface
- Automatic RF network measurements
- New mini-processor board for your instruments
- Five most popular commercial programming languages
- Data base management software (IMAGE/QUERY)
- Virtual memory

The HP 3000 Series II has been job-performance rated. Benchmark results are available to help you choose the proven capability that you need.

The HP 3000 Series II functions as a complete, independent data processing center, or as a satellite in a network of large computers.

If you plan to install a computer or upgrade your present system, owe it to yourself to get all the facts. Check E on the HP Reply Card and we will send you a brochure with all the details.
High power pulse generator ideally suited for varied applications.

Hewlett-Packard's new 548A logic clip troubleshoots IC digital logic circuits faster than ever:

- Its LEDs show logic states of 16 IC pins at once—a "truth table" display.
- It automatically adapts to TTL, DTL, RTL, CMOS and HTL circuits, and automatically seeks Vcc and ground.
- It's overload protected to 30V dc, to avoid damage from linear ICs.
- It draws <15 µA per pin—no circuit loading worries.

Use it with in-circuit stimuli or replace the system clock with our 546A Multi-Family Logic Pulser and slowly step sequential logic devices through a cycle to verify operation.

The 548A joins three other new HP IC troubleshooters to bring you the most modern set of handheld logic troubleshooting instruments available:

- The 547A Current Tracer lights up when held on or close to circuits carrying logic pulses from 1 mA to 1A. Troubleshoot wired-AND/OR busses, three-state busses, or pinpoint the one bad device on a stuck node.
- The 546A Logic Pulser is programmable to give one pulse per command, a 1, 10, or 100 Hz stream or a burst of 10 or 100 pulses. It drives TTL or CMOS high nodes low and low nodes high for stimulus/response testing.
- The 545A Multi-Family Logic Probe lights up to show logic highs, lows or bad level. Its pulse stretcher catches pulses as short as 10 ns.

For additional details, check B on the HP Reply Card.

The new K-Series mini-processor board, which is hardware and software compatible with HP's 21MX Series of minicomputers, is supported by HP's powerful distributed systems software and hardware.

For the first time, Hewlett-Packard is offering the 21MX K-Series mini-processor components. Conveniently packaged for integration into your systems, the series includes the 2108K mini-processor board, instruction ROMs, front panel control assembly, and a choice of 18-slot or 8-slot cages.

As a 24-bit microprocessor, it is capable of performing a register-to-register add in one 325-ns cycle.

With the 12728E instruction set ROM, it becomes compatible with 21MX processor options, peripherals and operating systems.

Users can also benefit from the complete library of 21MX software systems for standard high level languages and microprogramming language, including the powerful new RTE-III Real-Time-Executive operating system.

Systems which could be designed around the HP processor include spectrometers, numerical control units, smart terminals, graphic display systems, medical diagnostic systems and other test equipment. A broad range of peripherals and instrumentation interfaces are available.

The 2108K gives you an opportunity to design high performance processing into your system. Accessories are priced separately. OEM discounts are available for quantity purchases.

For more information, circle A on the HP Reply Card.
Accurate measurements in hard-to-reach spots using touch-hold probe on new DMM

The touch-hold probe accessory for the new Hewlett-Packard 3½ digit, five-function autoranging digital multimeter allows the user to "freeze" the reading on the display—a convenience when probing closely-packed circuit boards.

Autoranging and manual modes: ac voltage, dc voltage and resistance can be measured either autorange or manually selected ranges. Select autorange to speed readings and minimize reading error—the LED readout always displays appropriate units. For repetitive readings, or ac and dc current measurements, use the manual mode, selecting from at least five ranges for each function...again the appropriate units will be automatically displayed on the high-efficiency LED annunciators.

Eliminate the need for both a high frequency ac voltmeter and a low-range ohmmeter inasmuch as the 3435A operates over a bandwidth five times greater than most comparably priced DMMs. Measure up to 1200V rms between 30 Hz and 100 kHz, with mid-band accuracy of 0.3% of reading plus three digits. Or, test resistance from a new low range of 200 full scale up to 20 MΩ. Dc voltages up to 1200V are measured with a full-year best accuracy of 0.1% of reading plus one digit. Ac and dc current ranges extend from 20 µA to 2A. All inputs are protected; polarity is automatically sensed and displayed, and autozero occurs before each reading. Open circuit voltage on the ohm terminal, at its lowest range, does not exceed 5 volts, thus preventing damage to most solid-state devices.

Contact and transformer winding resistance are easily measured with 10 milliohm sensitivity. 100 µA sensitivity on the ac and dc ranges make the 3435A ideal for both bench and field applications.

An extensive line of accessories also includes probes for measuring ac voltages at frequencies as high as 700 MHz and dc voltage up to 40 kV.

The standard 3435A is ac line or battery operated and includes batteries and recharging circuitry. If you don't need battery operation, Option 001 gives you line operation only. A rack mounting model is also available.

The touch-hold probe is an inexpensive accessory.

For more details, check F on the HP Reply Card.

With new touch-hold probe, you can concentrate on your circuit, conveniently hold the measurement, and read the 3435's display after removing the probe. You are confident of measuring at the right point without accidently shorting the circuit.

HP logic state analyzer speeds digital design and logic troubleshooting

In the TABLE mode, the 1600S displays up to 16 lines of code, and up to 32 bits wide, with their sequential relationships in familiar logic notation.

If you've ever spent more time than you care to account for in looking for the source of elusive digital problems, you will appreciate the effectiveness of using an HP logic state analyzer.

Look inside your operating circuit, right on the busses and qualifier lines. The HP 1600S logic state analyzer gives you two ways to view system operation—MAPPING and TABLE.

MAPPING, which consists of a display of interconnected dots, offers a dynamic overall view of the program flow.

Each dot represents a specific data word with its position determined by the binary content of the word and its brightness indicates its relative frequency of occurrence. Once the suspected problem area is located, switch to the TABLE display mode.

Now, look at events leading up to, surrounding, or following the trigger word. Or, page through a program up to 99 999 clock cycles beyond your trigger point.

Circle D on the HP Reply Card for your copy of an 8-page brochure.
HP calculators control your instruments with easy do-it-yourself interfacing

Easily interface your instruments—scanners, counters, spectrometers, meters, converters and many others—with an HP calculator, thus achieving greater efficiency of the use of their outputs. An automated system giving you results and reports faster and easier will eliminate manual readings, adjustments and calculations, freeing you for creative project management.

The new HP 9815 and HP 9825 computing controllers make interfacing practical and inexpensive. Whether your interfacing application is simple data logging, dedicated instrument control, or large system integration, these controllers can save you time and money while increasing productivity.

Converting the signals from one device into signals the connecting device can use, or vice versa, is now simplified. You simply plug the correct interface card into the back of the controller that fits your need. Connect your instrument to the other end of the I/O card, program your controller with a few simple instructions, and you’re ready to put your automated system to work.

Types of interfaces available for the 9815 and 9825 include:

**HP-IB—Hewlett-Packard Interface**
Bus—up to 14 instruments with built-in HP-IB capability can be interconnected to a computing controller via this interface system, HP’s implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975. Bidirectional, asynchronous communication is now possible between many instruments.

**BCD—The Instrumentation/Measurement Interface**—the majority of instruments produce today output four-bit parallel BCD data.

**Bit-Parallel—The General Purpose Interface**—choose either 8 or 16-bit parallel input bus and an 8 or 16-bit parallel latched output bus combination. Use this interface to connect to HP devices such as plotters, tape readers, printers, or other equipment such as scanners, scanning electron microscopes, etc.

The HP 9815 calculator is an inexpensive alternative to manual monitoring of an instrument or small system.

For large complex instrumentation systems, the HP 9825 can interface to as many as 42 measuring instruments through its three I/O slots. The internal processing speed is so fast that transferring data and commands, accepting inputs, analyzing data, and printing or plotting results appear to happen simultaneously.

For additional details on selecting the calculator and/or the interface that will best meet your needs, check Q on the HP Reply Card.

**NEW 4-channel tape recorder offers 32:1 time base expansion or compression plus remote control via HP-IB option**

A new four-channel (0.6 cm) 1/4-inch instrumentation tape recorder, the HP 3964A, has all of the standard features of the recently announced eight-channel HP 3968A ITR but at a much lower price.

Versatility, portability and durability are factors that will interest both the individual researcher and the OEM user, both for laboratory and field use.

Record at six tape speeds from 15/32 ips to 15 ips. Standard features include remote control, internal AC/DC calibrator, tape/tach servo mode and flutter compensation. Channel 2 may be interrupted for voice annotation; microphone and speaker are included.

FM recording is from DC to 5 kHz with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 48 dB at 15 ips. Direct recording is from 50 Hz to 64 kHz with SNR of 38 dB.

For additional information on additional features and options, check H on the HP Reply Card.

---

With increased time base expansion, rapidly changing signals can be slowed down and recorded by strip chart or oscillographic recorders for detailed analysis. Low frequency signals can be scaled up for observation on an oscilloscope.
How to make your spectrum analyzer measurements more accurate

Just published is a new application note, AN 150-8, a comprehensive discussion of spectrum analyzer accuracy considerations. Factors that determine amplitude and frequency accuracy are examined and procedures for obtaining the best accuracy are presented. Special cases such as swept measurements, low-level signals and closely spaced signals are described.

For your copy, check T on the HP Reply Card.

Boost low level signals with new 1300 MHz preamp

The compact HP 5305B is designed for bench and portable applications in communications service; the HP 5328A is a full capability Universal Counter including precision frequency and time interval measurement for bench and systems use in laboratory or production test.

New capabilities extend two HP counters to 1300 MHz with 20 mV sensitivity to cover the VHF and UHF TV and mobile communications bands, TACAN/DME, and AM and FM broadcast bands. Each also includes a first for electronic counters—a probe power outlet to drive an accessory 22 dB (×10) preamp. The HP 10855A Preamp (plugged into 5328A counter above) enables the measurement of very low level signals. See article to the left.

Model 5305B operates with the 8-digit 5300B mainframe for frequency measurements from 50 Hz to 1300 MHz. A phase-locked multiplier gives ×1000 resolution for rapid, accurate, automatic audio tone measurements to 10 kHz. With both extended high frequency range and improved audio range resolution, the 5305B is ideal for servicing mobile communications equipment that uses tone modulation for digital transmission.

The 5305B is one of eight snap-on modules for the 5300B measurement system. Any of seven other modules can be snapped onto the 5300B upper "readout module" in place of the 5305B in less than 30 seconds to convert the 5300B for other frequency or time interval measurements, or to a digital multimeter for ac/dc volts/ohms. Other accessories that snap between upper and lower halves include a battery pack and charger, a digital-to-analog converter for high resolution plots on analog recorders, and an HP-IB module for outputting digital data to the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus.

With the HP 5328A Universal Counter, Option 031 adds 1300 MHz frequency measurement range to the extensive period, time interval, totalizing, ratio and voltage measurement capability of this 8-digit counter (9 digits optional).

The 5328A achieves its extended versatility by any of eight options which are either factory or field installable in about an hour. In addition to Option 031, there's: an ultra-stable time base option for higher accuracy, complete remote operation via the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus, choice of two different built-in DVMs, a third frequency input channel up to 512 MHz with 9-digit display and a high performance time interval option.

For more information, check N on the HP Reply Card.
The HP 8640B now phase locks with 500 Hz resolution. Companion down converter extends output down to 5 kHz.

Some mobile FM receivers (especially in Europe) are now using channel spacing of 12.5 kHz to increase communications capacity. To meet this need, the HP 8640B signal generator now features an additional half digit of phase lock resolution across its entire band of 500 kHz to 1 GHz. (500 Hz lock points from 100 MHz to 1 GHz).

Internal design changes provide simplified front panel operation for output power and modulation settings. New, low-power counter circuits and other component changes have reduced heat and component count for added reliability.

The same power and modulation changes have been made in the HP 8640A slide-rule-dial tuning signal generator.

The model 11710A down converter extends the frequency range of the 8640A/B down to 5 kHz.

New 5 kHz to 550 kHz down converter

Design and service of AM-FM broadcast receivers often require test signals for both RF bands as well as the standard IF frequencies at 262 kHz and 455 kHz.

The HP 11710A down converter, as an accessory for the above-mentioned 8640A/B, provides a frequency range of 5 kHz to 500 kHz by mixing a 5.0 to 5.5 MHz carrier from the 8640 signal generator with a fixed 5 MHz oscillator in the 11710A.

Calibrated output level is preserved from 0 to −107 dBm, and the calibrated modulations may be set on the 8640. Intermixing spurious is more than 80 dBc (dB below carrier) and harmonics are more than 30 dB down. For user convenience, an RF switch bypasses the down converter and eliminates the need to switch cables when using the standard 8640 band.

For more details, check K on the HP Reply Card.

New miniature 18 and 26.5 GHz microwave detectors ideal for designing into equipment

Equipment designers who require a broadband microwave detector with excellent performance and small dimensions now have an answer.

The HP 33330B detector covers the frequency range 0.010 to 18 GHz with excellent flatness (±0.6 dB to 18 GHz). Package size is ideal for designing into small spaces. Total length of the package is 4.2 cm (1.70 in) and diameter is 0.97 cm (0.38 in). The model 33330C extends the frequency range to 26.5 GHz with reduced performance.

RF input is 50Ω with an SWR of less than 1.5 to 18 GHz. The connector is the new APC-3.5 precision sub-miniature which exhibits outstanding reliability and repeatability even after 1000 connections. The APC-3.5 is fully compatible with the industry-standard 3.5 mm SMA series. The video output connector mates with the SMC series, which is especially well suited for the miniature cabling of modern equipment.

Models 33330B/C utilize the same field-replaceable diode module developed by Hewlett-Packard for measurement-quality microwave detectors and are specifically designed for use in rugged environmental conditions.

For additional technical information on these increased capability of the 8640A/B signal generators and the 11710A down converter, check P on the HP Reply Card.

HP 33330B microwave detector (.010 to 18 GHz is of very small size for use in OEM equipment
New low loss absorptive modulators cut insertion loss 0.5 dB

View hermetically sealed semiconductor devices in a rugged overall package are matched at all attenuation levels.

Three new HP absorptive modulators (33001E/F, 33008E) provide at least 0.5 dB improvement in insertion loss over previously available models. This improvement has been made possible by incorporating Hewlett-Packard low-loss PIN diodes into the modulators.

Absorptive modulator applications include level setting, wideband amplification, pulse modulation, and switching. The absorptive modulators present constant impedance and therefore are useful where load sensitive sources are used.

These absorptive modulators are electronically controllable attenuators in the frequency range from 3.7 to 8 GHz. Each product covers greater than one octave and presents a good impedance match (Zo = 50Ω) at both F ports for all values of attenuation.

or technical data, check L on the HP Reply Card.

High reliability test programs for microwave transistors

If your procurement needs are immediate and you need microwave transistors screened by high-reliability test programs, Hewlett-Packard offers four levels of high-reliability testing patterned after MIL-S-19500.

Applications for these “off-the-shelf” microwave transistors include satellite equipment, avionics, radar, military radio and communications.

Four small-signal NPN transistors are presently offered: 35824A for general use to 1 GHz; 35826E for microstrip use to 4 GHz; 35829E optimized for high “tuned” gain at 2 GHz; and 35866E optimized for low noise at 4 GHz.

Details of these test programs are described in a new technical data sheet. For your copy, check L on the HP Reply Card.

Four new .43” universal overflow digits

Overflow digits expand HP display family.

Available in red, high-efficiency red, yellow or green these devices can be driven common anode or common cathode because both leads of each LED are brought out to separate pins. Right-hand decimal point is a standard feature on this 5082-7756 series.

These devices are available from any franchised HP distributor.

For more information, check S on the HP Reply Card.

New microwave components short form catalog

Microwave circuit designers will want this new 4-page quick reference guide to Hewlett-Packard’s line of diodes and transistors. A condensed review of the company’s microwave components, this new brochure gives important specifications of HP’s microwave transistors, and PIN, IMPATT, step recovery and Schottky diodes. Also included are condensed specifications of MIS capacitor chips and a printed circuit balanced mixer.

For your copy, check S on the HP Reply Card.

Low-power monolithic displays

Now available from Hewlett-Packard a new series of large monolithic LED displays for instrument design. These magnified displays require only 1/3 the power of conventional seven-segment displays while offering excellent readability in high ambient light conditions.

Close digit-to-digit spacing allows over 4 digits per inch in a pre-aligned multi-digit package.

The 5082-7265/75/85/95 series comes in 5 and 15-digit packages with centered or right-hand decimal points.

These devices are available from any franchised HP distributor.

For a technical data sheet, check M on the HP Reply Card.
Make RF network measurements automatically—cassette programs simplify system start-up

Hewlett-Packard's new 1.3 GHz network analyzer, the 8505A, brings unprecedented capability to RF network characterization: 100 dB dynamic range, high-resolution digital data read-out with analog display, direct measurement of group delay, and a unique electronic line stretcher to measure deviation from linear phase.

The 8505A is also the most programmable network analyzer available today, permitting the analyzer to combine with the programmable HP 9830 calculator through the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) to become an immensely powerful automatic network analyzer.

Key advantages of automating the network analyzer include: extreme measurement accuracies (by virtue of the system's ability to measure, store, then subtract such vector errors as frequency response, directivity and source match) ability to make many measurements quickly, and the ability to manipulate data and format results in a suitable form.

Unique to this new automatic analyzer is its "Learn Mode" of operation which makes it possible to automate measurements without programming. A single key stroke can cause the calculator to store (Learn) the front-panel control settings of the network analyzer. These can later be recalled which re-turns the analyzer to its original test conditions. An entire test procedure can be created without writing a single program line!

A fully-configured automatic analyzer, Model 8507A, includes the 8505A analyzer, 8503A s-parameter test set, 9830 calculator (controller) with printer, necessary interfaces, cables, calibration kit, table and cassette programs which permit you to start making measurements immediately.

For more details, check O on the HP Reply Card.
When you talk about designing and packaging miniature, low current High Voltage Power Supplies and Voltage Multipliers, the name ERIE should come to mind first. Why? No other manufacturer of these sophisticated devices has its own capacitor and rectifier technology in-house. Only ERIE does it all. Our many years experience in producing State of the Art high voltage capacitors and high voltage silicon rectifiers — plus an unsurpassed technology in circuit designing, packaging and encapsulation, makes ERIE an ideal source for your high voltage component needs. From very low input voltages, ERIE can produce output voltages up to 50,000 volts. Application for these compact, high reliability devices includes night-vision image intensification systems, Apollo TV cameras, CRT displays, Avionics systems exposed to rugged environments, Industrial, commercial and military equipments — an almost infinite variety of applications. So bring ERIE in early. Let us design and build your High Voltage Power Supplies and Voltage Multipliers. We're equipped to handle large or small volume orders — in-house.

LET ERIE DESIGN and BUILD YOUR HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES and VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
Erie, Pennsylvania 16512

Write for our 32-page catalog... High Voltage Components and Devices... or for technical assistance, call 613/392-2581
MOSTEK'S MK 4027-2. HIGH PERFORMANCE STARTS WITH ACCESS TIME.

150ns

With MOSTEK's new 4K RAM your system performance can match data sheet specs.

At 150 ns access time (worst case), the MK 4027-2 is the fastest 16-pin 4K RAM in the industry. It appears even faster when compared to 18 or 22-pin 4Ks that require high-level clocks and differential outputs. In this comparison, our 150ns is actually better than their 120ns.

But fast MOS memory can't be used efficiently unless you can surround it with high performance logic. You can with the MK 4027 because it's completely Schottky-TTL compatible with a max \( V_{\text{IL}} \) spec of .8 volts. And a wide ± 10% tolerance on all power supplies is a standard feature from MOSTEK.

Gated CAS, another new MK 4027 feature, provides an expanded timing window to compensate for timing skews encountered in the multiplexing operation. This window is a full 25% of overall access time.

The MK 4027 can further upgrade system performance with an improved output drive capability. It sources 5mA and sinks 3.2 mA while driving a 100 pF load. Other 4Ks drive only one TTL load and 50 pF.

By employing essentially all dynamic internal circuitry, the MK 4027 dissipates very little DC power. This allows the device to remain much cooler in operation than competitive products and is one reason for its outstanding reliability.

A new operating mode improves access time to 100ns.

It's called "page mode," an addition to the normal cycles of read, write, read-write, and read-modify-write. In a nutshell, page mode allows for successive memory operations at multiple column locations at the same row address with increased speed — 100ns — and decreased power.

Page mode is not limited to any single chip. Since the \( \overline{CS} \) input can be used to select or disable any cycle(s) in a series of "page" cycles, the page boundary can be extended to multiple 4K memory blocks.

MOSTEK's 16-pin package reduces memory board size 50% over 22-pin packages.
How about density — yours and ours?
As you might expect the MK 4027 is in the industry standard 16-pin package allowing the greatest possible density for your high performance memory system.
We've been working on our own density, too. At 104 mils x 140 mils the MK 4027-2 is the smallest 4K RAM in the industry.

Reliability? MOSTEK sets the standard.
The fastest, the smallest, the most versatile is not automatically the best. Not without MOSTEK quality. Every 4K RAM MOSTEK ships is subjected to these screens and stresses: pre-burn at high temperature, temperature cycling, centrifuge, dynamic burn-in at 125° C, and final test with wide guardbands.

High Performance 4K RAMs . . . Here's your choice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>16-pin</th>
<th>18-pin</th>
<th>22-pin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MK 4027-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tl 4050-2</td>
<td>2107B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEATURES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Time</td>
<td>150ns</td>
<td>200ns</td>
<td>200ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td>320ns</td>
<td>400ns</td>
<td>400ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read/Modify/Write</td>
<td>350ns</td>
<td>600ns</td>
<td>520ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst Case Power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissipation</td>
<td>462mw</td>
<td>478mw</td>
<td>680mw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{IL} (all inputs)</td>
<td>0.8v</td>
<td>0.6v</td>
<td>0.6v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{IH} (data, address)</td>
<td>2.2v</td>
<td>2.2v</td>
<td>2.4v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{IHC} (clocks)</td>
<td>2.4v</td>
<td>12.0v</td>
<td>12.0v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock Cap.</td>
<td>7pF (max)</td>
<td>33pF (max)</td>
<td>25pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply Tol.</td>
<td>±10%</td>
<td>±5%</td>
<td>±5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Mode</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOSTEK's 16K RAM is coming soon.
In addition to an unlatched output, MOSTEK's 16K RAM will include all the features found in our high performance 4K. This means Schottky-TTL compatibility, ±10% tolerance on power supplies, page-mode, gated CAS and low power. Designing and testing with MOSTEK's MK 4027's in your production systems now is a logical "first step" toward an efficient 16K system.

Want more information? There's an application note and data sheet package that tells the complete MK 4027 story. Write on your letterhead to MS 402 for quick response. Or pick up the literature package and a sample at your local MOSTEK distributor.

1215 West Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006
(214) 242-0444
In Europe, Contact:
MOSTEK GmbH, TALSTR, 172, 7024 Filderstadt-1, West Germany
Telephone: (0711) 701096
Meetings

IFIP Congress 77, International Federation for Information Processing, Four Seasons Sheraton Hotel, Toronto, Canada, Aug. 8–12.


Symposium on Control in Transportation Systems, IFAC, IFIP, and IFORS, Ohio State University, Columbus, Aug. 9–13.


Comcon 76 Fall, IEEE, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.C., Sept. 7–10.

Communication '76, Montan Ausstellungs GmbH, (Mulheim a/d Ruhr, West Germany), Gruga Messe Halls, Essen, West Germany, Sept. 7–10.


Galileo Electro-Optics Corp. isn't little nor relatively old. And no, we don't make wine either. Galileo is simply one of the world's largest producers of optical communication cable.

Our new Galite™ family consists of five completely different types of optical communication cable. Because the Galite family is the widest range of cables available anywhere, we can thus service your particular needs best.

All Galite cables are immune to electromagnetic interference (EMI/RFI), are much lighter than coaxial cable, eliminate cross talk between channels and have a higher information carrying capacity than conventional cable. And all are available right now from current stock.

Galite 3000 is a truly new and unique optical communication cable. And because of our exclusive rights to a patented glassmaking process, Galileo is its only source in North America. These fibers are constructed of high purity glass to reduce attenuation. The cladding glass, deposited by this patented process, is impervious to organic solvents and retains its unique properties at temperatures where plastic fibers deteriorate.

Galite 3000 is a step index optical fiber for transmitting data primarily from 70 to 330 meters/230 to 1100 ft. This range accommodates most current market applications such as linking computer terminals, shipboard and aircraft communication and control systems, and automated process controls.

For more information, write: Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation, Galileo Park, Sturbridge, Mass. 01568.
Or call us at (617) 347-9191.

Imagine what we could be doing for you right now.

Galileo Electro-Optics Corp. Galileo Park, Sturbridge, Massachusetts 01568, (617) 347-9191

Circle 31 on reader service card
Our $9.95 CPU is actually less than half the price of the 8080 or 6800 CPU.

And it's just the beginning of your saving. On-chip RAM, ROM and timers make an even bigger difference. Difference in cost. Difference in reliability and difference in manufacturing time. The following is the whole price/performance story of our F8 system, from minimum configurations to expanded systems.

Lowest cost configuration

Our minimum configuration F8 is perfect for controlling home appliances, braking systems, vending machines, ignition systems and other uses with modest memory and I/O requirements.

Two chips do it all – a $9.95 PSU (Program Storage Unit) and F8 CPU (Central Processing Unit) for $9.95. The CPU is an 8-bit device, with a cycle time of 2 microseconds. It's the heart of all F8 microprocessors. It includes 70 instructions, 64-byte RAM (Random Access Memory), instruction register, accumulator, clock and control lines to other devices.

The PSU features a 1K byte ROM (Read Only Memory), program counter, 16 individually controllable I/O lines, 8-bit data port, stack register, incrementer/adder, and programmable timer and interrupt. We're the only manufacturer in the world to offer this 2-chip performance. The 8080 requires 7 chips (9 chips with timer) to do the same thing.

Double the program storage

If you need more program space, just substitute PSUs. Our new 2K byte PSU offers twice the ROM for only $14.95.

Built-in interface to external memory

But suppose you need a couple of RAMs added to your CPU and 2K/PSU. Again, substitute PSUs for one with a built-in memory interface. Avoid paying for extra chips. Order our new 2K/PSU-MI for $14.95. This is super microprocessor power on 4 chips.

The 8080 takes 10 chips (12 with timer) to do the same thing.

Fairchild's $9.95 F8 Microprocessor

Half the Cost
Twice the Versatility
A system that needs no ROM
If you don't want to commit to ROM, consider interfacing RAM and/or PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory) directly into the CPU. This approach is ideal when your production run is under 1,000 units, and for development prior to long production runs.

This F8 configuration uses only four chips: a CPU, a $7.45 SMI (Static Memory Interface with interrupt and programmable timer) and two 2K PROMs. Competitors take twice as many chips to do the same thing.

Where more I/O is needed
By adding our $6.45 PIO (Parallel I/O) to this aforementioned configuration, you gain 16 I/O ports, another level of interrupt and a programmable timer. Now you have the perfect 5-chip microprocessor system for electronic scales, paper tape and cassette tape handlers, electronic games, traffic light control, cash register and similar applications. Competitors take 10 chips to do the same thing.

Memory intensive systems
In memory intensive applications like message concentrators, floppy disc controllers, and store-and-forward message switching you'll enjoy big benefits with the F8's DMI (Dynamic Memory Interface).

This $7.45 device fits between your CPU and dynamic (or static) memory WITHOUT A MEMORY REFRESH CHIP. Memory refresh logic is built into the DMI, and operates in sync with the CPU. Your CPU never stops. There's no cycle stealing. No performance degradation. We are the only manufacturer in the world to offer this advantage.

A supercharger for this memory intensive configuration is DMA (Direct Memory Access). This $5.95 option comes in one chip. It creates a direct link between your memory and external data. All functional and internal system timing is built in. The DMA can run at 500K bytes/sec and never slows down the rest of the system.

Expand your system
Interchangeability and compatibility are maximized for you. All inter-component timing is built in. Gang PSU's. Add PIO's. Daisy-chain multiprocessor systems.

To cut design time even more, you'll enjoy our Formulator. Think of it as an instant breadboard—a system developer, tester, debugger, and more. Of all hardware/software development aids on the market, this one is easiest to operate. Easiest to understand.

Discover how easy it is to assemble your own microprocessor. We provide a spectrum of hardware and software development aids. Everything you need including kits, hardware simulators and full program development support.

And then we will show you how to do it all, step by step in our brand new brochure, "THE PATHS OF LEAST RESISTANCE—Four Optimum Ways To Bring Your Microprocessor Product To Market." Write us now, your competitors probably will. We know ours will.

Fairchild Micro Systems
1725 Technology Dr San Jose, CA 95119 (408) 998-0123

*All prices quoted are for 100 to 999 plastic packaged parts, effective Sept. 1, 1976.
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Circle 33 on reader service card
Hot-molded resistors provide low temperature coefficient and unmatched reliability.

The Resistance Temperature Coefficient of Allen-Bradley hot-molded fixed resistors is typically less than 200 PPM over the entire resistor range shown in the normal equipment operating temperature of +15°C to +75°C. Excellent RTC ratings have always been an Allen-Bradley benefit. And consistency of Allen-Bradley resistors means repeatable results and tight performance patterns. Allen-Bradley resistors offer the lowest cost—on the board—where it counts!

Reliability is unsurpassed. Over 700 million unit test hours without a single failure.

No coatings
Insulation and resistance element integrally molded into one solid structure.

Pulse handling characteristics offer outstanding protection against surges and transients.

Quality in the best tradition.

ALLEN-BRADLEY
Electronics Division
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204

EC113
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Packaging twist keeps 10-A relay price below $3

A novel packaging concept will shortly allow Theta-J Relays Inc. to introduce a solid-state relay that's rated at 10 amperes and will sell for less than $3 in quantities of 10,000. Edward T. Rodriguez, the company's chairman and technical director, says the price of the ac unit will be $7 or $8 less than that of comparably rated solid-state relays on the market today.

The package will accommodate units with ratings from 4 to 20 A and is essentially a slightly longer and higher TO-220 package. The trick is that the triac output portion of the circuit is actually the base of the package, with the triac's posts serving as solder or weld posts for the photocell that Theta-J uses in its relays. The top of the triac package also supports the power transistor that completes the relay circuit. Rodriguez looks for applications in photocopying equipment and large appliances, such as washers, dryers, and dishwashers.

HP signs first distributor deal

Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., has made its first move into marketing its instrumentation products through distributors. HP has signed Elmar Electronics Inc. in Mountain View, Calif., part of the Electronics Distribution group of Wyle Laboratories of El Segundo, Calif. Elmar will stock the low-cost digital troubleshooting gear—including logic probes, pulsers, clips, comparators, and current tracers—made by HP’s Santa Clara division.

Although HP has marketed the components produced by its HPA division through distributors, it has not followed some of its competitors into instrument distribution, but continued to handle the lines through a field sales force.

RCA processor to control latest nuclear bomb

In what must be the most explosive application yet for the microprocessor, Sandia Laboratories' newest thermonuclear weapon will be controlled by RCA Corp.'s 8-bit Cosmac 1802. Sandia chose to use a microprocessor in its B77 megaton-range bomb for the same reasons hundreds of designers have: the need for compact, cost-effective decision-making.

As the first bomb to be developed in 15 years for missile warheads and artillery projectiles, the B77 succeeds two other weapons and offers a wide range of delivery options: free fall, radar-fuzing, contact-fuzing, and several types of parachute drops, in addition to backup modes. The microprocessor makes several dozen decisions that formerly required relays, switches, and discrete hardware. With the new design, "the weapon can respond to digital transmissions from the aircraft, as well as the traditional 28-volt signals," says Sandia.

Burroughs 800 family gets a new member

With its B 6800, the Burroughs Corp. of Detroit has added a new series to its 800 family of medium- to large-scale computers. The family started last year with the B 2800, B 3800, and B 4800 [Electronics, Dec. 25, 1975, p. 36].
The systems feature multiprocessor architecture with central processors operating at 6.7 megahertz, four input/output processors, 16 data-communications processors, and up to 15.7 megabytes of directly addressable core memory. **The B 6800 has more than twice the performance of the earlier B 6700 systems**, but maintains machine-code compatibility. Purchase prices range from $778,000 to $4,019,800.

Although the earlier models in the 800 family used semiconductor memory—bipolar in the B 4800 and MOS in the B 2800 and B 3800—the B 6800 uses planar core memory “because its performance and cost per byte are more cost-effective for this particular system,” according to a Burroughs spokesman. A multichip microprocessor similar to the central processor of the recently introduced B 80, a small general-purpose system, [Electronics, May 13, p. 38] is built into a maintenance processor to monitor system operation and aid service personnel in running diagnostic software.

**Is $5.99 the lowest price calculators can reach?**

How low can calculator prices drop? Nobody knows for sure, but the $5.99 price tag placed on a five-function, 8-digit model by a Los Angeles discount drug chain must be close to the floor. The manufacturer, APF of New York, confirms that this is the lowest price yet for its Mark 40 model, and adds that this is as cheap as it can go.

The firm’s calculators, built around a General Instrument logic chip, are made in Japan. The Mark 40, not surprisingly the low model in the line, has four arithmetic functions and a percent key. A year ago it was priced at $15.99, and it still sells for $9 to $10 in some parts of the country.

**Ohio-Nuclear denies EMI charges over tomography patents**

Ohio-Nuclear Corp. denies charges brought by Britain’s EMI Ltd. that it has violated nine EMI patents covering computerized axial tomography, a body-scanning technique. Richard S. Grimm, president of Technicare Corp. of Solon, Ohio, the parent firm of Ohio-Nuclear, says, “EMI’s causes of action are lacking basis in fact and are inconsistent.” The British firm’s suit was filed in U.S. District Court in Cleveland.

**FCC approves standard for phone plugs, jacks**

Interconnection of non-Bell telephone equipment took a major step forward in mid-July with the issuance of the nation’s first standard specifications for plugs and jacks by the Federal Communications Commission. That the specifications adopted for interconnecting all hardware except PBX and key systems were those of American Telephone & Telegraph Co. proved no surprise, although the detailed conditions attached to AT&T licensing and fees chargeable to other manufacturers in the 100-page order evoked strong interest. Independent equipment makers are now anxious to get standards developed for PBX and key systems as well [Electronics, April 29, p. 26].

In terminating its Docket 20774 with the ruling, the FCC praised the AT&T designs as “technically and economically sound,” adding that it found no others that were “more versatile or cheaper to produce.” Cited in the order are modular plugs with either six or eight “positions”—a term FCC says refers to “pins” since all plugs do not always have a full complement of pins—and mini-ribbon connectors with 50 positions.
Buy our boards now if you want to stop buying them later.

If you're thinking of making your own microcomputer boards sometime in the future, ours are the only boards to buy right now.

Because the chips on our microNOVA boards are the same ones you can buy in the microNOVA chip set.

Which means you can switch from microNOVA boards to our microNOVA chips anytime you want.

The microNOVA board is a full 4K microcomputer. With a number of standard features. Like power-fail/auto-restart. Real-time clock. NOVA instruction set with hardware stack. Hardware multiply/divide. Data channel logic.

Yet all the above computer costs only $589, in OEM quantities of 100.*

Which is a lot of computer for a little money. Because it's a NOVA computer, the microNOVA board comes with powerful run-time software. Like RTOS, our NOVA-compatible, field proven realtime executive. And it runs both Assembler and FORTRAN.

And because the microNOVA board comes from Data General, it comes with the manuals, technical publications, services, training courses and seminars you'd expect from a large minicomputer company.

Yet the microNOVA 4K board is only one member of an entire family. Besides the board (and all the supporting boards), you can get complete development systems. Or you can get completely packaged MOS minicomputers. Or chip sets that include the mN601 CPU, plus all the supporting chips.

So if you want to end up in the chips, call our toll free number, 800-225-9497. (Unless you're in Massachusetts. In which case, call 1-617-485-9100, EXT. 2509.)

*Prices quoted are FOB Southboro and apply to the U.S. Taxes excluded. NOVA is a registered trademark of Data General Corporation.
The Hard Hats
Introducing the first microcomputers tough enough to survive in the real industrial world. And, at a price you can afford.

The PCS 180 Series. From single board micros for under $300* to packaged systems with integrated CRT and full ASCII keyboard for $995*. Microcomputers that won't cook in sealed enclosures. With memories that stay up when the power goes off. No one can beat the price. No one can best the performance.

PCS 180s are designed for dirty, corrosive environments. Gathering, analyzing, and sorting data. Monitoring instruments. Starting, stopping, and regulating events. Even communicating with other computers. No matter what the application, there's a PCS 180 ready to put on its hard hat and go to work for you.

SUPERPAC 180. The most advanced general-purpose microcomputer on the market today. Priced at $995*, the SuperPac 180 gives the system builder both full ASCII keyboard and CRT display capability in a single, low-cost attractive package. Desk-top or rack-mounted, SuperPac 180 includes a PCS 1806 microcomputer, as well as a four-slot chassis, power supply, and self-contained keyboard and CRT control unit. The SuperPac 180 provides 16 lines of 16 or 64 characters, 1024 directly addressable character locations, programmable cursor, blink, and reverse video capabilities.

MICROPAC 180. A low-cost, rack-mountable industrial microcomputer system priced at $695*. The MicroPac 180 includes a PCS 1806 microcomputer, as well as a four-slot chassis, power supply, and industrial front panel with on-off switch and status indicators.

PCS 1810. A single board micro with 256 bytes of CMOS RAM, plus provisions for up to 1K bytes of RAM and 3K bytes of EROM/ROM. The PCS 1810 features power fail/auto restart and built-in battery backup that can support the CMOS RAM for up to 10 days. The unit also includes a crystal-controlled clock, 16 digital inputs and outputs, a serial I/O port, a tri-state bus port, and DMA capability. All for $290*.

For applications where built-in battery backup is not important and where more memory is required, PCS offers the 1806 with 1K bytes of RAM and provisions for 7K bytes of EROM/ROM. All for $265*.

Both microcomputers are available with standard four, eight, and twenty slot chassis with power supply at prices starting at $450*.

All PCS microcomputers offer a full range of peripherals designed to enhance program development and support production systems. PCS software permits easy “trouble shooting” and saves programming time by eliminating much of the duplication and repetition that program writing often involves.

Whether you’re an OEM or end user, whether you buy in small, medium, or large quantities, PCS offers a cost-effective solution to your automation problem. Equipment in modular construction that makes configuring, changing or expanding a system easy, economical, and trouble free.

PCS systems — a new era in process control.

Please send me more information about □ PCS single board microcomputers □ the micropac 180

□ Please have a salesman call.

Name __________________________ Title __________________________

Company ______________________________________________________

Street _______________________________________________________

City __________________________ State __________________________

Telephone __________________________ Zip _______________________

Process Computer Systems, Inc.

5467 Hill 23 Drive, Flint, MI 48507 313-767-8920

TWX—810–235–8667
If you haven’t had a Model 3500 demo yet here are 7 reasons why you should.

Data Precision’s Model 3500 5½ digit multimeter gives you more at reduced costs.

1. **BCD Output and Digital Control**
   Parallel BCD output and digital control signal capability at no extra cost.

2. **Ratio Measurements**
   DC/DC and AC/DC ratio measurement capability at no extra cost.

3. **High Normal Mode and Common Mode Rejection**
   Model 3500 performance is significantly more effective in rejecting normal mode and common mode signals up to 80dB NMRR and up to 160dB CMRR.

4. **Hi-Frequency Measurements**
   The Model 3500 AC voltage measuring capability is specified up to 100KHz.

5. **High and Low Range ACV Measurement Capability**
   Provides a measurement capability of AC voltages on 5 range scales, including the low scale with 1µV resolution and a high scale to 700 volts RMS.

6. **Zero Stability**
   Model 3500 incorporates Tri-Phasic™ auto-zeroing performance eliminating the need for zero adjustment between measurements on any range and any function.

7. **Price**
   High quality performance and accuracy for $995 complete.
   
   The Model 3500 has a 6 months basic DC accuracy of ±0.007% of reading ±1 LSD, full auto-ranging from 1 microvolt to 1000V (DC or AC peak) and 1 milliohm through 12 Megohms resistance, 20% overranging and an easy-to-read ½ inch planar display.

   The Model 3500 also features our Tri-Phasic™ conversion cycle, Ratiohmic™ resistance mode, and Isopolar™ referencing, circuit techniques that increase performance and decrease price.

   *Price USA

   To arrange an immediate demonstration or for technical data and a comparative analysis of the Model 3500 contact: Data Precision, Audubon Road, Wakefield, MA. 01880 (617) 246-1600.

   TELEX (0650) 949341.

---

**DATA PRECISION**

...years ahead
Electronic review

Larger cells, solar concentrator yield more power

Key to work at Sandia Labs is fabricating silicon cells that are 15% efficient and can withstand extreme heat.

The photovoltaic conversion program heaps most of its attention—note to mention study contracts and hardware purchases—on the hunt for a low-cost solar cell. However, there's a different approach that is making considerable headway: Sandia Laboratories' so-called "concentrator subsystem."

Sandia, in Albuquerque, N.M., is working for the Energy Research and Development Agency. The approach uses a plastic Fresnel lens to intensify sunlight by focusing it on each larger-than-conventional silicon cell. The concentrator increases electrical output and is able to achieve a given wattage with fewer cells. By contrast, the low-cost-cell program at Jet Propulsion Laboratories hopes to make photovoltaic power competitive by finding cheaper ways to fabricate and assemble the silicon cells.

The key to the Sandia method is silicon cells, developed by Sandia, that are at least 15% efficient in converting sunlight to electricity. By comparison, the NASA standard from which ERDA measures is 13% efficiency. "We feel fairly certain of fabricating these 15% cells within the next few weeks since we're already getting 14%," states Jerry G. Fossum, who, along with Edward L. Burgess, spearheads the effort. Sandia has to design and build its own cells not only to achieve efficiencies not available from vendors, but to get cells that withstand high temperatures—in the 100°C range—caused by the "multi-sun" approach.

Better design. Three principal improvements in cell design clear the way to 15% efficiency on a repeatable basis in volume production, they point out. Most important is the wafer's optimized pattern of the active element: a wagon-wheel-like shape with spokes tapering out from the center. An enclosing ring on the perimeter of the cell acts as the main electrode, and the spokes are collectors. Using a circular electrode, instead of the usual center "bus bar," has several advantages, Fossum says. One is that it greatly reduces the shading effect that inhibits efficiency of conventional cells; it also makes better contacts than a bus bar. Finally, in preparing photolithographic masks for production, the circular pattern is much easier to align.

The second improvement is to lower the resistivity of the substrate, to 0.3 ohm-centimeter from 1 to 2 ohm-centimeters. This minimizes relative degradation of voltage at high-temperature operation. And third, a p+ diffusion technique on the cell back produces better ohmic contact for higher currents.

The Sandia developers are convinced that they can reach 18% efficiency by improving present techniques, but believe that is the ultimate level possible with single-crystal silicon junctions. The most serious limitation of silicon is an inherent material contamination that keeps carrier lifetime short.

With these 15% cells, which operate at a "50-sun" illumination level, Sandia is ready to put together a prototype 1-kw photovoltaic test-bed array. This will use 135 lenses and 135 cells (about 7.4-w output each) to produce, not only the 1 kw of electrical power, but by integrating it with a backup system to be heated by resulting high temperatures, an additional 5 kw.

Sandia will ask for bids next year on a 10-kw system as the next step toward operating a 100-kw unit in 1978. At that point, before which Fossum and Burgess see no technological obstacle, they feel the concentrator multisun approach will start to prove more cost-effective than the one-sun, flat plates in the JPL program.

Based on the 100-kw system, which uses two-axis tracking, the
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Sandia concentrator system in volume production could supply energy costing about $150 per square meter of silicon, the team predicts. This is equivalent to $1 to $1.50 per watt. Both are enthusiastic about further improvements, projecting that 1978 performance can be doubled by 1980, based on today’s 15% cells, operating at 100-sun illumination levels.

At JPL, Robert Forney, who manages the low-cost-silicon-cell program, says the Sandia 1978 energy cost projections, converted to a flat solar array operated without a concentrator, are equivalent to about $500/m², or $5 per watt. This represents JPL’s 1979 goal, he says. “But they can’t be compared on a one-to-one basis,” he cautions, since each “works better than the other” in different areas. The concentrator, for example, needs bright sunlight to be effective, and its high-temperature operation calls for some kind of cooling. Also, as the JPL program succeeds in bringing down silicon-cell price, the concentrator would benefit considerably.

**Consumer electronics**

**Color-TV imports spur U.S. defense**

The Little Big Horn for America’s color-television-receiver makers may be refought at 701 E. St., N.W., Washington, D.C., home of the International Trade Commission. That’s where GTE Sylvania Inc., and its Philco subsidiary, are calling themselves General Custer and are labeling Japan’s five major color-TV manufacturers the Indians. Sylvania and Philco say they and other U.S. set makers are about to be massacred in this country by a Japanese conspiracy to take over the $2.7 billion U.S. color-TV market—the only home-entertainment electronics market not yet lost to offshore production—and they want the ITC to stop it.

**Jurisdiction.** But the ITC, caught in a jurisdictional dispute with the Treasury Department, is unlikely to decide before August whether or not it can hear the Sylvania/Philco complaint. Meanwhile, the latest figures show Japan’s share of the recovering U.S. color-TV market to be rising sharply from 1975 recession levels. In the first 1976 quarter, imports from Japan climbed 170% to 426,070 sets worth $75 million, compared to 157,288 sets, valued at $27.9 million, in the comparable 1975 quarter. The increase gave Japan a 26% share of the 1.6-million-set U.S. market for the period, more than double Japan’s 12.5% share of the 1.36-million-set market in the first 1975 quarter. The figures are from the Electronic Industries Association.

The Japanese tactic is to go after the portable and table-model color-TV market because it accounts for nearly two thirds of U.S. color sales. And their success, say U.S. sources, is based on two major factors: First, Sanyo Electric took over as Sears, Roebuck’s supplier when Warwick dropped out. At the same time, Panasonic came back into the market after virtually sitting out for a year because of recall problems. Second, U.S. price leaders—such as Admiral and General Electric—have abdicated their leadership to pursue the high end of the market. They left Philco as a low-price leader.

The sources also point out that the Japanese sales are to dealers, who buy heavily in the first half of the year. They need price leaders to draw customers to their stores, and most of the low-price models these days are coming from Japan.

The complaint charges that 13 companies owned by Japan’s five major color-TV manufacturers—Hitachi, Mitsubishi Electric, Sanyo Electric, Sharp, and Toshiba—have conspired since 1966 to monopolize the U.S. market. To pull it off, the complaint alleges, the Japanese have been dumping sets and charging predatory prices below cost, in violation of U.S. trade laws. But dumping is “the exclusive jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Treasury,” that department has told the ITC.

**Delay.** The Treasury’s claim to jurisdiction and its effect on slowing the proceedings has been likened by several industry observers to an antitrust suit by the Zenith Radio Corp. against 31 Japanese TV manufacturers. Filed 22 months ago, that action is still awaiting trial.

Why Sylvania went to the ITC, rather than the Treasury, can be deduced from this comment by one Government electronics analyst. “Treasury found the Japanese were dumping TV sets in this country in 1971,” he recalls, “but nothing significant ever happened after that judgment. There were no penalties or restrictions on imports to speak of, and industry has not forgotten that.”

Should the ITC be unable to hear the complaint of Sylvania/Philco and the Zenith court action is still delayed, some Federal trade specialists expect U.S. manufacturers to move later this year to limit Japanese imports under escape-clause
sections of U.S. tariff laws, rather than by direct appeal to the Treasury [see “An escape-clause action?” p. 42].

**Optoelectronics**

**Bell ‘encouraged’ by fiber tests**

Having tested an experimental fiber-optic telephone link for six months, the Bell System is convinced that the “light pipes” will have an important place in communications systems of the future. The verdict came at a public demonstration of the test system in Atlanta.

“These experiments have given nothing but encouragement as to the technical feasibility of optical-fiber communications,” says Joseph Mullins, head of the digital trunks department at Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J. “The big questions, however, are those of demand and cost, which will determine much more than technology how fast and how extensively these systems find use.”

Field trials at the Western Electric Co. cable works in Norcross, Ga., near Atlanta, concentrated on communications between central offices, the category telephone companies call interoffice trunking. This trunking is of particular interest for metropolitan applications, since the extremely small size of fiber-optic cables would ease overcrowding in cable ducts.

And, just as important, the low loss of optical fibers would reduce the number of manhole repeater stations. If the fiber-optic system could bridge these distances without the need for intermediate repeaters, most electronics in manholes could be eliminated. The distances in cities aren’t great. In Manhattan, for example, all interoffice trunks are less than 5 kilometers long; in Boston, which is more typical, about 90% of the trunks are less than 7 kilometers long.

**Test.** Total losses in the Georgia test, including connectors and splices over a link that totaled 10.9 km, were 6 decibels/km—2 dB less than the design goal. And no problems were encountered with a transmission rate of 44.7 megabits per second—great enough to carry more than 48,000 two-way voice circuits and a higher rate than is needed in

---

**Cable TV uses fibers**

Bell isn’t alone in looking to fiber optics to solve its transmission and crowding problems. In New York City, TelePrompTer Manhattan Cable Television Inc. is using an 800-foot fiber-optic link to carry TV signals from microwave equipment on the roof of a high-rise building to its head-end equipment 34 floors below. The signals are then sent over existing coaxial cables to subscribers.

And General Telephone and Electronics Corp. is busily completing plans for its fiber-optic field trials later this year. The system, which will use fiber cables supplied by General Cable Corp., Greenwich, Conn., will carry commercial voice traffic between operating telephone exchanges somewhere in southern California.

The TelePrompTer system’s optical-fiber cable was assembled by Belden Wire and Cable Corp., Geneva, Ill., with fibers supplied by Fiber Communications Inc. of Orange, N.J. The cable has six individual fibers, but only one fiber, measuring 90 micrometers in diameter, carries three analog TV channels. The step-index fiber (10-dB/km loss, 20-MHz bandwidth) could handle five channels; if commercially available graded-index fibers with a pulse dispersion of 1 nanosecond had been used, it would have been possible to handle 167 TV channels.

---

On trial. The repeaters used in the Bell System’s Atlanta trial contain three modules: receiver, decision-timing circuit, and transmitter. The receiver package (left) contains an agc amplifier, low-pass filter, peak detector, and variable high-voltage generator. The transmitter module (right) contains the control package, the laser package itself, fiber pigtail, and single-fiber connectors.
most telephone applications.

At the test installation, the cable, made by Western Electric and Corning Glass Works, contained 144 individual fibers. The two 2,000-foot cables were pulled from a fiber-guiding distributing frame into standard plastic ducts through two manholes and back again, a distance of about 1,000 ft. At a distributing frame, both ends of the same fiber cable were fanned out, and individual fibers were interconnected with splices to provide still longer lengths of cable, or for arrangement in a series of repeated spans. The objective of this field trial was to find out how the fiber-optic repeaters and other components interfaced with existing telephone plant and to determine how well the fiber cables would withstand the rigors of an operating environment.

**Conditions.** Double-heterojunction gallium-aluminum-arsenide laser diodes transmitted at 820 nanometers to produce a minimum of 0.5 milliwatt into a fiber pigtail and connector. At this level, a receiver sensitivity of −54 dBm (4 nanowatts) is sufficient to accommodate a network loss of 46 dB, including system margin for the 44.7-Mb/s transmission rate at a usable bit-error rate. The receiver performance turned out to be better than needed.

“It’s possible that in the early 1980s there will be substantial Bell System use of this technology,” says George C. Dacey, vice president, transmission systems, Bell Labs, speaking at a demonstration of the test system. However, Dacey adds, “special applications that take advantage of the unique properties of optical fibers, such as high immunity to electrical noise or the very large bandwidth-to-fiber size, could occur earlier.”

**Solid state**

**Bi-FET yields sample-and-hold IC from National featuring low price**

National Semiconductor Corp., long considered the industry’s major innovator in low-cost linear integrated circuits, has done it again with a monolithic sample-and-hold chip. The commercial version (0° to 70°C) of the device, designated LF 398 [Electronics, July 8, p. 27], contains the entire sample-and-hold function, except the external holding capacitor, and will sell for $3.65. Two military versions, which have longer temperature ranges are available.

All major linear-IC suppliers have monolithic sample-and-hold devices in development, but the only other single-chip device commercially available is the Harris Semiconductor division’s high-performance 2420, a dielectrically isolated unit that’s heavily used in military equipment. A commercial version of this device for industrial data-acquisition systems costs about three times more than the National chip. The cheapest hybrid on the market

with comparable specifications appears to be Burr-Brown’s HC 80KP, which sells for $34. Most other hybrids are $60 to $100.

National made its circuit with its Bi-FET linear process, a combination of bipolar and ion-implanted junction field-effect transistors on the same chip. FET input operational amplifiers, of course, aren’t new; National first used them to improve the dc-input characteristics of general-purpose operational amplifiers, but this is the first time the company has built Bi-FETs into such complex linear functions as sample-and-hold devices. Moreover, the company intends to use the Bi-FET in future converter products.

**Perfect match.** So far as the sample-and-hold circuit is concerned, the Bi-FET combination is perfect for the input structure of its output amplifier (see diagram), points out Robert Dobkin, design manager for these linear-circuit products.

“That’s because of its low drift rates (100 millivolts per second at 125°C) and low input offset currents (a few hundred nanoamperes) for the hold capacitance, and that’s crucial to the measurement’s accuracy.” High offsets on the capacitor would result directly in measurement errors. The other two amplifiers are standard bipolar designs.

Moreover, the amplifier’s JFET inputs also give the sample-and-hold chip respectable droop rates—as low as 5 millivolts per minute, when used with a 1-microfarad hold capacitor. And since JFETS are less...
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noisy than alternative MOS input devices, they contribute to both accuracy and long-range high-temperature stability.

**Specifications.** Acquisition times are 5 microseconds (1,000 picofarads), unity-gain accuracy is within 0.005%, offset voltage is 3 millivolts, and input-bias current is 25 nA.

Burr-Brown Research Corp., a major supplier of hybrid devices, is looking at the National model with an eye to "incorporating it into our own hybrid systems," says Joe Santen, product manager for Burr-Brown’s data conversion line. He concedes that the National single-chip part “has roughly the same performance as our lowest-cost hybrid package containing seven or eight chips.” But he points out that the National unit needs an external holding capacitor, as well as some form of nulling circuit to deal with the offset current in many applications—additional external componentry that's not necessary with hybrid versions containing in-package holding capacitors and laser-trimmed front ends.

---

**Instruments**

**Card tester clips onto ICs**

In testing a digital printed-circuit board, a small instrument company in Florida bypasses the board's edge connector and connects its tester directly to the board's integrated circuits. What's more, claims the company, Testline Instruments Inc. of Titusville, the entire testing and fault-diagnosis procedure is faster and more reliable.

Board test systems that can perform similar tests, or additional tests such as verifying that an entire pc board is functioning properly, cost three or four times more and are larger and heavier. Manual logic probes, pulsers, and test clips are priced lower, but are more time-consuming and expensive to operate. “There's really nothing directly competitive,” says Robert E. Ander-
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minimize the size and weight of the power supply, it's turned on for 200 µs, during which the test takes place, and then off for 200 milliseconds.

Industrial

Neutrons help dope thyristor silicon

When a West German consortium of electrical firms was picked to install a 500-kilovolt direct-current transmission system for Canada's Nelson River project, part of the credit for winning the contract went to the high-performance thyristors Siemens AG had available.

With a peak off-state voltage of 3.2 kilovolts and a maximum on-state current of 800 amperes, the thyristors greatly reduce equipment costs because fewer of them need be used for converting three-phase power into high-voltage than lower-powered thyristors.

A prerequisite in making such high-powered thyristors, the German firm says, is silicon with a homogeneous distribution of the dopant. Uniform doping is achieved with a new Siemens-developed process in which the silicon is bombarded with neutrons, and phosphorus as the dopant is built into the silicon crystal after it has been grown.

**Doping.** In conventional doping methods, gaseous phosphorus, for example, is used to dope the silicon during the crystal-pulling process. But, as a result of variations in crystal growth in both radial and axial directions, the phosphorus is distributed unevenly through the silicon. While such lack of homogeneity does not matter in low-power semiconductors, it adversely affects the characteristics of high-powered components, especially in high-performance thyristors such as the Siemens BSTR68 slated for the Canadian project.

The neutron-bombarded homogeneously doped (NBH) silicon process, exploits a relatively simple nuclear-physical phenomenon: nuclear transmutation of silicon into phosphorus. Silicon consists of the isotopes Si-28, Si-29, and Si-30. When bombarded by neutrons, these isotopes change to Si-29, Si-30 and Si-31. Although the isotopes Si-29 and Si-30 are stable, the Si-31 isotope is radioactive.

By emitting a beta particle, however, isotope Si-31 turns into the phosphorus isotope P-31, which is stable. Thus, the combination of neutron bombardment and isotope transmutation produces a high degree of uniformity in phosphorus doping.

**Radiation** In the NBH process, which is carried out for Siemens at nuclear-reactor facilities in Germany, silicon rods are exposed to neutron radiation for about two hours. The rods may be up to 80 centimeters long and 125 millimeters in diameter. Because of its short half-life period, the radioactivity of silicon isotope Si-31 decays in about three days. After that time, the radiation-exposed silicon rod can be handled and processed in the same way as nonbombarded silicon, Siemens says.

Computers

Sanders uses IBM network technique

Systems network architecture, the technique introduced by IBM Corp. in 1974 to improve the efficiency of teleprocessing systems, hasn't taken the computer network world by storm yet. But officials at the Sanders Data Systems group are betting that IBM's development will make SNA the standard data-communications technique by 1980. To back that conviction, Sanders is equipping its 8170 cathode-ray-tube terminal system with the SNA option.
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and making it available early next year.

Sanders Data Systems group is the first terminal manufacturer other than IBM to publicly demonstrate the SNA technique [Electronics, July 8, p. 28]. The group, in Nashua, N.H., is going after the replacement market for IBM 3270 display terminals, some of which have the SNA option.

Architecture. The network architecture embodied in SNA includes a line-control discipline—the IBM-developed synchronous data-link control (SDLC) for message formatting and transmission procedure [Electronics, Aug. 8, 1975, p. 76]—plus a communications-access method and a communications-control program. Sanders officials maintain that SNA goes much further than today's predominant binary synchronous control, which, they explain, encompasses only the line-control discipline.

Brooks Hilliard, product-marketing manager, says SNA offers full- or half-duplex transmission instead of only half-duplex, as binary synchronous control does. It also allows batch or serial applications to be handled by the same communications lines and terminals, instead of dedicating separate lines and hardware to each kind of task.

In practice, these advantages mean less expense because fewer communications lines are required, and the technique establishes a single discipline for all types of computer communications.

A Sanders 8170 series display terminal, replacing the IBM 3270, can communicate with the System/370 host computer directly or through whichever IBM programmable front-end processor is used in the system. The front-end processor houses the network-control program containing the SNA logic. The host mainframe contains the SNA access-method program, which is normally IBM's virtual telecommunications method.

Network. Such a network could accommodate a variety of Sanders terminals: the 8172 local interactive CRT units, linked directly to the virtual telecommunications access method by means of a channel interface; the 8171 remote interactive CRT devices, which would be connected to the front-end processor by SDLC lines, and the 8181 programmable cluster CRT terminal controllers with disk, which can access their own or the host's data base, or both.

Sanders demonstrated its prototype 8170 terminal by accessing the host System/370 model 158 immediately after the IBM 3270 terminal, which had just done the same job, was unplugged.

Thomas Colligan, manager of marketing support for the Data Systems group, says SNA will add $1,000 to the purchase price of a typical 8171 to control 12 CRT terminals, or lease for $50 a month.

Components

F-14 radar need spawns capacitors

Because Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Aerospace Group could not buy metalized film capacitors back in 1969 to satisfy the high-reliability needs of the F-14 radar system, it had to quickly start its own development program. The F-14 radar needed 0.5-microfarad, 20,000-volt capacitors that could operate for 27,000 hours, but available commercial units were failing in tests after only 20 hours.

Not only did the Hughes development program soon meet F-14—and also F-15—specifications, but its findings show promise in improved high-energy-density capacitors for a variety of applications. Specifically, in one program funded by NASA, Hughes has built medium-voltage metalized film capacitors that improve energy densities by a factor of 10 over present ones, from 0.01 to 0.1 joule per gram in a representative 2-microfarad, 500-v rating.

Says Robert D. Parker, staff engineer in the Culver City, Calif., components and materials laboratories: "What we've come up with is an array of better design principles, materials, and processes. Now we can..."
For as long as there have been TV tuners, the premier producer has been the F.W. Sickles Division of General Instrument. So, when Sickles set out to make their electronic TV tuning system, the goal was never in question. Theirs would have to be the most advanced TV tuning system ever made.

That's what they told us at General Instrument Microelectronics. A tall order, but a must, if we were to design and produce the MOS circuitry.

The system, called Omega, would, among other things, have to select all 82 channels electronically, via keyboard, and display them digitally, on-screen or off. It would have to have the ability to fine-tune all channels independently. Retain the tuning data in its memory when power was off. And, as Sickles insisted, without CMOS, and without a battery.

It would have to remember, and keep remembering (where other electronic systems forget), to turn on where it last turned off. Fine-tuned to the same channel. The system would have to be remoteable. Display time on-screen. And, at the user's option, operate in a favorite 16-channel mode.

In sum, it would have to be microelectronics at its best.

Why did Sickles choose us? Because they believed we could deliver that. And deliver it, we did.

Omega is far and away the most advanced TV tuning system ever made. And is very naturally finding its way into the world's most advanced TV receivers. Helping make them so.

As we can help make a product you may have in mind, the best that microelectronics can make it.

General Instrument Microelectronics, at 600 West John Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802, 516-733-3107.

We help you compete.
The Crown M-600 Amplifier is good at driving transducers, no matter what they’re used for. It’s immune to damage from shorted, open or mismatched loads. It operates continuously at full rated power. It will give you up to 1000 watts into 4 ohms, DC to 15 KHz. It works into any impedance. Compare the M-600 to any other amp in its frequency range, no matter what it’s used for.

We’re especially interested in helping you answer any application questions you might foresee for the M-600. Tell us your problem. We may already know a solution.
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pick from these for a particular circumstance.”

Parker explains that the Hughes effort was necessary because “not too many people wanted to produce high-reliability, high-power capacitors for aircraft.” Component companies concentrating on volume selling to television-set manufacturers hadn’t changed basic materials or techniques much since the 1920s, he says.

Because the key characteristic for capacitor efficiency is film with a high dielectric constant, Hughes put intensive effort into the basic research questions of finding and choosing new materials and measuring performance. At one time for the NASA program, 18 new materials were being investigated. The winner, polyvinylidene fluoride, had dielectric-constant ratings in the 11–12 range, three to four times better than previous materials. “We were the first to use it, and it is as close as we’ve come to the magic stuff,” Parker says. But even this material has the limitation of a thermal dissipation factor of 3%, higher than for more common films.

Ironing out wrinkles. To overcome a critical capacitor manufacturing problem—wrinkles—which Hughes’ studies pinpointed as the cause of most operating failures, the lab developed a proprietary winding technique. Wrinkles happen when material overlaps and bunches in the winding process.

The Hughes lab is now working on pulse capacitors under an Air Force contract, seeking densities as high as 500 joules per pound at 20 pulses per second. These units would permit airborne power supplies to be only 10% the weight of present ones.

Also, a separate company-funded program has tested capacitors of up to 18 kilovolts, operating for nearly one hour in a pulse-forming network at 40 pulses per second. The performance of high-voltage capacitors of this type will be important in future laser-fusion developments, Parker notes, as well as in a contemplated 10-megawatt orbiting power station.
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Fujitsu believes in offering you the newest technology to meet your continuously expanding semiconductor memory requirements. And the new MB 8224 N-channel silicon gate dynamic MOS 4K RAM family from Fujitsu continues that tradition. The MB 8224 family offers the fastest speed available in the industry-standard 16-pin package, low power dissipation and a wealth of features that add up to the widest choice and the highest performance.

How does the MB 8224 stack up against your present device? Take a look.

Top speed for 16-pin package
The MB 8224 is available in three versions that offer a substantial speed advantage, and at the same price you're now paying! Thanks to superior Fujitsu fabrication and know-how, you get speeds of 280ns (type N), 230ns (type E), and an outstanding 200ns (type H)—and there are other benefits, too.

With the MB 8224 device, you also get low power dissipation of only 470mW per chip (27mW in standby) and the great new feature of ±10% tolerance on all power supplies. Yes, with superior speed, reduced power and greater supply tolerances, the MB 8224 from Fujitsu puts you way ahead in performance and savings.

Full-featured and compact
The MB 8224 is full-featured, yet compact for higher system densities. This device employs the unique multiplexing and latching techniques for address inputs standard throughout the industry. Thus, it is fully usable for add-on circuits, or as a replacement to boost speed without costly circuit changes. Other features of the MB 8224 include three-state output and low capacitance inputs for full TTL-compatible operation, RAS only refresh, page mode option, and much more. In total, the MB 8224 is the best choice for high-density/low-cost memory applications.

Proven reliability and available now
The Fujitsu MB 8224 NMOS dynamic RAM family is built by Fujitsu, a maker with proven reliability. Our stringent production and testing standards and our capacity to meet your requirements all add up to savings and performance that can't be beat. So contact Fujitsu now for the MB 8224, or any of your other semiconductor requirements.

Availability is NOW!
Write or call for more information to Fujitsu California, Inc., Laboratory Division, 1280 East Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, California 94086, phone: 408-735-0735 telex: 346393.
U.S. is wary of French plan to share Japanese technology

Officials of the U.S. Departments of State and Defense are carefully watching action on proposals by France that it form with Japan a new organization “for the mutual development of electronics technology,” despite a cool first response by Japan. The U.S. thinks the French maneuver is motivated by a desire to bolster the French military-electronics industry, especially in aircraft communications.

Lack of enthusiasm by Japan’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry “apparently stems from the fear that France will not be able to contribute significantly to Japanese electronics expertise, and the union will become a one-way street,” says U.S. officials. Although MITI turned down the idea of government participation, it left the door open to private industrial deals, spurring numerous visits by Thomson-CSF and others for talks with companies like Hitachi, Fujitsu, Nippon Electric, and Toshiba. Japan’s price for cooperation: abolition or reduction of French import restrictions on Japanese electronic products.

Sun Oil negotiating to purchase Datran

Data Transmission Co. (Datran) of Vienna, Va., the only specialized carrier to offer a unique fully digital dedicated and switched transmission capability, and which is on the brink of financial failure, may have found a purchaser. Sun Oil Co. is actively negotiating to buy Datran for a reported price of $30 million, significantly less than Datran’s investment in its nationwide network. It is not clear yet whether Sun’s interest is in a tax write-off or whether it wants to seriously pursue the communications business. The acquisition must take place before Sept. 15, Datran’s “drop-dead” date.

Color-TV sets, car radios lead June sales rise

Sales of consumer-electronic products, led by color-television sets and auto radios, continued to rise in June, reflecting the upturn in the U.S. economy. Color-TV receiver sales to dealers rose 11.7% from June 1975 to 690,027 units, says the Electronic Industries Association. Totals for the first six months rose to nearly 3.2 million sets, up 12.5% from a year ago. Monochrome-receiver sales rose 2.4% in June to 481,427 units, although the 2.2 million total for the first six months was only 1.2% above last year’s level. June auto-radio sales of nearly 1.6 million units represented a major 51.2% advance over the 1975 figure.

Federal data-link standard set for September adoption

A Federal telecommunications standard for control of bit-oriented data links has been proposed for adoption in September by the National Communications System, the network operated for Federal users by the General Services Administration. Known as Federal Standard 1003, the document was developed by a task force of the American National Standards Institute and will apply to the design and procurement of all equipment and systems for Federal use after its adoption.

The ANSI document, X3SL34/589, specifies control procedures for transmitting data between computers, concentrators, and terminals over telecommunications circuits. The standard requires that links be capable of handling any data code or pattern and operate with relatively high efficiency in an interactive pattern. Before the final standard’s adoption, the NCS Technology & Standards Office is seeking written comments by Aug. 31. The NCS/TSO address is Washington, D.C. 20305.
An international plan for direct broadcast satellites

One of the more thoughtful proposals for an international agreement on the development and use of direct broadcast satellites was advanced in Munich early this month by John Eger prior to his resignation from the Ford Administration as acting director of the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy. If the Eger proposal before the Supranational Association for Communications Research is to become a reality under some future Administration, it will need the support of the nation’s telecommunications industry. Highlights of Eger’s speech are presented here for its consideration.

—Ray Connolly.

The revolution in communications, it seems to me, is even more important than the transportation revolution, and it is immeasurably more promising. At the same time, it is more threatening, or it seems to be, perhaps because of the vast changes telecommunications has already brought to almost every aspect of our lives, to all people, to all nations large and small, to all regions of the world. And now this revolution promises to bring even more changes to us all. Computers and satellites and the rest of our still developing communications technology promise changes even more profound.

Impact of DBS

Let us consider a specific technological development—direct broadcasting via satellite. Direct broadcast satellites can leap national borders and cross cultural lines. They are capable of sending a signal into a small home or community receiving antenna no larger than 1 meter in size. And because they can thus spread information and knowledge so easily and at so little cost to the receiver, these direct broadcast satellites are attractive. They are an inevitable development.

DBS technology is now under active study not only in the United States, but in Canada, Japan, the USSR and other countries. But perhaps the best known of the DBS experiments is the ATS-6 satellite launched by NASA not long ago.

The Japanese are investigating receiving antennas that may be built for as little as $100 each, which approaches the cost of an ordinary vhf and uhf antenna already in popular use. And, perhaps of greater significance, without being a DBS system per se, the Soviet Union has recently advanced plans for an auspicious 11-satellite system, capable of tying the entire Communist world together, and capable of adding other, probably less developed countries, as desired, using its Stationar technology.

So you can see that the technology is all but here to bring about change. But already there is a fear that it may bring an end to cultural diversity, and that those who are rich in information and technology may use DBS to impose their culture on the developing nations of the world.

I don’t believe this can happen. I don’t mean to suggest such fears are entirely groundless. This technology which promises so much can be abused. I think we already know how to respond to the promise and to the threat of this new technology.

Beginning a dialogue

In facing the challenge posed by this technology and its global potential, all of us must join with other free societies in beginning a dialogue, robust and open discussion that can lead, perhaps as a starting point, to agreement on the international rules, procedures, and policies that will govern DBS—but hopefully that can lead to something even more important: a consensus among the free peoples of the world as to the shape, the form, the dimensions, the role, this telecommunications revolution will have in our lives.

Let us begin now. There are, of course, ongoing meetings in the U.N. There will be discussions of broadcasting satellites early in 1977 in Geneva when we have a World Administrative Radio Conference. But we need not delay our separate effort. Let us convene a meeting, call a conference to set the Free World’s communications agenda, and resolve the issues, overcome the differences that stand between us.

I believe that the democracies, in making our telecommunications technology fully serve mankind, must take the lead. For not to take the lead may be to lose it—and to lose the lead is to lose man’s oldest hope, man’s basic right, his basic need to make life better, to improve the quality of life on earth for everyone. But more, to lose the lead may be to lose the thing we most cherish—freedom.
NOW! SINGLE IN-LINE RESISTOR NETWORKS WITH IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

Low Cost and High Density Configuration are only two of the features of Sprague Type 216C Metanet Resistor Networks. Now, you can also enjoy the benefits of improved power dissipation, better temperature coefficient of resistance, and closer standard resistance tolerance.

Save Board Space. Single in-line design permits vertical installation, which allows more units to be seated in less space. This mounting style also results in improved high-frequency performance and significant in-place cost reduction.

Better TCR. Typical temperature coefficient of resistance is within ±200 ppm/°C, cutting previous allowable limit almost in half.

Up-graded Power Dissipation. Individual terminating, pull-up/pull-down, and interface networks are capable of dissipating 250 mW per resistor at 70°C, an increase of 100% over previous designs.

Closer Resistance Tolerance. Standard resistance tolerance for each resistor is ±2%, with other tolerances between ±1% and ±5% available on special order.

Proven Product Line. Sprague has more than fifteen years of experience in the development and manufacture of precision thick-film resistor networks, which include individual terminating, pull-up/pull-down, interface, and dual terminating designs.
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Introducing the Consul 520. Now you can get exactly what you need in teletypewriter compatible equipment. Without paying for what you don't need. Check the features below and say when.

Let's say you need:

- Inquiry-response capabilities.
- Remote controls to X-Y address or position the cursor up, down, forward, backward and home.
- Audible alarm and keyboard lockout.
- 12" screen; 24 lines with 80 character positions per line.
- Dark lettering on light background for increased legibility.
- Bonded faceplate TV monitor.
- Five transmission rates, switch selectable.
- Scrolled or wraparound display.
- Automatic line feed button.
- EIA RS232 or 20 milliampere current loop.
- Video output.
- Full-duplex or half-duplex transmission.

It’s the Consul 520.
The meat-and-potatoes basic that’s pure prime quality. It features as standard what most terminals call options.

Single unit price, $1595.

Maybe you need all the above features, plus:

- Hard-copy capability with printer interface.
- Cursor control keys.
- Numeric pad.
- Rack-mounting option.

It’s the Consul 580.
Like all our terminals, the 580 has an extended warranty option, and OEM/Educational discounts.

Single unit price, $1795.
Moving right along, we drop the printer interface, and give you the above, plus:

- Protected formats.
- Block transmission to cut down on CPU functions and considerably reduce software needs.
- Selective transmission of only variable data.
- Upper and lower case ASCII display.
- Shift and lock keys.
- Transmission by page, partial page, line or character.
- Look-ahead cursor positioning to suppress trailing blanks.
- Automatic tabbing between fields.
- Half-intensity.
- Blinking at two rates.
- Remote recognition of cursor position.

It's the Consul 920.
With its sophistication and flexibility, the 920 is a network designer's dream. Without a nightmare price.
Single unit price, $2600.

Still with us? Then you need the works:

- Graphics that show everything from bar charts to diagrams.
- Alphanumeric annotation of graphics.
- Line insert or delete; remote or local.
- Character insert or delete.
- Overwriting.
- Parallel and serial peripheral interfaces.
- Remote or local printing.

It's the Consul 980.
Top of the line, and acts like it. You simply can't buy better.
Single unit price, $2800.

Now. If you've said when, we'll say where:
Applied Digital Data Systems Inc., 100 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, New York 11787  (516) 231-5400

ADDS

Now you can rent ADDS terminals through the General Electric Instrumentation and Communication Equipment Service.
If you need HYBRIDS...

you should know about BECKMAN!

We offer expert application assistance and quality products at competitive prices.

Beckman Hybrids can solve your system packaging problems in:

- Active Filters and Telephone Tone Filter/Modem products
- DACs and ADCs from Industrial to Military standards
- Power Linears from Amplifiers to Voltage Regulators
- Complex Customs from Passive Substrates to Multilayer Digital hybrids

For fast response, call (714) 871-4848, Ext. 1776

Beckman®
HELIPOT DIVISION
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CO₂ laser from Italy can cut ceramic substrates in curves

A pulsed carbon-dioxide laser from Italy is coming to the rescue of manufacturers of custom, or low-production-volume, hybrid circuits. The LDS 100, developed by Magneti Marelli, a company in the Fiat group, not only does conventional scribing, but can also drill holes and cut the delicate ceramic thick- and thin-film substrates in curved patterns, as well as straight lines. The laser can cut, shape, and drill a substrate in a day.

Substrates can be cut to dimensions and shapes that adhere closely to particular specifications, and the time-consuming and costly tooling-up process to prepare special substrate designs can be virtually eliminated. Magneti Marelli says: “A production requirement of some 25 hybrids with different drilled configurations in a year can amortize the investment cost of $75,000 to $82,000. If you have to produce a million or more hybrid circuits, then it matters of a few thousand or if you need to test a variety of prototypes, the LDS 100 laser can be valuable.”

The laser puts out 100 watts of continuous-wave power at a wavelength of 10.6 micrometers, but an electronic-trigger system in the tube allows a short, concentrated beam. At its peak power of 1,000 W, the LDS 100 produces a power density of 10 megawatts per square centimeter, whereas an earlier model gave only 2 MW/cm².

To drill or cut, the beam creates a pulsed series of shaped, overlapping perforations—a proprietary process that, the company says, creates no stress in the substrate. A drilled or cut substrate may be dropped into liquid nitrogen (−196°C) without cracking or showing other signs of stress. The secret lies in a combination of the geometry of the perforating action and the pulsed beam’s peak-power density.

The laser, which comes with a built-in pulse generator that has controls for pulse duration and amplitude, is linked via an interface to an X-Y table controlled by a microcomputer for moving the substrate.

The pulsed beam can cut through ceramic, glazed ceramic, and glass substrates of standard 0.6-millimeter thickness. In fact, it can deal with thicknesses up to 3 mm, drilling at speeds up to 5 mm/s and scribing at up to 8 cm/s. In operation, the beam from the stationary water-cooled CO₂ tube is directed by reflectors onto a 90° deflector and focusing unit, while the substrate moves on the X-Y table. Programs for cutting different shapes, stored on paper tape, can be readily changed.

Magneti Marelli, which originally developed the laser scribe/drill for use in its own plants for the production of custom circuits, is aiming to sell the device mainly in the European market, especially in Germany, Britain, France, and Italy. But the company is also interested in the U.S. market.

Soft mask boosts semiconductor yield for Ferranti

Ferranti Semiconductors in the UK has nearly doubled its semiconductor yield by means of a silver-halide emulsion for making “soft” masks, applied in the photore sist stage of fabrication. The emulsion, developed in a three-year yield-improvement program, contains a proprietary chemical.

The emulsion, called High Definition One Millimask, is being introduced by Agfa-Gevaert, of Antwerp, Belgium, in cooperation with Ferranti. The British company, using slices with chips more than 100 mils square, in a typical batch is getting mask efficiencies of 97% and yields of about 60%. The emulsion with the chemical has cut in half the mean grain size of silver halide to about 300 angstroms and reduced grain dispersion in the emulsion to 200 to 500 angstroms. It is used with a 1:1 projection system.

This fineness of grain, says Ferranti, virtually wipes out pinholes or defects in clear areas on first masks produced from master masks and increases sharpness of the edges for improved accuracy—all for about 10% the cost of “hard” mask materials. Moreover, with the emulsion, Ferranti says, “you can reverse-process an emulsion plate to get zero defects [no pinholes] in the opaque areas of a mask, as well. This is a great yield advantage that hard materials like iron oxide don’t have.”

German adapter sends taxi locations digitally

An identification system for radiotelephone-equipped taxis enhances communications with the control center and allows vehicles to be identified by digital numbers over voice channels. With the new system, from West Germany’s AEG-Telefunken, the driver can identify himself merely by pushing a button. This action sends the multidigit number assigned to his vehicle in binary code to the control center for display on the dispatcher’s monitoring board. The identification system, implemented by an adapter called Teledat, minimizes voice traffic on the radio channels, leaving more time for necessary transmissions.

What’s more, when a driver is involved in a holdup or other dangerous situation, he can push a hidden button that alerts the control center and other taxi drivers. The digital data representing the identification number is enshrined in the speech signal without disturbing it. Sending the number takes only 38 milliseconds.
Even the best equipment budget can only go so far. And at the price you pay for electronic test equipment nowadays, that’s not very far at all.

Unless you rent your equipment from REI.

When you rent from us, there’s no large cash outlay. You pay only for the time you have your instruments, and you return them when you’re through. So you never have to spend your money on idle equipment.

Getting more for your money is just one reason for renting from REI. Immediate delivery is another. We have over $10 million in inventory in fully stocked centers around the country. And, when you have short-term needs, you can rent equipment for just as long as you need it, and make it pay for itself.

REI stocks over 8,000 fully checked-out test instruments, and they’re ready whenever you are. For the full story on renting, as well as our low prices, send in the coupon for prompt delivery of our free illustrated catalog... or call us now for your immediate requirements.
Cut in Japanese phone-gear buys laid to scandal...

Japan's ongoing Lockheed scandal has indirectly caused Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp. to reduce equipment orders and has accelerated the drive by its potential suppliers to expand their export markets instead. Because of disruptions attributable to the scandal, the Diet session that ended on May 25 failed to pass the revision of the telecommunications law needed to allow NTT to raise its rates.

Without this extra revenue of $213 million a month, the telephone company tentatively has slashed $385 million from its planned budget of about $5 billion for the fiscal year that began April 1, forcing major NTT suppliers, including Nippon Electric Co., to turn to export markets. For the first quarter, which ended in June, NEC reports initial export orders of $126 million, about 20% higher than had been planned. However, smaller companies that cannot switch sales to export markets are hurting badly. NTT hopes the Diet will amend the telecommunications law in extraordinary session so that rates can be increased Oct. 1.

...as British TV makers seek controls on Japanese imports

A public outcry against allegedly increasing Japanese encroachment on the British consumer-electronics market—coupled with behind-the-scenes pressure for government-imposed import quotas—will soon be made by heavyweights GEC, Thorn, Philips, and its UK subsidiary, Mullard Ltd. And Mullard, Britain's only remaining color-tube maker, is becoming increasingly anguished about losing money on its color operations. The so-called "group of four" is expected to publicize its detailed projection of a declining "home" industry, should the government take no action against audio and video imports.

In private talks with the Department of Trade, however, they will explore a quota system on imported color TV sets and a cutback in imported monochrome sets in exchange for pledges by the Japanese to buy more components within the UK.

France orders Metaconta switches for phone network

ITT, although forced to sell its French subsidiary le Matériel Téléphonique to the large Thomson electronics groups for $160 million last May, has just landed an order for five new Metaconta space-division switching systems.

While LMT has won a contract for two systems, ITT's remaining wholly owned French subsidiary, Compagnie Générale des Constructions Téléphoniques (CGCT) has won contracts for the other three, which it will develop in association with the Thomson-owned Société Française Ericsson. Further orders for three Ericsson-developed Axe exchanges are expected to be placed later this year.

CGCT is also picking up telephone contracts outside of France. This week, it signed a $12 million contract with the Ivory Coast's PTT to extend the West African nation's telephone system by installing a central electric switching system and adding 20,000 new lines.

Germans increase computer levels

According to the latest Diebold statistics, the number of computers installed in West Germany as of the first of this year stood at 24,801 units, representing a value of $8.64 billion. Process computers checked in with 11,379 units—or nearly half of the total—which is 33.8% more than at the beginning of 1975. Overall, though, the annual percentage increase for all computers combined continued to level off, Diebold says.
Yugoslavs to assemble Philips EDP gear for Eastern Bloc...

Philips Data Systems in the Netherlands and Iskra in Yugoslavia have agreed in principle for the latter company to assemble Philips computer equipment for East European markets. Iskra will start out by building the Philips office computer of the P-300 series. The machine will initially be for the Yugoslav market and later for export to Poland, the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Romania, Hungary, and Bulgaria. The five-year agreement also provides for Iskra to give technical support to Philips computer systems already installed in Yugoslavia.

...as Mullard in UK readies Philips n-MOS drive

Philips of the Netherlands, mounting a major attack on memory, microprocessor, industrial, and television markets, will double its production capacity in n-channel, silicon-gate metal-oxide-semiconductor products when a new $5.4 million production area in subsidiary Mullard Ltd.’s Southampton, England, plant, cranks up. First product is a 22-pin dynamic 4,096-bit random-access memory also made by the company’s Signetics plant in Sunnyvale, Calif., with 16- and 18-pin versions under consideration.

Likely to follow are a 16,384-bit RAM, automotive and industrial circuits, a reduced-chip-size version of Signetics’ 2650 microprocessor, and a custom five-chip Teletext decoder, for which Mullard sees a total industry market of 600,000 units by 1979. Intended for both European and U.S.-bound circuits, the plant’s production will jump to 1,500 3-inch slices per day when Philips’ full $12.6 million investment is completed during the next five years.

Japanese firm sells 3-inch sapphire wafers below $40

Kyoto Ceramic Co. in Japan is mass-producing 3-inch sapphire wafers with a 0.6-micrometer epitaxial silicon layer deposited by the vapor-phase process. The company intends initially to supply the wafers in Japan for less than $40 each, regardless of purchase volume. However, as shipments increase, quantity discounts are planned. In the U.S., they cost about $50 each in small quantities. Samples have been supplied to Japanese manufacturers since April.

The wafers are believed to be the first produced by the edge-fed growth process licensed by Tyco Laboratories Inc. of Waltham, Mass. They are considerably cheaper in Japan than SOS wafers of similar quality that Union Carbide Corp., of New York produces by the Czochralski process. These cost about $50 each in quantity by the time they are delivered to Japanese manufacturers.

German firm sees healthy growth for hi-fi market

An optimistic forecast for West Germany’s high-fidelity equipment market comes from Grundig AG, the country’s largest entertainment-electronics producer. According to the Nuremberg firm, hi-fi unit sales in 1976 and 1977 will increase by 8% to 10% per year, while the rise in value this year over last will amount to 11%—from $155 million to $172 million. And with the saturation level only at a bit more than 20%. The number of combinations is expected to increase from 375,000 this year to 460,000 in 1977.
DON'T FIGHT THE RELAY MAZE

PROBLEM:
Go directly from relay requirement "A" to optimum relay specification "B" for any application.

Just follow the leader: GORDOS

Because we're the only relay company that makes all its own switches, we know relays from the inside out — and make more than anyone else. More types... more versions of each type.
And, we accept single responsibility for maintaining high standards of quality for every one. So, when matching the optimum relay to an application, we help keep tradeoffs down. We offer a broad perspective unmatched by suppliers with fewer alternatives... a greater product base from which to select special-purpose relay solutions others just don't have... plus the technological expertise to avoid high custom-design costs often by simply modifying a standard solid-state, axial-travel, or reed relay design.
The fact is: there's really no reed or solid-state relay problem Gordos can't handle... usually right off the shelf. So, don't fight your way through the relay maze—call Gordos.

GORDOS

Gordos Corporation, 250 Glenwood Ave., Bloomfield, N.J. 07003 • Telephone: (201) 743-6800 • TWX: 710-994-4787
Grangestone Industrial Estate, Girvan, Ayrshire, Scotland • Telephone: Girvan 3581-2-3-4 • Telex: 851778500
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Our 4K RAM
our 4K RAM.
## Our fast 4K RAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>Access Time</th>
<th>Read/Write Cycle Time</th>
<th>Read/Modify/Write Cycle Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MM5270 (18-pin)</td>
<td>200 ns</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
<td>500 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM5271* (18-pin)</td>
<td>250 ns</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
<td>560 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM5280 (22-pin)</td>
<td>200 ns</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
<td>520 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM5281* (22-pin)</td>
<td>250 ns</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
<td>510 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Chip enable is TTL compatible.

## Our faster 4K RAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model No.</th>
<th>Access Time</th>
<th>Read/Write Cycle Time</th>
<th>Read/Modify/Write Cycle Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MM5270A (18-pin)</td>
<td>150 ns</td>
<td>300 ns</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM5271A* (18-pin)</td>
<td>200 ns</td>
<td>300 ns</td>
<td>400 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM5280A (22-pin)</td>
<td>150 ns</td>
<td>300 ns</td>
<td>370 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM5281A* (22-pin)</td>
<td>200 ns</td>
<td>300 ns</td>
<td>370 ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Chip enable is TTL compatible.

---

National Semiconductor Corporation, 2900 Semiconductor Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051

Gentlemen:

Kindly rush data sheets on your fast, and faster, 4K RAMs.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________

Company __________________________

Address __________________________

City __________________________ State __________ Zip __________

National Semiconductor
When is a power supply wrong?

Our discussion here pertains to types of power supplies. Not brands.

There are, of course, inferior products on the market which the buyer should avoid. But even if all supplies were equal in quality, the designer still faces many problems.

For simple mounting, the choice is open frame

While open frame supplies are complete in themselves, sub-modules require the addition of heatsinks and transformers along with associated wiring and assembly. Consequently, the former are far more easily mounted. So with plenty of space and a model that meets all specs, open frame is generally the easiest to utilize.

For continuous I/O power selection, choose sub-modules

The output voltage ranges of open frame supplies are discontinuous, while sub-modules are available for any voltage between 1.2 and 30V. This means there are “gaps” in the open frame ratings, and if your system falls into one of these, you’ll have to “overbuy” or order a “special”. Sub-module transformers are easily custom designed to specific needs, including input voltage, tolerance and frequency as well as output voltage and current.

Whistles and bells... a sure way to raise costs

An excellent basic principle is, never overbuy. For example:

Overvoltage Protection (OVP)— only about one in 10,000 power supplies will fail in an over voltage mode; thus, at a cost of approximately $8.00 each, OVP’s may not be justified in low and medium-cost end products.

Logic Inhibit — normally required only with multiple outputs.

Remote Voltage Adjustment — necessary when access to the supply mounted adjustment is limited or when “front panel” adjustment is required. If remote is desirable, it should be built in; add-on’s are possible, but supplies vary widely as to ease of implementation of this function.

Sub-modules fit the “space left over”

Sub-modules offer considerably more flexibility than open frames, primarily because of their building block concept. If forced air cooling is utilized, power density can be increased (size decreased) with sub-modules since the heatsinks can be reduced in size. Conversely, a 12-amp open frame is the same size, with or without forced air.

Dollars and cents... the bottom line!

If your production run calls for 100 or more supplies, and/or if your system requires over 3 outputs, the sub-module approach will most likely serve you best economically. Also, the overall operating efficiency of sub-modules may be better (less waste heat) since the transformer is tailored more to specific needs. For shorter runs of non-complicated systems, however, the open frame concept is the prime choice.

When outputs get into the several hundred watt range, consideration should be given to switching regulated supplies, where operating efficiency far exceeds that of linear-type supplies and costs are comparable.

BASIC CRITERIA FOR SELECTING THE RIGHT POWER SUPPLY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Considerations</th>
<th>Sub-Module</th>
<th>Open Frame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum cost power supply, no special features required</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Most economical for uncomplicated requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted system space</td>
<td>Much greater flexibility</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast, easy installation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Simply bolt on, make connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible system design changes (e.g., prototype stage, system upgrade, etc.)</td>
<td>Versatility offers better chance of meeting new requirements</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage requirements not within standard open-frame ranges</td>
<td>Range continuous between 1.2 and 30V</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Most economical in large quantity</td>
<td>Most economical in small quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Multiple sources</td>
<td>Commodity item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation with abnormal input voltage</td>
<td>Readily adapted</td>
<td>Limited variations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequenced turn-on/off in multi-output system</td>
<td>Logic inhibit standard</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote voltage adjustment</td>
<td>Removable voltage adjustment standard</td>
<td>Requires new potentiometer. PCB modification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUB-MODULE...?

you a choice.

"We double your choice — not your problems."

John Poturny
V.P. Marketing

Improved electronics offer higher efficiency. 115/230 Vac input and electrostatic shielding are standard on every unit. Regulation and thermal characteristics have been improved and expanded. There are fewer components and less hard wiring. Each OEM II has a one-year warranty and a lifetime guarantee on power silicon semiconductors. Plus all the features you look for in an open frame power supply.

At Powertec you not only choose from one of the broadest model ranges in the industry, you also choose the type of power supply best suited for your application.

This is especially important in today’s smaller designs where fit, flexibility, and the exact combination of features are vital. Obviously, no one type of supply will satisfy all. There must be a choice. Which is why Powertec offers both OEM open frame power supplies and sub-module power components. By doubling your choice, we fit the power supply to the system so you don’t have to tailor the system to the supply...whether you build or buy.

OEM FEATURES

- Adjustable current limiting
- Remote sensing
- Programming capability
- AC input options
- Metal film resistors
- All hermetic power semiconductors
- Conservatively rated capacitors
- Output screw terminals
- 100% computer tested
- U.L. recognized

SM FEATURES

- 10 basic case sizes
- 1.2V to 30V, up to 75A
- Single and multiple outputs
- Built-in rectifier, filter, regulator, OVP
- Adjustable voltage, current limit, OVP
- Logic inhibit function
- Remote sensing
- Readily removable, locking voltage adjustment potentiometer
- U.L. recognized

So the next time you face a decision on selecting the right power supply, give yourself a choice. It could save you both time and money while improving your system design...whether you build or buy. Start off by discovering the quality choice at Powertec.

Free

"Make or Buy Decisions Aid"

Another instructive booklet from Powertec.

SEND FOR PRODUCT BROCHURES

SEND FOR PRODUCT BROCHURES

168 DeSoto Avenue, Chatsworth, California 91311 • (213) 882-0004 • TWX 910-494-2092
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"We'll sell you the best, lowest priced 132-column printer available anywhere."

Bob Howard, President, Centronics
But the low initial price for the Centronics 700 Series 132-column printer isn’t the whole story.

It’s the lower cost of ownership based on the 700’s inherent reliability and simplified construction.

The 700’s unique modular construction using four different modules — printing, electronics, forms handling and keyboard — and less moving parts mean easier maintenance, lower cost and a smaller spares inventory.

Write for the full details of this tremendous offer . . . and information on the rest of the printers and teleprinters in the new Centronics 700 Series.

Centronics means more than low price.

And more than hardware. It’s the widest range of models, features, options • Financially strong • Proven delivery response • Over 70,000 printers installed • 109 world-wide sales/service locations • Stringent quality control • Advanced R&D and manufacturing • Long-term spare parts availability • Customizing for specific needs.
TERADYNE'S J401:
THE FULL CAPABILITY IC TEST SYSTEM
EVERY ENGINEER CAN USE.

Until now, the complexities of test programming have kept all but a few specialists from using IC test systems. Everyone else had to queue up at the programmer's desk or do without the kind of information that was really needed.

Now there's a J401. A fully programmable test system for T2L ICs with up to 24 pins, complete with built-in CRT, printer, and mag tape unit, that any engineer can learn to use in minutes.

For IC producers this means immediate access to vital process control information. For IC users it means the data necessary to choose components and vendors intelligently. And the ability to extract from field returns the information needed to improve product quality and yield.

The performance and flexibility of a large, computer-operated test system.

The J401 delivers the flexibility ordinarily associated only with larger, more expensive systems. It can data-log any forced or measured function and it can generate an x-y plot of any two parameters. The system also operates as a high throughput go/no-go tester for the production line or incoming inspection.


For the semiconductor manufacturer, the easy-to-use J401 allows errors to be spotted before they can begin to multiply. QC engineers can use it to evaluate devices, determine test margins, and check device lots.

The electronic equipment manufacturer will find the J401 useful in monitoring vendor-to-vendor and lot-to-lot variations.

It enables him to spot device characteristics that could be contributing to problems. And QC personnel can use the system to analyze failures and reduce service costs.

A system for meeting the real objectives of incoming inspection.

The J401 gives you fast go/no-go testing with an important difference. It gives control over the way devices are tested. By pushing a few keys you can change test conditions, bin out top-quality ICs, or have data-logging to support returns. All in seconds. This is incoming inspection as it should be.

It's a Teradyne.

Each J401 is built for hard use on the factory floor. Each is supported by Teradyne's ten-year circuit module warranty, a 24-hour telephone trouble-shooting service, and a worldwide field service backed up by local parts stocking centers.

For complete information on the J401, write:

WE SELL PRODUCTIVITY.
TERADYNE
Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

16-k RAMs still less than standard

Pinouts of devices made by TI, Intel, and Mostek are the same, but functions of the pins vary from manufacturer to manufacturer

by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager

Now that the industry has settled on the 16-pin version as the standard pinout for the 16,385-bit random-access memory, everything is settled. Right?

Wrong. Many manufacturers and users are beginning to realize that what they have is a pseudo-standard, because everyone is going his own way, as far as functionality is concerned. While manufacturers seem to have settled on what appears to be the same pinout for the 16-k RAM, they seem intent on expressing their individuality in how they implement the functions of each particular pin: latched or non-latched outputs, precharging outputs high or low, floating the outputs or letting them reflect the internal data, and using either 64 or 128 refresh cycles.

And, although the user is not back in the forest as he was with the 4,096-bit RAM thickets of 16-, 18-, and 22-pin packages, he is finding that 16-k RAMs in 16-pin packages are not interchangeable. He must put out the money and put in the time to design boards that accommodate a number of different functional approaches—a chore he had to do before "standardization." And reactions from potential users vary from minor irritation to serious concern.

Trivial differences. Brian Croxon, business manager for memory systems at Digital Equipment Corp. in Maynard, Mass., regards the differences among the 16-k RAMs that he has evaluated—those devices made by Intel Corp., Texas Instruments, and Mostek Corp.—as really a trivial matter. "We're seeing samples that follow the usual mode," he observes. "The vendors want to be able to say that they have 16-k RAMs out, that they're moving ahead in technology, and a number of them are supplying small quantities for prototype development. We expect further iterations in design and more compatibility."

For instance, Croxon has observed variations from specified voltages and clock timing—a vendor may specify a clock timing of 50 nanoseconds, but it may actually be 60 ns or 70 ns. And if the user wants 0.8 volt on the transistor-transistor-logic input, the part may deliver 0.6 V, instead, which results in less noise immunity.

Nonetheless, "these are trivial at this point in the development cycle," Croxon notes, "and the users have to tweak their processes to get there."

Regarding latched or unlatched outputs (Intel's are latched, Mostek's and TI's aren't), that dissimilarity causes Croxon a little more concern, since DEC can't commit to a part as early as it might like to "because we have to worry a bit about the availability of a second source. If we have an unlatched part, we have to design a system with a latch—a flip-flop—before the data goes onto the bus, and we'd rather not do that if we can get the latch in the RAM."

DEC would rather not design two kinds of boards to accommodate latched or unlatched outputs, which translates into a "bit of delay," he says. Still, he adds that, even if some
of these small variations are worked out, DEC probably wouldn't commit to a vendor yet because he doesn't expect significant volume production of the parts this year, and he wants more than one source.

Deterrent. Lou Pezzi, manager of memory development at Interdata Inc., Oceanport, N.J., says the lack of true compatibility of 16-k RAMs "is definitely a deterrent in our going in on them." However, he adds that by the time Interdata is ready to use 16-k RAMs in large quantities—which would be around the spring of next year—there will probably be enough vendors around with compatible 16-k parts.

Pezzi says that real standardization would hasten the spread of 16-k parts into more machines. "But I don't think the 16-k will have the same impact that the 4-k did. The 4-k was important as it obsoleted the 1-k RAM, but the 16-k, while it will allow us to build higher-density boards, won't displace the 4-k in memory systems."

Meanwhile, a spokesman at one major memory-systems organization notes that, although most of the memory vendors have assigned the same functions to the same pins, at least two additional levels of standardization are required to get truly compatible parts.

The second level—where the pins have the same logic interface—hasn't been achieved, the spokesman says. "There appears to be a fairly substantial battle shaping up between Intel and Mostek, with Intel taking the data-latch approach and Mostek going the non-data-latch route," he says. The third level, which is the most difficult, relates to timing. It would be ideal for one part to fit in one socket and another in another socket without any change in the circuits' timing.

"From the user's standpoint, it is of absolute importance that the device manufacturers achieve the first and second levels of compatibility. The third level is highly desirable, especially when one is in the phase of product development when he is pushing the speed capability of the product and getting it to go faster and faster," the spokesman says.

A spokesman for Burroughs Corp. in Detroit, Mich., observes that if there were real standardization on 16-k RAMs, the ultimate performance of systems would improve, because, as one engineer has put it, "You could then write a spec compatible with everyone else's part and could push the limits on all specs. As a result, yields would go up." However, says the Burroughs source, this means "compatibility with characteristics beyond pinout alone."

Not here. Actual standardization, point out designers at several user companies, would advance the use of 16-k RAMs by a year. "But it's too late now," says one designer. "Standardization is already not here, and it really pays in that crucial first year, as people would start designing with the assurance that there would be two sources. The fact that there is no real compatibility means we have to wait a year for other vendors to come out with compatible parts. This delays real volume production by a whole year."

Nonetheless, many users, Sperry Univac and Hewlett-Packard among them, are believed to be looking hard at several 16-k RAM parts and designing them into products. Both are believed to be negotiating major orders with one of the 16-k RAM suppliers for parts to be used in next-generation systems.

One large user notes that in the early stages of his firm's 16-k RAM program, it found more standardization at this point than it did with 4-k RAMs. "Most of the 16-k devices that have come out really are not that far apart," he says, noting that device manufacturers recognized "that the 4-k problem we had was bad and really hurt the market." Such recognition, he adds, will "help the 16-k RAM come on a bit easier, although it is a more complex device than the 4-k RAM."

An HP systems designer says precisely that complexity impels greater standardization. "We should have pinout standardization in the 4-k RAMs," he says, somewhat testily, "and be working toward further levels of standardization in the 16-k."
What's new in solid state . . .

RCA races on with popular memory types: 14 now, 10 coming up.

From a virtual standing start in 1974, we've already introduced 14 of the most popular RAMs and ROMs. By year's end there will be 24—a comprehensive lineup of devices that are directly interchangeable or pin compatible with 62 types from 19 manufacturers of industry standards ... often with improved performance as a dividend.

RCA memories span NMOS, CMOS, and SOS technologies. Organizations range from 4 words x 8 bits up to 512 words x 8 bits, with emphasis on standard 1K and 4K arrangements. And these products are now available in volume from several facilities including our newest, most highly automated plant, designed and equipped to produce with a high degree of uniformity.

All of which shows RCA is totally committed to winning your confidence as a front-running, wide-range memory supplier. To help you program RCA memory products into your design we've put together a pocket-size Memory Interchangeability Guide. Ask for it at your local RCA Solid State distributor. Or contact RCA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NMOS</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>MW70011D</td>
<td>CD4039AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CMOS CD4036AD</td>
<td>CMOS CD4061AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>S0S MWS5001D</td>
<td>S0S MWS5501D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S0S MWS5040D</td>
<td>S0S MWS5540D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NMOS</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>MW4050D</td>
<td>MW4060D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MW4050DV1</td>
<td>MW4060DV1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MW4050DV2</td>
<td>MW4060DV2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coming . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NMOS</th>
<th>CMOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MW4051</td>
<td>MWS5001A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW4101</td>
<td>MWS5580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW4104</td>
<td>CD40024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW4111</td>
<td>CD40032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW4112</td>
<td>CD40061</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write: RCA Solid State. Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 08876; Ste. Anne de Bellevue H9X 3L3, Canada; Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K.; Fuji Bldg., Tokyo, Japan.
Probing the news

Who will lead IEEE into change?

by Gerald M. Walker, Associate Editor

No better sign of the turmoil and the urge for reform among many members of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers can be found than this year's election ballot, which will be mailed to eligible voters next month.

For one thing, there are two candidates for president and one candidate for executive vice president who got on the ballot by petition to challenge the slate nominated by the board of directors. For another, there are two proposed constitutional amendments put on by petition of members and a third likely to come at the deadline. It all adds up to easily the most important vote by members since the IEEE was broadened into a professional as well as a technical-information society some five years ago.

There will be changes in the institute in the coming year, no matter what the outcome—the difference will be in the amount of change and the time it takes to accomplish it. Depending on who is elected, the IEEE next year could redirect its professional activities toward more active career-related programs, reorganize the paid staff, open executive committee and board meetings to members, reorient the content and direction of Spectrum magazine, and overhaul the budget.

These changes would be the beginning of a renewal of the IEEE that would take several years. And if either or both of the constitutional amendments are passed, individual members will have a louder voice than ever in the future direction of the IEEE (see "Fair play, dues increases also issues," p. 80).

Despite the usual statements about maintaining the technical superiority of the IEEE, this election revolves around career-related issues. In fact, it has been dissatisfaction with the institute's professional side that created the petition candidacies for president of Irwin Feerst, constant IEEE critic, and Robert Rivers, presently director of division IV and a board member, and of Carleton Bayless, region VI director, for executive vice president.

These challengers felt that the board-nominated candidates were not up to the tasks ahead. However, the board's men, Robert Saunders, vice president of regional activities, for president, and Robert Briskman, vice president of technical activities, for executive vice president, believe as strongly that they represent the best means of revamping the institute efficiently because they are accepted by the governing officials.

Diversity. Starting with the presidential candidates, it would be hard to find three engineers more diverse in views, style, and background. Feerst is abrasive to the point of being insulting, but in his years of jousting with the IEEE windmill, he has made cogent and appealing arguments on behalf of the grass-roots members to strengthen the engineering career. His single-minded commitment to leading the institute in his direction has won him a hard core of followers, but some enemies as well.

“Survival of the IEEE is the most pressing problem from two aspects,”
Announcing a BiMOS breakthrough...

The RCA 3140.
Most useful op amp since the 741.

For the price of a 741, the CA3140 is a lot more op amp. One that is often far more cost effective, considering circuit and component savings, than BI-FET and other higher priced op amps.

MOS/FET input makes the difference.

In fact, CA3140 is a giant step closer to the ideal. It gives you the big advantages of MOS/FET input...plus bipolar speed and high supply voltage operating capability: 4 to 44 V, dual or single supply. MOS/FET input means very high input impedance: 1.5 TΩ typ. Very low input current: 10 pA typ. at ±15 V. Low input offset voltage: as low as 2 mV max. Wide common-mode input voltage range — can be swung 0.5 V below negative rail. In addition, output swing complements input common-mode range, permitting full utilization of low supply voltages (down to 4 V). When it's driving power transistors, the output swings to within 0.2 V of the negative rail. And PMOS input devices are protected by rugged bipolar diodes.

Versatile building block


Send for 13 useful circuits.

To show you how useful the CA3140 is, we've designed it into 13 typical circuits. To get these circuits plus other information, contact your RCA Solid State distributor. Or RCA.

Write: RCA Solid State, Box 3200, Somerville, N.J. 08876; Ste. Anne de Bellevue H9X 3L3, Canada; Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K.; Fuji Bldg., Tokyo, Japan.
Now there's a universal computer-based in-circuit/functional test system with extensive digital test capability.

Probing the news

he says, "First is financial survival, for the institute is in serious difficulties which the treasurer admits have been caused by budget errors, poor income estimate, and poor expense control. The second, and more important, is the disenchantment of members with the IEEE and how it's run. Basic to an organization run by volunteers is the good will and faith of its members."

Among Feerst's many proposals, he would, if elected, request the resignation of the general manager Herbert Schulke, sell the Piscataway, N.J., facilities, and establish an EE legal defense fund, publish or make available to members minutes of board and executive committee meetings, reevaluate the functions of the groups and societies, and reorganize the content of Spectrum to carry profession-oriented articles.

The other petition candidate, Rivers, is given to elaborate analyses and lists of ideal goals, but his determination for action—not just talk—is apparent by his decision to challenge the board while still one of its members. "We need to turn on the control area: control supply and demand of engineers, and control education quality. Opposition to this is not so much from educators as from industry," he remarks. "The educators, it turns out, are part of the solution, not part of the problem. They don't want to turn out 'junk,' but engineers with career possibilities. Industry may have a long-term support for high-quality engineers, but the system is corrupted by short-term decisions to get the most engineers for the least money to solve this year's problems."

Review. If elected, Rivers would immediately appoint advisory teams to draw up concrete recommendations for changes in the IEEE and programs to accomplish them to be put into action at the beginning of the one-year term. He would include in this initial task a review of the staff organization. Rivers would release summaries of all executive committee and board meetings to the press and would try to set up an institute newsletter to carry information promptly to members. The last order of business at every meeting would be to approve the minutes, rather than wait for the next meeting. Spectrum would be shifted to a subscription technical publication with the proceeds to support the newsletter.

Saunders, an affable educator caught up in a close race, has the advantage of continuity going for him. He, too, would devote personal attention to strengthening professional affairs. "Now that we have a program developed," Saunders explains, "We need to turn attention to manning and action. I am disturbed to find only about 2,000 members active in professional activities committees compared to 20,000 to 30,000 in the technical and educational committees. We must expand involvement to get a program implemented." As for the "sunshine" issue, Saunders would put minutes of executive committee and board meetings in a reading room at headquarters for anyone to read—both approved and unapproved—and make copies available for a nominal sum.

Both Briskman and Bayless are concerned with reorganizing the operations of IEEE, starting with the U.S. Activities Board, which is the main professional-action arm of the institute. Both would work hard at putting the organization on firmer financial planning ground, particularly in budget making. And both want to extend the initial short-range efforts into coherent long-range planning. Finally, both candidates believe that they can work well with whomever wins the presidential race, though they have their personal choices—Bayless for Rivers, and Briskman for Saunders.

The propositions on the ballot concern procedures to publicize future propositions—the so-called "fair play amendment"—and to submit future dues increases to a vote of the members.

The board recommends a vote against the first proposition. Feerst and Rivers favor it, while Saunders is opposed. Bayless also backs it but Briskman doesn't. On the dues question, the board is opposed. Feerst and Rivers back it; Saunders is against it. Bayless and Briskman both disapprove.
First polarized coil connector. One of Detroit’s better ideas, the polarized connector for ignition coil systems was conceived in VALOX resin. Unlike nylon, VALOX resin offered superior electrics and dimensional stability in both high heat and moist environments plus outstanding chemical resistance and excellent flexural strength for the unique snap-fit design.

First mil-spec thermoplastic polyester. Hughes switched from DAP for its connector as VALOX resin became the first thermoplastic polyester to meet military specifications. It provided unsurpassed chemical resistance, excellent dimensional stability and a 40% cost savings without sacrificing high heat resistance.

First portable hot lather dispenser. The Hot Shave Capsule™, a Clairol first, is another appliance first for VALOX resin. VALOX resins offered a unique combination of excellent properties including chemical and heat resistance. UL Bulletin 94 V-O performance, electrics and glossy appearance. All at attractive costs.

For more data, write VALOX Products Section 266, General Electric Company One Plastics Ave., Pittsfield, MA 01201.

YOUR FIRSTS MAKE US FIRST.

WHAT THE WORLD IS COMING TO: GE PLASTICS
LEXAN® NORYL® VALOX® GENAL®

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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**Electronics abroad**

**Europe maps road-safety plan**

by James Smith, McGraw-Hill World News, Brussels

---

**Warning signs.** To coordinate numerous national highway-safety programs, 11 European countries plan to share project responsibilities, avoiding market splitting.

**Enhancing safety** on Europe's highways may lead to a fat new market for electronic hardware—if Europe's national governments succeed in coordinating their largely different approaches. This fall, 11 members of Cost, a 19-government coordinating body on science and technology, will sign the papers launching a three-year study of electronic aids to road safety.

Developing reliable road-condition-detection equipment and transmitting the data in a meaningful way to drivers is only part of the problem. Some big questions—such as what information drivers should have—are still unanswered. And the biggest problem of all is not the meshing of current research work, but the molding of that work and follow-on experimenting into one big Europe-wide road-safety system.

Cost-30, as the project is called, will cover nine categories involving detection of highway incidents and meteorological conditions, as well as the transfer of traffic and safety information to motorists by radio and by variable-signal panels. Parallel studies will look at drivers' needs for information and their ability to assimilate it.

A steering committee, on which the Common Market Commission may also sit as observer, will coordinate the project. The commission, which served as secretariat during the planning phase, wants to forestall development of separate national safety systems, which would fractionalize the Common Market on national lines, as happened with computers and telephone systems.

The Cost-30 research breaks down along a number of lines:

- **Paris-based Institut de Recherche des Transport**, France's official representative, is investigating roadside transmitters, and three firms are developing prototypes that **IRT** will soon test. Problems include the operating limits and whether drivers, who will probably have to buy receivers, will accept the plan.

- The French are also coordinating the working group on driver-information needs. IRT is polling French drivers on whether they think they need or will adapt to safety devices and whether they're willing to spend money on such services. As in other countries, French drivers now receive government radio broadcasts on road conditions, and one of the questions is whether it wouldn't be more practical to expand this system rather than introduce a costly road-transmitter scheme.

- **Finland**, which has probably the most elaborate road-surface-monitoring effort, is coordinating that working group. The system will use a combination of standard airport-type wind and fog monitors located at the roadside. Surface water will be detected by radar, and ice and temperature sensors, being developed by the Helsinki firm Vaisala Ltd., will be placed in the road surface at depths from 1 to 50 centimeters. Climate stations located every 400 meters will be scanned every 15 seconds. The system, operating for two years on a 100-meter stretch at the Helsinki airport, will undergo more testing on 2 kilometers of highway near Helsinki next winter.

- In Sweden, the Cost project is a sophisticated automated incident-detection system under test in a 2-kilometer zone on a six-lane highway south of Stockholm. Unlike systems in Holland and the U.S., the Swedish approach monitors traffic density, rather than road occupancy. The disadvantage may be high installation costs, though its developer, **LM Ericsson**, claims these may be offset by lower software costs. Induction loops 75 meters long are installed at 500-m intervals in slots 5 millimeters deep in the road surface across all traffic lanes. Roadside detectors are scanned every 3 seconds by a computer, which compares lane readings in all stations to track traffic flow.

- The Dutch, who are responsible for area broadcasting of traffic information, are also drawing up specifications with Philips for a 10-km road-occupancy monitoring system to be operating by the end of 1977. The system, which Philips will eventually produce industrially, will collect on-line data through microprocessors spaced at 1-km intervals and linked to a central computer. The Dutch, also testing road-surface and fog-monitoring systems near Amsterdam, may tie these in later.

- **West Germany** will coordinate roadside displays. It already has such a warning system operating on a dangerous 8-km stretch on the Stuttgart-Munich autobahn and a traffic-control system on a 50-km-diameter area of autobahns near Frankfurt. Though no inter-
Most new instrumentation products are built around custom integrated circuits. Most of them are made by Micro Power Systems.

Our sole business since 1971 has been helping original equipment manufacturers exploit advanced CMOS and Bipolar LSI technology to improve product performance and reduce production costs. We've helped design and produce numerous proprietary LSI circuits for our customers in the fields of instrumentation, digital timekeeping, communications, and medical electronics.

Applications for this type of LSI in industrial instrumentation products have increased dramatically in the past few years. Custom LSI has produced major technical improvements in the products themselves and has enabled many companies to achieve dramatic market advantages.

Because of our experience, we now have an unusually extensive capability for development and production of specialized ICs for use in virtually all types of instrumentation equipment, particularly A-to-D and D-to-A converters. If you're considering total integration of any of the following products, we urge you to write or phone us immediately:

- Portable Multimeters
- DVMs
- Frequency Counters
- LED Decoder/Drivers
- Leak Detectors
- Ph Meters
- Diagnostic Testers
- Chemical Monitors
- Gas Analyzers
- Portable Tachometers
- CB Power Meters
- Gas Analyzers
- Portable Tachometers
- CB Power Meters

Our knowledge of the custom LSI approach to instrumentation products can help you to evaluate its potential benefits in your own terms. This can lead to your acquisition of a protectable, fully proprietary circuit. If your need is immediate, we invite you to contact Rich Koury, Manager, or ask for Instrumentation Product Marketing at (408) 247-5350.

We sell more than circuits. We sell solutions.

3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, California 95050
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When it comes to components, we're solid in every state.

Our strength comes from an 8 billion dollar company with over 550 million in worldwide component sales. Our sophisticated organization of salesmen and representatives and a distributor network with over 50 U.S. stocking locations is supported from strategically located U.S. manufacturing facilities with worldwide backup.

It's a complete service system designed to make your component buying a whole lot easier—north, south, east, and west.

We can anticipate and provide for your every component need, including: Tantalum, Aluminum Electrolytic, Ceramic, Film, Metalized Film, and Stacked Metalized Film Capacitors, Transistors, Zener Diodes, Tuning Diodes, Rectifiers, Hall Effect Devices, Ferrites, Flash Tubes, Voltage Protection Devices, LED's and LED Drivers.

To support future market requirements, Siemens spends 2 million dollars each working day in R&D. We maintain a dominance in high rel and commercial component production and have earned a reputation for quality and customer service that we go out of our way to protect.

To learn how Siemens and its products can be of service to you, wherever you may be, write or call: Siemens Corporation, Components Group, 186 Wood Avenue South, Iselin, New Jersey 08830, (201) 494-1000.
Wire, cable and cord sets usually cost less to buy than install. And poor performance can cut into your product's profitability deeper than potential savings on an initial buy. Belden is ready with whatever it takes to get the job done right.

BROAD LINE: Belden comes through with thousands of standards that fit your toughest environmental and application needs. And if a standard won't work, we will custom design an answer to your need.

ENGINEERING HELP: When you have problems in stripping, terminating, installing, fabricating, safety engineering, ordering, quality control, or want information on the codes or design parameters, ask a Belden specialist. "Hot-line" assistance is as near as 317-966-6681. Call and see.

UNIQUE PUT-UP CAPABILITY: Ask about Belden's UNREEL® dispensing system. Pays out wire continuously without snarls, backlash, or tensioning devices. One company cut processing time by 30%.

And Belden is coming through with a lot more. A design kit that covers performance characteristics, costs, material capabilities. And we've increased production capability for shorter lead times, great delivery.

Quality wire, cable and cord—whatever it takes to protect your bottom line performance every day. Belden Corporation, Electronic Division, P.O. Box 1327, Richmond, IN 47374, 317-966-6661.

*Information available upon request.
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**Amphenol picks up pieces**

Earnings nose-dive, attributed to lag in new-product work, brings shakeup and reorganization of connector leader

by Larry Armstrong, Midwest bureau manager

**How does** the leader in the $550 million connector industry suddenly find itself with plummeting profits? And what does it do to change that condition? The Amphenol Components group of Bunker Ramo Corp. started with a sweeping shakeup and reorganization, instituted by Bunker Ramo president George S. Trimble to snap the largest part of his corporation out of the doldrums.

The Amphenol group's mainstay was connectors, but it also turned out potentiometers, trimmers, sensors, and other components. The group earned $23,590,000 in 1974, which was 70% of Bunker Ramo's income, but in 1975, the numbers dropped to $3,692,000 and 47%, respectively. Trimble traces the problems to lack of new products.

For example, AMP Inc. came out with a solderless version of Amphenol's ribbon connector three years before Amphenol and TRW Cinch Connectors. This has hurt Amphenol in the phone business. After sharing with Cinch the Western Electric ribbon connector purchase, Amphenol has seen Cinch get the lion's share of the $20 million to $25 million deal for 1976-77.

Also, Amphenol was late getting out with stamped, formed, machine-applied contacts for the commercial/industrial market. It also hasn't been a factor in plastic connectors for consumer products and appliances, and has yet to develop a mass-termination technique for flat cable.

**Spiral.** When things turn sour, stories start to spiral around the company and the industry. The "inside" rumor in this instance was that money was being siphoned from Amphenol to bolster other parts of Bunker Ramo, particularly to develop a line of minicomputer-based bank-teller terminals and to continue development of supermarket point-of-sale terminals, an operation that was closed in 1975.

Trimble's reaction to that rumor: "It's not true. You don't pump money out of an operation unless you want it to die. In fact, it's gone the other way. Over the last five years, the cash has moved from the corporation to the operating divisions. Of that total, Amphenol got 59%. If you wonder where the money came from, it was the bank's—we borrowed it."

In the Amphenol group, the Industrial division had been the biggest money maker—and became the biggest problem—in 1975. It was there that the reorganization began. Last winter, senior vice president and group executive John Buchholz, the man who ran the entire Amphenol troups, was sent to the division to turn it around. In the spring, he left the company. At the same time, Trimble's reorganization took effect.

**Centralization.** Basically, Amphenol's management is being centralized. Also, says Trimble, "Corporately-wide, we've established a matrix structure, a combination of functional and product management." Previously, the Amphenol components group had been broken into divisions—Industrial, Cadre, Connector, RF, Instruments, and Sales—each with its own marketing, engineering, and profit-and-loss responsibilities. In the new arrangement, instead of a group, there is an Amphenol division for all Bunker Ramo connector products. More importantly, marketing, engineering, finance, and profit-and-loss responsibilities are centered at the division level. But, although the engineering chiefs—product engineering, advanced-products engineering, and systems engineering—in Amphenol and the other divisions, for example, report to the divisional general manager, they also report to the Bunker Ramo director of engineering, and that's where the matrix comes in.

"Most companies do not formalize the matrix structure," says Trimble, "because they stumble over the idea of everyone working for two bosses. But it's simple if you know what you're responsible to each one for." Also, marketing functions, formerly set by product, are now identified by customer.

The way the table of organization reads now, the Amphenol division will be headed by Francis J. Cunningham, who was president of the Electronic Systems division in Westlake, Calif. Under Cunningham, James T. Boyd will head the connector operation, Carlo J. Palombaro the Cadre operation, Joseph V. Malek the RF operation, and R.C. Genis the Canadian operation.

At the corporate level, Amphenol is one of five divisions reporting to Trimble. The others are Information Systems, Instruments, Electronics Systems, and Borg Textiles. What the changes mean is explained by one insider: "We were accustomed to being measured on the bottom line. Now we have to get used to his structured, hands-on style."
Probing the news
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Thomson-CSF deals from strength

No one in the history of the French electronics business has ever ended his career more brilliantly than the late Paul Richard, the long-time president of the Thomson-Brandt group. Richard, after several years of astute maneuvering, early this year convinced French President Valéry Giscard d'Estaing that the group's Thomson-CSF was best suited to "Frenchify" one subsidiary of ITT and another of LM Ericsson, which between them had a substantial share of the telephone-hardware market. So, Thomson-CSF catapulted itself into the "market of the century" by buying control of ITT's Le Materiel Telephonique (LMT) and Ericsson's Société Française Ericsson. As a result, Thomson-CSF stands to get 35% or so of a market for electronic switching equipment that will be counted in the billions of dollars as the government-run phone system rushes to put its inadequate network into shape.

But in early June, Richard died suddenly—before he could put the wrappings on the going-away present he'd managed to acquire for Thomson-CSF not long before his expected retirement. Now that task has fallen on two of the management team that worked with Richard. Michel Walhain has stepped up to the top job at Thomson-Brandt, and Jean-Pierre Bouyssonnie has been named president and managing director of Thomson-CSF (left).

To get a line on how Thomson-CSF will look with a new and different telephone business added to its traditional lines of high-technology equipment and components, Electronics talked with Bouyssonnie and one of his key aides, Edouard Guigonis, who heads Thomson-CSF's export company. Here is the gist of that conversation.

Q. How are you going to integrate Le Matériel Téléphonique into Thomson-CSF? Will it keep its identity or take on a Thomson-CSF coloration?

Bouyssonnie: It's obvious that LMT and Société Française Ericsson are going to become elements of the Thomson Group and will have to fit into our overall planning. But the philosophy behind the structure of Thomson-CSF is decentralization. Each unit, whether it's a division or a subsidiary, handles a specific domain. LMT and Ericsson-France will be treated in the same way. They'll have a large degree of independence.

Q. How important will telephone switching be in your total sales now that you control LMT?

Bouyssonnie: This year the LMT switching business will run about $435 million, Thomson-CSF will do about $1.3 billion, and the new minicomputer unit about $175 million. That works out to about 25% for switching.

Q. You've had success selling things like radars, traffic-control equipment, and broadcast equipment in export markets. Can people who sell that sort of hardware—where performance based on high technology is a major sales argument—also sell telephone equipment, where technology changes relatively slowly?

Guigonis: In the final analysis, telephone equipment is sold to governments, and we have contacts with the governments in countries where we have potential markets. But we're not going to attack Western Electric in the U.S., Siemens in West Germany or anything like that.

Q. Since you don't plan to go into the U.S. telephone market, do you have something else in mind?

Bouyssonnie: Well, during the past two years we've made two important acquisitions—Dumont Electron Tubes and CBS Laboratories. We've attacked specific market segments, and we don't intend to attack the U.S. market on a broad front with our full line of products.

Q. In LMT, your components-producing divisions now have a few captive customers. How far will this go in easing the problems they're having, particularly for Sescosem, the semiconductor division?

Bouyssonnie: It's sure that LMT and SFE will give them some preferential outlets. This will help, but it won't be enough to solve the problem. It's more complicated than that.

Q. Do you think that Sescosem will put a French-designed microprocessor on the market?

Guigonis: We have a second-source arrangement with Advanced Micro Devices for their bit-slice microprocessor, and we've just signed an agreement with Motorola for the M6800. Unless we get support from the government, we don't expect to develop one ourselves.
Let's not talk about hybrid circuit capability.

Products like these talk for themselves.

Amperex
ATF466

In the years since our early breakthroughs in precision analog circuits, we've helped write a whole new book on circuit technology. In addition to the standard types shown above, we offer a custom hybrid circuit capability that can take your design idea and turn it into hardware. A major portion of our business is in the military custom hybrid area where we regularly perform environmental testing and screening to MIL-STD-883B.

Thin film . . . thick film . . . molded plastic or hermetic seal . . . we've got them all. For complete technical data on any of the standard hybrid IC products listed above, and for additional information on our custom hybrid circuit capability, contact: Amperex Electronic Corporation, Solid State and Active Devices Division, Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876. Telephone: 401-762-9000.
How to pick the right panel meter for your product.

The choice you make in panel meters can do a lot to help or hurt your product. Yet it's not all that difficult to pick the right one, even if panel meters aren't your specialty. Here are nine easy steps many experts follow to make sure they choose the right panel meter every time.

1. Make sure the panel meter will fit your exact mounting requirements.
   Only those panel meters whose barrel diameters and mounting hole locations will match your panel cutout are worth considering. Otherwise, you'll get stuck later with costly drawing changes, new setups, and redrilling operations.

2. Choose the scale you think your customers will find easiest to read.
   Make sure the digits and subdivisions can be easily read from a reasonable distance. Check the shape of the pointer. Does it help or hurt readability?

3. Specify the style and size you think will work best and look best on your product.
   Smart looks can sell. Your product's panel meters are often the very first "embellishments" your customer notices.

4. Determine what accuracy class you need.
   Accuracy to ±2% of full scale is by far the most common. You can, of course, get cheaper, less accurate panel meters. Or pay a premium for higher accuracy when the application truly demands it.

5. Find out what the panel meter's loading effect will be on your product.
   ANSI C39.1 Specs pretty well dictate these guidelines. But check them yourself to make sure the terminal resistance of your dc instrument, or the burden data of your ac instrument, won't overburden your circuit.

6. Choose between taut-band or pivot-&-jewel suspension.
   Both have their advantages. Taut-band construction is extremely durable, friction-free and resistant to shock. Pivot-&-jewel instruments, on the other hand, have the inherent stability and strength to work best in most high vibration environments.

7. Analog or digital?
   You be the judge. Digital applications are hampered by power supplies and background signal "noise." They add more to the cost of your product. And it's next-to-impossible to quick-scan them or to monitor rapid change. Analog panel meters still outsell digital by nearly 10 to 1.

8. Make sure it will work in dirty environments.
   Since you can't control where your customer might use your product, you'd better make sure your panel meters are sealed in a good, tight case.

9. Then, if you're still undecided, consider the manufacturer's reputation.
   Make sure your choices are reliable, that the manufacturer will stand behind them, and that the panel meters meet all ANSI specifications for performance.

For a free guide entitled "Pick the Right Panel Meter" (GEP-10340) and our complete Catalog (GEP-307), write to General Electric Co., Section 592-65, Schenectady, N.Y. 12345.
Riding high on a surge of technological innovation, improved hybrids are triumphing in new fields as a cost-effective circuit-assembly technique.
The billion-dollar hybrid-circuit industry is starting to transcend its old military/aerospace limits and expand into the more lucrative, high-volume fields of computers, business machines, telecommunications, and industrial equipment. In these areas, the attraction of the technology is its cost-effectiveness and its reliability as a circuit-assembly technique. These two factors have, for example, made hybrid circuits the No. 1 assembly method in the mass markets of automotive electronics and digital watches.

Additionally, new developments in IC chip packaging, which get away from the use of bare chips, are allowing almost complete automation of the hybrid process—an automation that is lowering costs while raising yields and reliability. Other cost-cutting developments in the process are the availability of new nonceramic substrates, the development of lower-cost conductive and resistive thick-film inks, and the use of computer-aided design (CAD) to generate complex artwork.

Monolithic semiconductor technology is both the hybrid’s greatest competitor and an additional stimulus to the success and expansion of hybrid technology. There have always been predictions that, as IC chips get even more complex, the need for hybrids will be eliminated. And in many cases it’s true that the new LSI has eliminated older hybrid designs.

But overall the new LSI has simply become another component for still larger and still denser hybrids. For example, extremely large memories have been built with standard 4,096-bit random-access-memory chips on large multilayered substrates. Hybrids seem to be evolving into a multilayered interconnect package with only active chips on the surface—a sort of super chip carrier.

While LSI will always be denser and less costly than hybrids, the older technology can still boast lower tooling costs and quicker turnaround, the ability to mix different logic families plus discretes, higher power dissipation, reparability and easy modification, better performance, and the capability of matching pairs of active or passive discrete components.

LSI, a mainly digital technique, has forced the hybrid industry into the use of large multilayered hybrids. The multileaded LSI chips call for an extremely dense interconnection pattern that cannot be achieved on one level. This has led to hybrid thick-film packages with up to 15 conductive layers, having chip densities of 20 to 40 units per square inch. This density cannot be achieved by any other packing technique.

Thick-film technology is going off in all sorts of directions to meet the demand for more multilayering, while also responding to a level cost-reduction call. The technology is in the process of adopting new inks, new substrates, and new multilayering methods, while new lower-cost methods of component attachment are becoming available for both technologies. In general, the thin-film process has become a mature technology, with few changes seemingly in store for the future except possibly a method of multilayering or use of radically new substrates.

**Hybrids today**

About 70% of all hybrids produced are thick-film types, the rest being thin-film. Thick-film hybrids are circuits or systems built by screening and firing alternate conductive, resistive, and dielectric pastes onto a ceramic substrate. Thin-film hybrids have resistors and conductors vacuum-deposited onto a flat substrate. Active components are attached to both types.

The basic advantages of hybrid technology are:
- Small size and weight.
- Wide operating frequency range because of short lines and low capacitance.
- Increased reliability because of a reduction in interconnections.
- Functional trimmability.
- Compatibility with all types of active and passive chips and packages.
- Efficient thermal dissipation.

1. **Nonceramic substrates.** Specially plated, epoxy-glass boards manufactured by Dyna-Craft can be used for hybrid applications like digital watches, calculators or displays, where IC chips are epoxy-die-attached and ultrasonically wire-bonded to substrates.
- Easy conversion of thick film to automated operation for cost reduction.
- Economical small production runs.
- Ease of achieving close component tolerances.

**Thick or thin**

The two hybrid technologies—thick and thin film—are not competitors. In fact, each has carved out separate application areas defined by the properties of each method. This is why most hybrid manufacturers have both a thin- and thick-film hybrid capability. Since thin film can pack interconnecting lines (2-mil lines and 2-mil spaces) more densely than thick-film (10-mil lines and 10-mil spaces), it is ideally suited for high-density single-sided packages. The properties of thin-film resistive metals (nichrome or tantalum nitride) make for resistors with lower temperature and ratio-tracking coefficients than is possible with thick-film types. For instance, thin-film resistors have temperature coefficients in the range of ±25 parts per million per degree Celsius. A pair of these resistors will track at ±1 ppm/°C. Thick-film types have a temperature coefficient in the 100-to-250-ppm/°C range, and pairs will track to ±20 ppm/°C. The low noise level of thin-film resistors makes them suitable for the preamplifier applications.

Thin-film resistors have a limit of 5,000 to 1 in the range of resistor values that can be fabricated on a given substrate. The same parameter for thick film is as high as 10^7 to 1. In addition, thick-film capacitors are widely available, whereas thin-film technology has mainly an interconnective and resistive capability.

In microwave applications thin-film technology has earned a dominant position over thick-film. This is due to the requirement for fine line widths where interconnections are part of a transmission line or path.

Thick-film hybrids are less costly to make since the basic equipment needed (inks, screens, screeners, ovens) is a smaller investment than complex evaporation or sputtering equipment for thin films. Another great advantage of thick films is that they can be multilayered for extremely dense applications. Thin-film hybrid multilayering is still in the laboratory stage.

At times, the two technologies are blended. It is quite common to find thin-film resistor networks on glass or silicon substrates used as chip components on thick-film hybrids on ceramic substrates. This often occurs in data converters, voltage regulators, or any thick-film application requiring precision resistors.

In microwave applications at RCA's Government and Commercial Systems Missile and Surface Radar division, Moorestown, N.J., for instance, a thick-film resistor is screened and fired on an ultrasmooth ceramic substrate. Then the fine-line gold interconnections are put on with standard thin-film techniques.

Another microwave application of mixed hybrid technology takes place at Applied Technology, a division of Itek in Mountain View, Calif. The bottom of a hybrid substrate is screened as a ground plane, and the top side has a thin-film interconnect sputtered on. A thin-film line is sputtered around one edge of the substrate to tie the ground plane to the top of the substrate. The sputtering process deposits a thin metal layer on a surface in a vacuum, using a cathode made of the metal.

In general, thin film's accurate and stable resistors allow the manufacture of high-accuracy circuits such as sample-and-hold, precision voltage references, digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converters, instrumentation amplifiers and preamplifiers, and active filters. Thick-film hybrids are suited to almost any application (especially if they use thin-film resistors). As far as the high-volume consumer, industrial, and automotive fields are concerned, it is a thick-film world on the basis of cost alone. Also, thick-film hybrids have a much higher power capability (up to hundreds of watts) than thin-film hybrids, which basically must operate at a low power level because of the low current-carrying capability of their fine lines.

**Hybrid thin-film processes**

Thin-film hybrid circuitry encompasses three approaches. Resistors may be deposited directly on a monolithic chip and laser-trimmed on the chip to provide improved performance, or they may be deposited on an oxidized silicon or ceramic wafer. Typically, 60 to 500 resistor networks are delineated by photototeching techniques on a single 2-inch wafer. The wafer is subsequently probed, scribed, diced, and inspected. The individual resistor-network dies are then treated like semiconductor or IC chips.

Thin-film resistors also may be deposited by evaporation or sputtering on a ceramic circuit substrate. Phototocketing can lay out the resistor network, as well as the interconnecting path and chip pads. Following final assembly of the IC and capacitor chips, the circuit can be completed by trimming the resistors.

Usually nickel chromium (nichrome) or tantalum nitride is picked as the resistor material, and gold is used for the conductors. In the process used by Micro Networks, Worcester, Mass.—it's representative of today's techniques—nichrome is deposited on a substrate of silicon, glass, or ceramic under computer regulation of pressure, deposition rate, and the oxidation of nickel and chromium. Without breaking the vacuum, a layer of nickel is evaporated, followed by a layer of gold. The gold is used for interconnections, while the nickel is
used to prevent interaction between the nichrome and gold. Then photolithographic maskings etch the resistors and conductor paths on the substrates.

Thin-film-hybrid manufacturing resembles the manufacture of ICs and semiconductors, without the diffusion steps. Thick-film manufacturing, on the other hand, is a process closer to printing. Substrates are manufactured by a screen-and-fire process. The precision, stainless-steel screens have 80 to 400 openings per inch. A precise image of a hybrid's connection patterns is projected onto a photographic emulsion on the screen, sensitized, and developed. A simple one-sided hybrid with screened-on resistors might only require two to four screens; a multilayered hybrid would require perhaps two screens per layer.

The thick-film process

Usually a squeegee forces conductive ink through the screen onto a ceramic substrate. After air drying, the substrate is fired in a furnace with a carefully controlled temperature profile. Next, a dielectric or resistive ink is screened onto the ceramic, and the procedure is repeated. Unlike the thin-film process, this method lends itself to automated screeners feeding substrates on a conveyor belt into automated ovens.

The result is the 10-mil-wide conductive patterns that have been accepted as a standard by most U.S. thick-film-hybrid manufacturers. This spacing has been found to give much better yields than the narrower lines that can be fabricated (as low as 2 mils). On the whole, the thick-film hybrid is getting away from thin lines. Many manufacturers would rather add a layer of interconnections than go to finer lines on one layer. Several companies are getting finer conductive lines by first screening and firing on conductive inks and then etching the width of the lines down.

In many ways the hybrid thick-film process resembles silk-screening. The ceramic substrate is equivalent to canvas or paper, the stainless-steel screen is equivalent to a silk screen, and the various hybrid inks or pastes are equivalent to paints.

On the substrate, the screenable thick-film materials look rather like artwork, but they serve very practical purposes—ending up as conductors, bonding pads, vias, resistors, insulating layers, capacitors, adhesives, solders, and surfaces to which later on to attach lead frames or covers.

Hybrid inks

Any paste, or ink, has three components: a functional phase, a binder, and a vehicle or carrier. The functional phase is the chemical compound that will serve as conductor, resistor, dielectric, or capacitor. The binder cements the functional phase to the substrate. The vehicle or carrier is a liquid, containing the first two elements, that makes the ink suitable for screening.

For a conductive paste, for instance, the functional phase may be a powder or powdered metal alloy, while suitable resistive or dielectric materials are introduced for resistive and dielectric pastes. The binder may be glass or occasionally a reactive oxide, and the vehicle is composed of resins and solids.

Conductive pastes available are pure gold, silver, and nickel, compounds like platinum-gold, platinum-silver-gold, palladium-gold, palladium-silver, palladium-copper-silver, and platinum-silver. For military, aerospace, or avionics hybrid hardware where active and passive chips are eutectically die-bonded and ultrasonic or thermocompression wire-bonding is used, gold is the preferred conductor. Most of the other materials are more suited for reflow-soldering of components.

Resistive pastes available are mostly based on ruthenium oxides and cover a resistance range of 3 ohms per square to 10 megohms per square, with temperature coefficients as good as 50 ppm/°C. Capacitor dielectrics of barium titanate are available with dielectric constants ranging from 8 to 1,500 along with a whole range of temperature coefficients.

Non-noble inks

Copper is the only high-conductivity material that is both bondable and solderable, the two methods of attachment used with hybrids. In addition, it has good adhesion to alumina, good thermal conductivity, good solder leach-resistance, good microwave properties, and good radiation resistance. Moreover, it will not migrate into ceramic.

These important properties are why the laboratories of almost all thick-film-hybrid manufacturers are evaluating new nitrogen-fired copper and dielectric inks. Sample quantities are at present becoming available

3. Flip chip. Solder bumps on the chip metalization are the key to economical assembly of the reflow-soldered flip chip. Advantages of this leadless package are lower assembly costs, greater yield than the chip-and-wire process, and an ability to be easily tested.
from Du Pont, Wilmington, Del., Electro Materials Corp. of America (EMCA), Mamaroneck, N.Y., Electro Science Laboratories Inc. (ESL), Pennsauken, N.J., and Thick Film Systems, Santa Barbara, Calif.

Even though the basic cost of copper is much lower than gold, manufacturing costs have made copper paste only slightly less expensive than gold pastes and more expensive than silver. So there will be no great savings in using copper unless the price of gold skyrockets again. Adrian Rose, technical service manager at ESL, predicts the copper pastes will penetrate into industrial and computer applications and then into automotive and consumer use. Most of these applications use reflow soldering in which heat is applied to two materials that have already been coated with solder.

Copper does have several disadvantages. It requires a nitrogen-fired furnace, while the hybrid industry is based on air-fired types. Also, it offers no screenable resistor material, although this is in the research and development stage at several ink companies.

Another non-noble ink in fairly heavy use is nickel, for screening interconnections on the ceramic boards of plasma displays. Unlike gold, nickel conductors do not sputter from the plasma’s action—something that would contaminate the display.

Resistors on top

The surface of the dielectric layer in hybrids is neither smooth nor stable enough to support a thick-film resistor. The stress and strains of the dielectric can change the value and temperature coefficient of the screened resistor. The problem is to match the dielectric to the resistor, but the solution usually is to use discrete passive components.

However, ESL and EMCA now have dielectrics designed for screened-on resistors, and Du Pont will come out with a screenable dielectric fairly soon. Thick Film Systems’ engineers have come up with a different approach. They have a special ruthenium-based resistor ink that can be screened on top of a mating dielectric.

Various hybrid companies are evaluating both approaches, and it will probably take at least a year for any decision. At any rate, there is another problem with screened-on passives: how to trim a resistor on the top of a multilayered substrate without causing a short or open in the next layer. Jason Provance, vice president of Thick Film Systems, suggests lowering the power on the laser trimmer or using abrasive trimming as possible solutions to the difficulty.

Ceramic and nonceramic substances

Most hybrids are constructed on aluminum-oxide ceramic substrates, with occasional use of beryllium oxide for a substrate that must dissipate high power (BeO has about six times the thermal conductivity of alumina). Thick-film circuitry is usually screened onto a 96% pure alumina (Al₂O₃) substrate, which has a surface finish in the 25-microinch range. Thin films, on the other hand, are sputtered or evaporated onto a 99.5% alumina substrate with a smooth surface finish ranging from 10 to 1 microinches.

To house the large hybrids being produced, alumina substrates are being supplied up to a 6-by-6-in. size. For minihybrids and passive networks, substrates as small as 0.05 by 0.05 in. are available.

In the small runs of typical custom military-aerospace hybrids, the 10-cents-per-square-inch cost of the ceramic is negligible, compared to the cost of semiconductor chips and labor. However, in applications that use ICs in chip form, like calculators or digital watches, where product runs go to at least 50,000 units, cost of the substrate is important. So the Mica Corp., Culver City, Calif., and others have developed rigid plastic substrates clad on one or both sides with a thin copper foil (typically 200 microinches thick).

Mica’s new copper-coated plastic laminates range in price from 3 cents per square inch for glass-epoxy to 6 cents per square inch for a Xylok type (a high-temperature resin) to 10 cents per square inch for types based on Triazine A or polyimide.

Aside from the lower cost, the metalized substrates provide panel sizes up to 18 by 24 in. (vs 4 by 4 in. for ceramic). Extremely fine lines are possible because, unlike thick film, these circuits do not require screen printing (production line widths are 4 mils compared to 10 mils using thick-film technology).

High line density is achievable and repeatable at high production yields at much lower cost than thin-film processes on ceramic. The substrates may be multilayered, and active and passive chips can be bonded to the laminates using standard techniques.

For hybrid substrates that are to have active chips attached, gold-nickel fine-line conductor patterns are plated on, using the copper cladding as a plating electrode. A single immersion in a suitable etchant quickly removes the remaining thin copper.

With the proper platings on the etched copper pat-
terns, it is generally possible to use ultrasonic aluminum wire bonding on glass-epoxy substrates; ultrasonic gold-ball bonding on polyimide- and Triazine-A-based substrates; pulsed thermocompression bonding and solder reflow on all of the four Mica substrates, and thermocompression on the Xylok and Triazine-A substrates.

Other boards

Manufacturing wire-bondable substrates out of glass-epoxy laminate is not exclusive to Mica. Dyna Craft Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., a subsidiary of National Semiconductor, produces large numbers of fine-line specially plated glass-epoxy substrates (Fig. 1) for its parent's displays and calculators.

Most of the hybrid developments at Johns Hopkins University's Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, Md., are in the thin-film field. However R.E. Hicks and D. Zimmerman are using hybrid substrates made from Pyralin, a copper-clad polyimide glass-epoxy laminate [Electronics, June 12, p. 36]. This approach was successfully used in an experimental navigational receiver, and the technique has since been applied to other systems at the lab.

Packaging engineer Fred Muccino, of APL, prefers to use a copper-coated glass-epoxy board as a basic substrate instead of alumina. With glass-epoxy, he points out, all fabrication uses standard photoetching processing; ordinary tools are adequate for drilling and shaping, and there is no loss of material during modification or parts replacement.

Components attached to Muccino's nonceramic substrate are chip capacitors and resistors. The semiconductors, diodes, and transistors are leadless inverted devices. Solder cream is used to attach all chip components to the substrate, with a hot plate reflowing the solder at the interface. With this attachment process, components could be changed as many as 20 times—there is no loss of metallic contact as with thick- or thin-film techniques after only a few chip removals.

Getting attached actively

In the customized hybrid fields of avionics, military, aerospace, and medical implants, where relatively few high-reliability items are turned out, there are two main techniques of attaching active components to the hybrid substrate. They are the chip-and-wire method and, to a much lesser extent, the use of beam-led chips.

In the chip-and-wire method, all active components are in the chip, or die, form. Inspection is a significant problem, because the microscopic probing equipment often damages the chip under test. After inspection, chips are connected to the substrate by the eutectic or epoxy method.

Eutectic bonding brazes the silicon of the die to the gold of the pad at about 400°C, creating a gold-silicon alloy. Even though this process is highly reliable, it is expensive and does not permit replacement of a chip.

This has brought on the use of organic adhesives such as epoxy as an alternative to eutectic attach. Parts attached with epoxy can be replaced fairly easily. However, the military still tends to favor eutectic bonding since it feels there isn't enough long-term experience with epoxy bonding. In commercial hybrids using chip-and-wire construction, all die attachment is with epoxy.

After die-bonding, fine metal wires are thermocompression-bonded or ultrasonically bonded between the chip pads and the substrate. Thermocompression bonding consists of applying concentrated heat and pressure to the points where wires are attached to both chip and substrate. Ultrasonic wire-bonding consists of producing sufficient heat at the junction between the wire and pad to create a weld. Ultrasonic bonding usually uses aluminum or gold wires, while thermocompression uses gold wires.

Beam leads

To avoid the difficulties of the chip-and-wire approach, the beam-led chip was created. This device replaces the separate wire leads with gold beam leads, which are grown apart of the chip production process. The leads are basically extended input/output pads 4 to 5 mils wide. Instead of mechanically scribing and breaking the individual die from the wafer, an etching operation is used.

During assembly, the beams are aligned with the substrate pads. A wobble-bonding process is used, which heats each of the beams sequentially so that they make eutectic bonds with the pads. The width of the beams means the bonds are strong enough for separate die bonding not to be required as it is in the chip-and-wire method of attachment.

5. Ceramic chip carriers. The ceramic chip carriers, used to house integrated-circuit chips on this multilayered hybrid substrate, make active chips easy to test and replace. Small hybrid substrates may also be enclosed in the carriers for the same reasons.
Many hybrid companies are successfully using beam-lead chips. However, availability is a major problem, since only Texas Instruments, Raytheon, and Motorola manufacture them. Also, only a limited number of IC types is available, which often leaves manufacturers no choice but to mix beam-led and conventional chips.

Even with automatic bonding, both chip-and-wire and beam-lead devices are bonded serially. And the great amount of handling in wafer probing, scribing, chip probing, several optical inspections, and bonding combine to keep the overall yield down. So four different approaches—the LID, the flip chip, the film carrier, and the chip carrier—have evolved to produce chip packages for hybrids that can be batch-processed by the reflow-soldering process, are testable without damage, and can be handled easily.

**LIDs and flip chips.**

The LID (leadless inverted device) is basically a chip in a ceramic body with elevated terminal pads made with a three-layer metalization (molybdenum, nickel, and gold). An IC or transistor chip is eutectically die-bonded to a cavity on the body. Then the chip's pads are wire-bonded to the LID's pads as shown in Fig. 2. After inspection, the chip and leads are sealed with a drop of epoxy, resulting in a strong ceramic package.

Sole supplier for the device is Amperex Electronic Corp., Slatersville, R.I., which offers a good range of active devices in LIDs. The smallest—discrete transistors, diodes, and field-effect transistors—are 43 by 75 by 35 mils. Medium-size LIDs, used for 14- and 16-pin ICs, are typically 190 mils square. A 32-pin, 300-mil-square package is Amperex's largest LID.

Amperex can put a customer-specified chip in a LID, but tends to shy away from handling proprietary devices because it has no control over the chip screening, probing, and inspection.

Perhaps the main advantage of the LID is that it can be reflow-soldered, eliminating the need for the skilled operators required for wire bonding. "LIDs can be attached to a substrate in 10 to 15 seconds in a batch operation," says Ronald Goga, marketing manager of Amperex. "Since the LID is completely encapsulated in epoxy, it can take a tremendous amount of shock. We've had devices survive 60,000 g."

Another big advantage is increased hybrid-circuit yields. Goga says that, in Amperex's own thick-film hybrid operation, yields of 90% are realized the first time through on a finished unit, vs about 50% for a chip-and-wire hybrid. And he says that any parts that do fall out are easily replaced.

The complete encapsulation of the chips eliminates the breakage problems inherent in testing and handling. In addition, LIDs may be tested for such parameters as switching time, high- and low-current operation, matching transistor pairs, special selections at odd biases, and other parameters—in contrast with bare chips, which usually are probed only for dc static parameters.

LIDs have two disadvantages. Not every digital logic or linear IC is available off the shelf from Amperex. Also, for high-density hybrid packages, the 14- and 16-pin ICs take up much more real estate than a bare chip.

Nevertheless, the LID is in fairly heavy use. For instance Motorola Communications, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., uses them in a pager application, General Electric in Lynchburg, Va., is applying LIDs in mobile communications, and Applied Physics Laboratory in Silver Springs, Md., is using LIDs in a pacemaker hybrid module and communication hybrids.

**Flip chips.**

Another alternative to the bare chip is the flip chip. This is a semiconductor device designed for face-down reflow-soldering on any type of hybrid. (Chip-and-wire devices require face-up wire bonding.) This technology, developed by IBM in the 1960s, is known there as the "controlled-collapse technique." The main difference between them and conventional IC chips is that all flip-chip contacts are made on the active (front) side of the chip. The chip itself is protected by a glass layer over the active area and its metalization. Solder bumps are formed on the chip for the reflow connections.

Flip-chip bumps are nominally 95% lead and 5% tin and, on transistor chips, are on 0.018-inch centers (Fig. 3). The bump is typically 6 mils in diameter and 4 mils high. The chips are 30 by 30 mils in area and 11 to 13 mils thick.

Micro Components Corp., Cranston, R.I., and Motorola Semiconductor Products group, Phoenix, Ariz., are the only open-market suppliers of flip-chip devices in the United States. IBM, Delco, and Fairchild Semiconductor Products, Mountain View, Calif., manufacture their own devices, but they are not for sale. Both Micro Components and Motorola offer only a limited number of bumped ICs and discretes—mainly discrete transistors, diodes, FETs, and linear ICs. Both companies will "bump" a customer's own chip. The largest IC from ei-
ther company has 16 leads. However, devices in the 40-bump range have been demonstrated experimentally.

"The chief advantage of solder-bumped chips is their cost-saving potential for the hybrid customer," says Egons Rasmanis, vice president of sales for Micro Components. He estimates that the cost to a hybrid maker is 3 cents per wire bond. For a 16-pin IC then, the manufacturer saves 96 cents per IC position by using solder bumps (16 wires by two bonds per wire by 3 cents).

In general, the cost of assembling a flip chip into a hybrid circuit, regardless of the number of leads involved, is even less than the cost of eutectic die bonding. The labor and material costs of wire bonding are completely eliminated. In addition, savings are realized because of higher yields in assembly, lower capital-equipment requirements, and excellent rework capability.

The glass-coated chips also enhance reliability and eliminate requirements for expensive hermetic encapsulation of individual components. Also, the bumped devices are cut to very accurate dimensions and can be automatically handled and tested without damage. Probing or testing is through the solder bumps, and scratches fortunately just disappear during the reflow-solder operation.

The chief disadvantage of flip-chip devices today is that there just isn't enough variety of device types—particularly in digital ICs. "There is no reason why most digital logic families can't be bumped, but we won't do it until there is a demand from our customers," says Dave Cavanaugh, product engineering manager for flip chips at Motorola.

Both Micro Components and Motorola Semiconductor have been approached by companies who wanted to apply the solder-bumped chips to film carriers—which is another method for eliminating lead bonding on hybrids.

The film-carrier system uses a sprocketed, nonconductive film with a copper surface etched into IC microinterconnections [Electronics, Dec. 25, 1975, p. 61]. Special bump IC chips are automatically gang-bonded to the inner leads of the tape interconnects. In a hybrid operation, the chips would be tested on the tape and then cut out, placed on a substrate, and either soldered or wire-bonded down.

This method lends itself to automatic attachment of the chip to the hybrid. However, it isn't possible to buy chips already on tape; bumped chips with the proper metallurgy aren't available, and low-cost equipment for bonding the tape is lacking. So this method is still very much in the future. Honeywell Information Systems, Phoenix, Ariz., has been applying film carriers to large thick-film multilayer hybrids, for some time. RCA in Somerville, N.J., has bonded film carriers to thin-film hybrids (Fig. 4).

**Ceramic carriers**

Still another method of avoiding lead bonding to a substrate is the ceramic chip-carrier: small, leadless, square, cofired ceramic gold-plated packages, in a variety of sizes. Lead metalization is connected internally to gold solder pads on the bottom face of the units. These packages allow a user to employ standard die-attachment and to wire-bond a chip to the cavity of the carrier. In this way he dodges the problem of limited availability of LIDS, flip chips, and film-carrier hybrids.

Once in the carrier, the encased chip can be tested in a computer-controlled IC tester with a special socket for accepting the chip carrier. Then it is sealed and reflow-
soldered to a ceramic substrate. Even with the carrier sealed, it is still testable because the leads extend through the carrier. Also it is relatively easy to remove a ceramic carrier from a substrate and substitute a new chip in a carrier.

About the only disadvantage of the carrier is that it is relatively large. However, it is extremely well suited for expensive LSI, like memories and microprocessors, where the large hybrid substrate often has very little passive circuitry.

RCA, Moorestown, N.J., is using the ceramic chip carriers in a series of plug-in programmable waveform modules housed on standard plug-in ceramic multilayer boards. An RCA fast-Fourier-transform memory module with 12 chip carriers and 2 flatpacks is shown in Fig. 5.

RCA has built up special test substrates with square Zebra elastomeric conductors resting on each carrier's substrate pads. A Zebra conductor is a frame of alternating vertical conductive and nonconductive strips. It is a solderless interconnection between carrier and substrate. To test a chip carrier, it is simply pressed against its own Zebra on the motherboard. This saves the trouble of soldering a bad chip in a carrier to the motherboard substrate.

**Attaching discretes**

While ultraminiature hybrids use chip and wire and the alternatives to it, a great part of the worldwide hybrid industry is committed to reflow-soldering standard packaged devices onto ceramic substrates with screened-on resistors and conductors.

An example is the Centralab thick-film tachometer driver shown in Fig. 6. It has three epoxy-cased low-level transistors, a power transistor, a discrete tantalytic capacitor, discrete diodes and screened-on resistors. Unlike in chip-and-wire hybrids, there are more discrete components on the back of the substrate.

Two years ago, Centralab, a Milwaukee, Wis., firm, had both chip-and-wire and solder-reflow capability, but it found the commercial market didn't want the more sophisticated packaging. "Automotive, data-processing, industrial-control, consumer-electronics, and telecommunications hybrid parts needed low-cost, high-yield, automated production, rather than high parts density," says Duane Kobs, the firm's general manager for thick-film circuits.

Centralab, where thick-film was first used in a proximity fuze during World War II, has a highly automated operation in which silver palladium or silver is the basic interconnection. Carbon or cermet resistors are screened on, and anything that may be reflow-soldered is attached to a substrate. Since this system is tied to off-the-shelf components, delivery is no problem. Cost is low because all discretes can be attached in one batch-soldering operation. Yet the usual advantages of hybrids—substantial size and weight reductions, better performance, and increased reliability—still exist.

Other companies in the discrete-component hybrid field are Sprague Electric Co., Nashua, N.H., Sprague Electromag, Belgium, and CIT-Alcatel in France. CIT-Alcatel, a telephone equipment producing company in the Compagnie Générale d'Electricité group, has a micro-electronics division that will turn out some 2.5 million hybrids this year. Most will be thin-film types from a fully automated production line.

The company's attitude toward active-component attachment, which reflects the opinion of most European hybrid manufacturers, is not quite the same as Sprague and Centralab in the U.S. "We use bare chips only when there's no other possibility. Whenever we can, we persuade customers to accept prepackaged chips with provision for connections by reflow soldering," says Claude François, sales manager.

"Sometimes—mainly for military equipment—the package has to be so tight that chips are necessary. Under these conditions, the active chip can't be fully tested until the circuit has been fabricated. As a result costs double or triple compared to a circuit having prepackaged chips. Many circuits have to be repaired or discarded."

François doesn't think chips are worthwhile unless the density of the package makes them mandatory. He'd like to see more beam leads, flip chips, or—best of all—chips on tape (film carriers). The film carriers would be ideal for the tape-based automatic production equipment that his firm has put into service.

Like CIT-Alcatel, all the other manufacturers in the U.S. and Europe who attach components by reflow-soldering are looking toward the flip chip to increase component density without losing the advantages of batch processing. Meanwhile, many European hybrid companies, CIT-Alcatel included, are reflow-soldering transistor, diode, and IC chips prepackaged in a small, leaded, plastic package onto their hybrid substrates. These components, which have several names, being known as Tintors (TI's version), SOT-23 (Philips, Amperex, Siemens), Micropax (SGS-ATES), and Minimold (Nippon Electric Corp.), are not manufactured in the U.S. and are just starting to become available here.
Centralab is already evaluating these devices.

Now, mainly transistors and diodes in three-leaded packages (3 by 3 by 0.85 mm) are available in the U.S. and Europe. However, SGS-ATES, an Italian firm, is about to come out with a line of linear ICs in its Micropax package. Medium-power transistors are available from Amperex in a slightly large SOT-89 (4.6-by-2.6-by-1.6-mm) package.

As with the flip chip, there is a complete lack of digital types in this small plastic chip carrier. However these units, about the size of capacitor chips, can easily be handled by automated equipment for testing and placement and soldering.

**Hybrid testing**

Testing of hybrids, especially the chip-and-wire types, can be broken into three phases: active-chip testing, bare-substrate testing, and functional testing. Most hybrid manufacturers agree that malfunctioning active chips are the biggest cause of low hybrid yields.

Figure 7, from RCA, Moorestown, shows how chip yield affects hybrid yield. For a 10-chip hybrid, a chip yield of 0.8 gives a hybrid yield of about 0.15. A chip yield of 0.95 gives a hybrid yield of about 0.62. These results suggest that 100% inspection of IC and semiconductor chips is mandatory to ensure a good yield.

But most hybrid companies do not completely test every incoming chip and wafer because of the cost of inspection and the potential damage from handling of chips. On the assumption that they will pick up the bad chips in functional test, many companies order chips to their specification and test only samples.

However, several hybrid manufacturers do inspect incoming chips and wafers 100%. Typical of these quality-conscious companies are Teledyne Microelectronics, Circuit Technology, Raytheon Quincy, Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., and Autonetics. At Teledyne, a staff of 35 subjects each incoming wafer or package of chips to two visual inspections and electrical tests at 25°C and 125°C. “In the dice test area, the chip yields fluctuate like a yoyo from week to week” says Les Sutton, manager of application engineering at Teledyne. “Yields from the same vendor vary from 95% to 65%. If the yield kept constant, we could let up on inspection and set an acceptable quality level . . . . Our average hybrid has 30 chips, so with 95% chip yield, we’d be in the rework business. We have made hybrids with 100 chips with no rework.”

Substrate testing for simple one- or two-sided hybrids is usually confined to complete optical inspection and no electrical inspection. Larger samples of complex multilayer substrates are checked with IC probe cards, the resistance bridge of laser trimmers, and, in one instance, by a miniature bed of nails feeding into an automatic continuity tester. (A bed of nails is a test fixture with many spring pins on top.)

Most hybrids are functionally tested by only three types of automatic testers: the extremely large and costly ($500,000 and up) LSI testers like the Fairchild 5000 or Tektronix 3260, large functional testers like the HP 9500, and for certain jobs, calculator-controlled testers. The Fairchild and Tektronix testers are used extensively throughout the hybrid industry, since they can test either hybrids or ICs. The HP 9500 is especially suited for testing both analog and digital hybrids.

**Multilayer hybrids**

Multilayer, or multilevel, hybrids consist of conductive layers connected by thin vertical metal channels (vias) through layers of isolating dielectric. They have evolved as the original transistors developed into ICs with small-scale and, later, large-scale integration. With only transistors and diode chips, it was relatively easy to screen or evaporate the circuitry used in the 1960s on one side of a ceramic substrate. As the circuits became more complex, it was sometimes necessary to use crossovers: thin bridges of dielectric that isolate two successively screened conductors from one another.

Finally, with the development of the digital IC with 14-, 16-, 22-, 32- and even 40-pin connections, there just wasn’t any way to put complex digital or digital-analog circuits on one side of a substrate. The solution was multilayering, which evolved from avionics and space work, where an extreme reduction in space and volume is vital.

For all practical purposes, only thick-film circuits are multilayered. There are two main methods of multilayering on ceramics: sequential screening and firing and the cofired method. A method of fabricating a non-ceramic multilayer substrate with polyimide as the insulating dielectric has been in use since 1974.

9. Cofired multilayer. A complete silicon wafer (master slice) will be housed within the circular portion of this cofired multilayered ceramic substrate. The back surface of the substrate has a heat sink attached to dissipate the heat of the wafer.
The oldest and most common of the layering methods is the so-called sequential-screening process. The first step is to screen a conductive layer of ink on an alumina substrate and then fire it. The second step is to screen and dry a dielectric-layer with windows for vias. This step is repeated, and the two layers are fired. Then a second conductive layer is screened over the insulating layer, filling the vias. This layer is fired, and the process is repeated as required by the circuit or system interconnections. Figure 8 shows the steps in the sequential method of fabricating a four-layer thick-film hybrid.

**Sequential screening**

Hybrids with as many as 15 conductive layers have been made by this method, but most types in large production runs have two to six layers, since yield is reduced as the number of layers is increased. The advantages of this process are that it uses readily available equipment, it can be inspected at each step, it is cost-effective, and it is conducive to quick delivery.

The main disadvantage is that the process requires many steps—typically three screenings per conductive layer. Moreover, dielectric and resistive inks are not compatible, although several ink manufacturers are on the verge of solving this problem. But it is not yet possible to screen resistors into multilayer substrates—although by using partial multilayers, an area with resistors can be left as a single layer.

**Cofired ceramics**

The cofired multilayering process, based on the use of uncured (green) ceramic tapes, can only form interconnections, since no resistor system now exists. The process also is used for construction of LSI packages and ceramic chip-carriers. Metallization, typically tungsten or molybdenum, is screened on the ceramic tape and interconnected through vias. The screened layers are laminated together and then fired in a furnace with a hydrogen atmosphere at 1,600°C.

This process forms a one-piece structure, in which the customer—a hybrid manufacturer—sees only vias in the top and bottom surfaces. He must evaporate or sputter a layer of thin-film gold on the top and bottom surfaces and etch on his own interconnects and pads.

Advantages of the cofired multilayer system—supplied by the Electronic Products division of the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, Minn., and Ceramic Systems, San Diego, Calif.—include the monolithic all-ceramic structure with no glass interface, high strength, and high temperature stability. It also offers increased thermal conductivity and high circuit density. The one big disadvantage is the extensive tooling and lead time required for the type of substrate—12 to 20 weeks, depending on complexity of the job.

According to 3M engineers, who have already made 15-layer cofired substrates, there seems to be no limit to the number of layers that can be stacked. One 3M 15-
Automated hybrid production. CIT-Alcatel, a French firm, uses an automated system for production of thin-film hybrids. A 35-mm polyester film carries substrates throughout the entire process. The machine shown at left attaches modules to the tape. The upper right machine trims the thin-film resistors, while the lower right machine mounts and solders all active and passive components.
of the substrate with its built-on heat sink.

Advantages of this type of multilayering are lower cost, higher density, and better resistance to shock and vibration than are possible with other methods.

**Hybrid tricks**

Even without multilayering, the hybrid designer has many options for increasing circuit density. By screening both sides of a thin-film substrate, it is possible to mount all active chips on top and all discrete and screened components on the bottom. Interconnections can be wired or made through the leads brazed to the substrate.

Another method is to stack circular substrates on risers, making interconnections through the risers. By far the most popular technique is to use hybrids on hybrids. Most motherboards have only the interconnections plus a few discrete passives. Finished hybrids are mounted on the ceramic motherboard. This approach is extensively used for the Navy's NAFL boards.

The hybrid in Fig. 10, manufactured by General Instrument, uses four small substrates because testing in sections keeps the yield of completed hybrids high. Also, if this were a multilayer single substrate, no thick-film resistors could be screened and laser-trimmed on top layer.

Another version of the hybrid-on-hybrid can be generated with a ceramic chip-carrier. The largest ceramic carriers can accept small hybrid substrates. In one such application, a small ceramic-packaged hybrid, serving as an interconnection, is being used to change the circuit function of a large complex hybrid substrate.

**Hybrid automation**

Many independent hybrid manufacturers in the U.S.—both thick- and thin-film—are committed to the chip-and-wire method, since it suits tightly packed, complex military hardware. The relatively small quantities of units involved do not warrant such equipment as automatic screeners, conveyer belts, and parts placers used on automated production lines. Often the only automation is laser trimmers and automatic test equipment. Usually the finished substrate ends up in a room full of manually operated bonding equipment.

Centralab, whose hybrid output is based on soldering discrete parts to a substrate, has a completely automated line in Lafayette, Ind., where substrates are screened, fired, trimmed, tinned, tested, and coated. Typical machinery installed includes magazine-fed automatic screeners, probe fixtures, and automatically positioned laser heads for thick-film-resistor trimming.

CIT-Alcatel's microelectronic division in Montrouge, France, has an interesting fully automated line for thin-film hybrids that have thin-film resistors sputtered on and discrete components soldered on (Fig. 11). Other automatic equipment sputters on connections, pads and resistors before the substrates enter at the point labeled "modules" in Fig. 11. A 35-millimeter opaque polyester film is used as the medium for moving substrates through the system.

The first machine punches windows 20 mm in diam-
hybrid with only 10 LSI chips can contain 500 or more interconnections. Many large hybrids have 10,000 connections in a single layer.

Generating the artwork for the necessary screens or masks can be a complex and costly job. Months of effort can be spent on the design and layout of one of these complex hybrids. To speed up the design phase, some of the large hybrid companies have installed computer-aided-design services or contracted their designs out to firms that have a CAD facility.

**Computer-aided design of hybrids**

In the manual method of generating artwork, which is still used by the majority of hybrid producers worldwide, the starting point is a schematic or logic diagram. The designer decides on conductor width and spaces, as well as the number of conductive layers. Then the design is laid out on graph paper with a scale 10 to 20 times final size.

When the design is satisfactory, a circuit layout is detailed, using the proper line widths and spaces on accurate graph paper. In highly complex designs, this step is repeated for each conductive and nonconductive material. After the layout of each layer is completed, the rubylith artwork is cut on a light table, using the various layout drawings as masters.

A fully automated hybrid-design system at RCA, Moorestown, is shown in flow graph form in Fig. 12. This system is built around an Applicon graphic terminal, which is used interactively to edit or redesign the hybrid created by a large data base from digitized information from a logic diagram. RCA, Moorestown, which uses this system to generate artwork for thick-film screen and to create drawings for hybrid assembly and inspection, has cut the time and cost of generating hybrid artwork and documentation by 300%.

So far, CAD is used only by a small number of custom-hybrid manufacturers, where the cost of the automation is offset by the savings in manhours. Many large independent hybrid producers that still prefer to lay out all their hybrids manually say CAD is not cost-effective because the system is not used often enough.

It is interesting to note that Centralab, a company that deals with mostly one- and two-sided commercial and industrial hybrids, is awaiting delivery of an Applicon to automate its artwork generation. For Centralab, the 25% to 50% savings on the sheer volume of different designs each year will justify the cost.

For hybrid manufacturers without CAD capability, design services such as Algorex Data Corp., Syosset, N.Y., or Automated Systems Inc., El Segundo, Calif., are available. Both companies have large computer facilities with programs committed to design of hybrid artwork.

Most hybrids, whether for space, military, avionics, industrial, automotive, or consumer use, are built around linear and digital ICs, discrete transistors, and FETs. However, there is no limit to the circuits hybrids can handle.

An unusual thick-film hybrid built by Integrated Microsystems Inc., Mountain View, Calif., for Litton's Data Systems division, Van Nuys, Calif., carries a LED matrix that acts as an alphanumeric display. The top of the three-layer, ceramic, 1 1/2-by-3-in. substrate has more than 32 lines per inch of LEDs. A total of 144 holes and 191 vias connect the substrate to electronic circuitry (drivers and logic) that programs the display.

**A hybrid heater**

The relatively uncrowded hybrid of Fig. 13 is a 25-watt thermistor-controlled heater on a 3/4-by-3/4-inch beryllia substrate. Thick-film resistors on the substrate are used as heater elements for external, solid-state oscillators on this hybrid, built by Integrated Microsystems for the Watkins-Johnson Co. An external resistor programs the temperature of the hybrid heater element.

Itek's Applied Technology division has designed a group of specialized optoelectronic hybrids for systems that warn pilots that their planes are being tracked by a laser ranging system. These hybrids have special optical windows in their lids. Mounted on the hybrid under the lids are an optoelectronic sensor and electronic circuitry. A laser beam passes through the window and activates the hybrid's warning circuitry.

A data-keyboard-switch matrix mounted in a 3-by-3-in. space has been built in a ceramic substrate by Centralab. Alphanumeric keyboard symbols are screened onto the top of the substrate. The bottom has two custom ICs, screened-on resistors, and a conductive thick-film interconnection. The entire unit acts as a capacitively coupled keyboard.
Hybrid components

Chip components, both active and passive, augment capabilities of hybrid circuits

by Lucinda Mattera
Components Editor

Despite almost any conventional component can be found in a hybrid circuit, unpackaged chips undoubtedly dominate wherever a complex circuit must also be small and lightweight. Chips that come without packages are, of course, far outnumbered by the already packaged devices—so much so that it's slightly surprising to realize that unpackaged versions are obtainable in all four major component categories. The greatest variety exists in semiconductors, with capacitors next and resistors and inductors in third and fourth place.

As a rule, passive chip components are fabricated with the same thick- or thin-film techniques as the interconnect patterns laid down on the hybrid substrates. For example, thick-film chip resistors and capacitors may be screened, sprayed, or painted on their base. Similarly, for thin-film chip versions of resistors and capacitors, some form of evaporation or sputtering is generally used.

Fragile—handle with care

The lack of a package does create problems. Without its physical protection, chip components, particularly semiconductors, are easily damaged through scuffing or actual breakage. As a result, they often must be shipped in special containers and require special carriers through assembly stages. Also, they are hard to label, and the great majority are left unmarked and quite anonymous.

Electrically, too, the solitary chip presents unique problems. A package creates a stabilized electrical environment for a device, guarding it against moisture and dissipating excess heat. But in a hybrid circuit, the chip top is usually exposed, making it vulnerable during handling to moisture, scratches, and the like. Chip components, therefore, especially semiconductors, must be tested more extensively both electrically and visually than equivalent packaged devices.

Mounting style depends on the chip component itself, and some styles are commoner than others. Individual or discrete thick-film resistors and capacitors, for example, usually have terminations that allow them to be soldered in place or connected with conductive epoxy. Thin-film passive chips, though, are more like active devices, and they require wire bonding or can be purchased as beam-leaded parts from only a few manufacturing sources.

Semiconductors are most commonly available as standard chips—that is, they must be epoxied or eutectically bonded in place, then electrically connected with wire bonds. Flip-chips, beam leads, and leadless-inverted-device packages are alternative approaches, but few semiconductor houses offer them.

Semiconductor dice are plentiful

Nearly every active device normally sold in a package is available without a package. There are two notable exceptions—optically coupled isolators and the newest large-scale-integrated circuits, including some memories and all microprocessors. Optical couplers are more or less hybrid assemblies themselves, and they depend on their packaging for their isolation. Highly complex LSI devices are difficult enough to test when packaged, let alone when in chip form.

It's not common knowledge, but most major semicon-
ductor houses will sell any of their products as chips. In fact, quite a few will supply chips at the slice level, before the wafer is scribed and the chips separated.

Semiconductor dice can be ordered, even in small quantities, directly from the manufacturers, although the larger houses prefer to deal with volume orders at the factory level. National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., for instance, supplies wafers to Semiconductor Specialists Inc., Salem, Mass., which tests and processes them for small-quantity orders. Signetics Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., on the other hand, has a minimum-order level of 100 pieces for its linear ICs and charges an additional nominal fee of about $250.

Only for volume orders, however, say for thousands of pieces, do chip prices begin to fall below those of the packaged equivalents. For smaller orders, prices tend to be about the same as for packaged devices. When that happens, it’s most probably because of lower yields, depressed by the detailed visual inspection and extra electrical tests to which the unpackaged devices are generally subjected.

Tables 1, 2, and 3 outline the broad selection of digital and linear ICs, as well as discrete semiconductors, available as chips. For each generic device type, the approximate range of chip size is indicated. But since it’s impossible to list here every specific device type offered in chip form, users should certainly check with their vendors before abandoning hope for the availability of a particular chip.

Quite a few semiconductor manufacturers are extending themselves to help their customers who buy chips. For digital ICs, Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., now offers a thermal electrical stress test at wafer probe. Through overvoltage and leakage testing, it is intended to screen out electrically weak devices that may even meet all their other specified parameters.

**Special assistance from vendors**

Similarly, within a month or so, Precision Monolithics Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., expects to guarantee the specifications of its linear ICs at wafer probe. The result, says the firm, will be chip customers who know exactly what they are buying and a vendor who knows exactly what he’s selling.

Linear ICs from Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, Texas, are electrically probed individually at room temperature at the wafer stage. This wafer screen, which is designed to guarantee each device’s dc performance to data-sheet limits at 25°C, is continually being improved to maximize device yields at temperature extremes.

Plastic is also being brought to the aid of the chip user, both in his production process and at the receiving stage. Sprague Electric Co., North Adams, Mass., already supplies its discrete-semiconductor chips in expanded-wafer form—stuck by adhesive to a polyester carrier with the orientation they had prior to scribing and break-apart. Such a die system lends itself to chip removal and mounting by automatic equipment.

Other kinds of plastic carriers are becoming popular with the shippers of semiconductor dice. At Siliconix Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., which specializes in field-effect devices, individual chips are packaged in plastic waffle-like carriers, with a sheet of anti-static paper to simplify

### TABLE 1: DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Chip size, approx. (mils)</th>
<th>Chip area, approx. (mils²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gates and buffers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>30 by 35 – 60 by 55</td>
<td>1,050 – 2,750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>30 by 35 – 60 by 60</td>
<td>1,050 – 3,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple</td>
<td>45 by 50 – 65 by 70</td>
<td>2,250 – 4,550</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad</td>
<td>35 by 40 – 65 by 75</td>
<td>1,400 – 4,875</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hex</td>
<td>55 by 55 – 70 by 85</td>
<td>3,025 – 5,950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flip-flops</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>50 by 50 – 70 by 90</td>
<td>2,500 – 6,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>45 by 50 – 75 by 80</td>
<td>2,250 – 6,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multivibrators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>45 by 50 – 50 by 55</td>
<td>2,250 – 2,750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>55 by 65 – 70 by 80</td>
<td>3,575 – 5,600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Counters</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>50 by 90 – 100 by 110</td>
<td>4,500 – 11,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decade</td>
<td>50 by 90 – 100 by 110</td>
<td>4,500 – 11,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSI and LSI circuits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register</td>
<td>60 by 60 – 100 by 125</td>
<td>3,600 – 12,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplexer</td>
<td>50 by 55 – 75 by 80</td>
<td>2,750 – 6,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoder</td>
<td>60 by 60 – 105 by 130</td>
<td>3,600 – 13,650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>50 by 55 – 100 by 105</td>
<td>2,750 – 10,500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity</td>
<td>50 by 60 – 70 by 95</td>
<td>3,000 – 6,650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>From 90 by 100</td>
<td>From 9,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
removal without damaging the parts, and whole wafers are packaged in evacuated heat-sealed plastic bags.

Compared to active devices, the selection of passive chip components is slim. But of the three classes, chip capacitors offer the greatest variety, in terms of both available devices and number of vendors.

**Sorting out chip capacitors**

Chip capacitors generally use one of three different dielectric materials: ceramic (as is well known) or tantalum or thin metal-oxide film (as is less well known). Within each of these groups, there are several categories of performance (Table 4).

At first sight, ceramic dielectrics present a confusing picture. A closer look, though, reveals they are usually based on a barium-titanate formulation and can be broadly broken down into three popular types—high stability, stable K, and high K, where K represents the dielectric constant of the material. High-stability ceramics are frequently also referred to as NPO dielectrics, stable-K types as X7R dielectrics, and high-K types as Z5U dielectrics.

High-stability ceramics are intended for applications where high Q factors are essential and very little capacitance drift with temperature can be tolerated. Typically, the dielectric constant for this type ranges from approximately 8 to 150, and the temperature coefficient of capacitance is guaranteed to be within ±30 ppm/°C over -55°C to +125°C.

Stable-K dielectrics are for bypassing and coupling applications in which some capacitance drift and moderate Q values are acceptable. For this group, dielectric constant varies from about 250 to 2,400, and capacitance changes by no more than ±15% (from the value at room temperature) over the range of -55°C to +125°C. High-K ceramic capacitors are general-purpose devices, exhibiting fair to poor stability. Their value may change by as much as +22%, -56% from their room-temperature nominal for a temperature swing from -55°C to +125°C. However, because of their high dielectric constant, from 2,500 to 15,000 or more, they offer the best volumetric efficiency of all the ceramics.

**Cheaper metals for electrodes**

Ceramic chip capacitors are often built as multilayer structures, especially when it's necessary to obtain high values of capacitance. Alternating the dielectric and the electrode metal in layers yields a stack of capacitors, connected in parallel, as it were, so that their values add. The electrodes are brought out from the stack to the end terminations.

Customarily, a precious-metal alloy, usually silver-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Chip size, approx. (mils)</th>
<th>Chip area, approx. (mils²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analog switches</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>20 by 20</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quad</td>
<td>30 by 40 – 55 by 60</td>
<td>1,200 – 3,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiplexer</td>
<td>30 by 40 – 70 by 80</td>
<td>1,200 – 5,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op amps</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>40 by 40 – 70 by 90</td>
<td>1,600 – 6,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>35 by 40 – 70 by 90</td>
<td>1,400 – 6,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quad</td>
<td>60 by 65 – 75 by 75</td>
<td>3,900 – 5,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>40 by 45 – 55 by 100</td>
<td>1,800 – 5,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparators</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>30 by 30 – 50 by 55</td>
<td>900 – 2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>40 by 40 – 60 by 80</td>
<td>1,600 – 4,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quad</td>
<td>50 by 55</td>
<td>2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timers</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>55 by 60</td>
<td>3,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>65 by 75</td>
<td>4,875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quad</td>
<td>80 by 105</td>
<td>8,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage regulators</td>
<td>General-purpose</td>
<td>40 by 45 – 90 by 90</td>
<td>1,800 – 8,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>45 by 50 – 60 by 70</td>
<td>2,250 – 4,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Sense amplifiers</td>
<td>55 by 55 – 60 by 70</td>
<td>3,035 – 4,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peripheral/display drivers</td>
<td>45 by 45 – 105 by 105</td>
<td>2,025 – 11,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line receivers/drivers</td>
<td>40 by 45 – 65 by 70</td>
<td>2,025 – 4,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data converters</td>
<td>60 by 85 – 85 by 150</td>
<td>5,100 – 12,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications circuits</td>
<td>Video amplifiers</td>
<td>40 by 40 – 50 by 55</td>
<td>1,600 – 2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phase-locked loops</td>
<td>50 by 55 – 70 by 75</td>
<td>2,750 – 5,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fm subsystems</td>
<td>40 by 55 – 80 by 95</td>
<td>2,200 – 7,600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
palladium, is used for the electrode-and-termination system. But because of the expense of noble metals, this approach may tie up as much as half of the capacitor price in the metalization system. A few manufacturers are in the process of developing less costly alternatives—and one, namely USCC/Centralab, Los Angeles, has already come up with a substitute base-metal system. This contains chiefly nickel and, as a result, the company has been able to cut prices by 30% to 50%.

Most ceramic chip capacitors have a working voltage rating of 50 wvdc at 125 °C. However, both Sprague and Semtech Corp., Newbury Park, Calif., offer devices having kilovolt ratings. Semtech even has custom formulations up in the multi-microfarad range at ratings as high as 300,000 V. The company supplies high-voltage capacitor slabs, which the user cuts up himself to obtain the capacitance he needs.

As a rule, ceramic chip capacitors have fixed values—but not always. Vitramon Inc. of Bridgeport, Conn., offers a line of chips with values that can be incrementally adjusted either up or down, even after installation. The adjustment points lie on the top of the chips.

**Still tantalum for high capacitance**

Despite the proliferation of ceramic chip capacitors, tantalum-based devices are holding their own. These polarized (electrolytic) capacitors are the best practical choice when values of several microfarads or higher are needed. Even with multilayer high-K ceramics, only about 10 microfarads at most can be achieved. And generally, the stability of high-K ceramics is not as good as that of tantalum.

As might be expected, tantalum chips are made with a different termination at one end so that they can be inserted in a circuit for proper current flow. One common technique is to shape one of the terminals like a “T.” Or, the anode terminal might have a protrusion, as it does on Sprague’s solid-electrolyte tantalum chips.

Thin-film metal-oxide capacitors are available from only a few sources. Made with either a silicon or tantalum oxide, they provide relatively low values of capacitance. However, they are physically compatible with active semiconductor chips, since they are a mere 3 to 8 mils thick. In contrast, ceramic chip capacitors are much thicker, typically around 50 mils high. Some of the thin-film devices are even available with beam leads, and others can be adjusted in value.

**Resistors—singles and arrays**

Chip resistors can be divided into two groups: discrete devices and networks containing two or more resistors on the same substrate. In either case, the selection is somewhat limited—for a good reason. With a thick-film hybrid, it’s a simple matter to add another screening step and just print the necessary resistors right on the substrate. They can even be trimmed into value once the rest of the circuit is complete.

Most discrete chip resistors are made with a cermet thick-film material, which yields temperature coefficients of ±200 to ±300 ppm/°C. Power ratings vary from less than 100 milliwatts to about 300 mw for chips measuring from 50 by 50 by 20 mils up to 155 by 50 by 20 mils. Resistance values generally range from about 1 ohm up to over 15 megohms, with standard tolerances of ±5% to ±20%. But some companies, like Dale Electronics Inc. of Norfolk, Neb., can supply chips even to ±1% tolerances. A few firms, for instance, Sprague and Varadyne Industries Inc., Santa Monica, Calif., offer a selection of both chip resistors and chip capacitors.

Other chip resistors tend to be special-purpose devices, intended for power-handling jobs or other special circuit functions. For instance, some chips have unusually high resistance values, say on the order of teraohms, while others provide power ratings of 0.5 watt
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TABLE 4: CAPACITORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dielectric</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Capacitance range</th>
<th>Value tolerance</th>
<th>Voltage rating (V/dc)</th>
<th>Temperature coefficient*</th>
<th>Chip size, approx. (mils)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>High stability (NPO)</td>
<td>1 pF - 0.068 µF</td>
<td>± 0.5 pF - ± 20 %</td>
<td>25 - 200</td>
<td>± 30 ppm/°C</td>
<td>35 by 35 by 25 - 520 by 520 by 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>Stable K (X7R)</td>
<td>100 pF - 1.8 µF</td>
<td>± 5% - + 80% , -20%</td>
<td>25 - 200</td>
<td>± 15%</td>
<td>50 by 40 by 40 - 520 by 520 by 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>High K (25U)</td>
<td>150 pF - 10 µF</td>
<td>± 20% - + 80% , -20%</td>
<td>25 - 100</td>
<td>+ 22%, -56%</td>
<td>35 by 35 by 25 - 520 by 520 by 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>High-voltage NPO</td>
<td>18 pF - 0.039 µF</td>
<td>± 5% - ± 20 %</td>
<td>500 - 5,000</td>
<td>± 30 ppm/°C</td>
<td>230 by 190 by 150 - 610 by 560 by 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceramic</td>
<td>High-voltage X7R</td>
<td>180 pF - 0.39 µF</td>
<td>± 10% - + 80% , -20%</td>
<td>500 - 5,000</td>
<td>± 15%</td>
<td>250 by 200 by 150 - 650 by 600 by 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantalum</td>
<td>Solid electrolyte</td>
<td>0.1 µF - 100 µF</td>
<td>± 5% - ± 20 %</td>
<td>4 - 50</td>
<td>+ 12%, -10%</td>
<td>100 by 50 by 50 - 285 by 150 by 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin film</td>
<td>Metal oxide (MOS)</td>
<td>1 pF - 220 pF</td>
<td>± 0.5 pF - ± 20%</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20 by 20 by 3 - 60 by 60 by 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thin film</td>
<td>Tantalum oxide</td>
<td>100 pF - 3,000 pF</td>
<td>± 5% - ± 10 %</td>
<td>12 - 50</td>
<td>+ 200, ± 50 ppm/°C</td>
<td>35 by 30 by 3 - 65 by 60 by 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Over temperature range of -55°C to +125°C

or so. And in addition to conventional rectangular-shaped chip resistors, CTS Microelectronics Inc., Lafayette, Ind., offers a line of cylindrical devices that can be mounted through a hole in a pc board.

Because thick-film hybrid packages so very frequently come complete with screened-on resistors, thick-film resistor networks are not available as unpackaged chips, for the most part. However, don’t forget that the thick-film hybrid manufacturer often has the capability to print his own resistors. Even thick-film capacitors can be screened directly onto the substrate in a multilayer hybrid.

**Thin films for precision**

Resistor networks made of thin films, on the other hand, are more readily available as unpackaged chips, and they provide better stability and accuracy than their thick-film counterparts, but at higher cost. Thin-film networks are best suited to applications where precision is a must, as in digital-to-analog converters and instrumentation amplifiers.

Individual resistor tolerances may be as low as 1% as deposited or 0.005% after laser trimming. Temperature coefficients are also excellent, down to ±1 or even ±0.5 ppm/°C. Chip sizes range from a small 35-mil square to larger rectangular units measuring 200 by 600 mils.

The thin-film resistive material may be nickel chromium (often called nichrome), tantalum nitride, or cobalt chromium. There is a variety of substrate materials, too, including glass, silicon, sapphire, and ceramics like alumina and beryllia. The metalization may be either aluminum or gold, and generally the chips are passivated for environmental protection.

The combination chosen depends on the application. Nickel chromium provides the tightest accuracies and temperature coefficients, while tantalum nitride offers moderate performance at lower cost. Among the substrates, glass and alumina are good all-around performers, whereas sapphire and beryllia excel in high-power applications. The temperature properties of silicon, of course, match those of active chips.

What are some of the combinations available? The resistors group of Analog Devices Inc.’s Microelectronics division, Wakefield, Mass., offers nickel chromium on alumina and beryllia; HyComp Inc., Maynard, Mass., puts nickel chromium on glass, ceramic, silicon, or sapphire; both Sprague and Hybrid Systems Corp., Burlington, Mass., deposit nickel chromium or tantalum nitride on silicon; and Allen-Bradley’s Electronics division markets cobalt chromium on glass. The Sprague networks are beam-lead devices.

**Chip inductors reach millihenries**

Like discrete chip resistors, chip inductors are available from relatively few vendors. They are fabricated by vacuum-depositing alternate layers of metal and insulator or by winding a fine wire as a coil.

In general, they cover the range of 10 nanohenries to 10 millihenries, at tolerances of ±5% to ±20%, depending on the value. For wound types, chip sizes are moderate, ranging from 105 by 100 by 85 mils to about 165 by 135 by 115 mils.

Adjustable as well as fixed-value types are available, although prices for the adjustable models can be rather high, in the neighborhood of several dollars apiece. Chip inductors may even be purchased in magnetically shielded versions, like those offered by Vanguard Electronics Co., Inglewood, Calif.  

Reprints are available at $3.00 each. Write to Electronics Reprint Dept., P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520. Copyright 1976 by Electronics, a McGraw-Hill publication.
In many sequential digital systems that respond to a rising pulse edge, control signals must be synchronized to the clock pulses. These control signals are usually obtained by decoding the desired states of a sequential counter that is driven by the system clock (Fig. 1a). Since the counter and decoder have propagation delays, the decoded control signal is delayed or skewed relative to the system clock, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. But as the clock frequency of the system gets higher, the skew time may become a significant portion of the clock cycle and cause erratic circuit operation.

One example of this problem is encountered with an accumulator operating with a 15-megahertz clock. On the rising edge of every 40th clock pulse, a control signal transfers data from the accumulator to a data register. The control-signal skew causes the data to be transferred at some instant between the clock edges, rather than at the edges. Since the accumulator output is changing between clock edges, its value is uncertain at the instant of data transfer, and the system's operation is erratic.

But the skew of the control signal can be reduced to a negligible value by configuring the sequential system as shown in Fig. 2a. The clock of Fig. 1 becomes clock, and inverters are added to the clock line. One inverter is shown as a 74S04, but it could be one gate of a 74S00 IC. The other inverter is the top NAND gate in the 74S00. Also, clock drives an input of a NAND gate in the control-signal line. The decoder in Fig. 2 responds one clock-pulse sooner than the one in Fig. 1.

The synchronizing effect of the inverter and NAND gates can be seen in Fig. 2b. Line 3 shows that the control-signal waveform is in the high state until the decoder output goes high. This event occurs at the (N - 1)th clock pulse, i.e., one clock period before the rising edge of the control signal.

After the decoder output goes high, the control signal remains high until clock also goes high. After clock goes high, the inputs of the two NAND gates are the same. Therefore, the control-signal and clock waveforms are alike; their falling edges and the subsequent rising edges virtually coincide at the leading edge of the Nth clock pulse. The only skew remaining is the difference between the propagation delays in the two NAND gates. With a 74S00 IC, the difference between the delays in
the two NAND gates was less than 1 nanosecond.

The circuit discussed above provides a control signal with a rising edge that is closely synchronized with the rising edge of the clock. Its applications involve the transfer of data in high-speed digital systems. The circuit can be used for any application requiring a precisely timed signal transition that does not occur on every edge of the clock pulse.

## Frequency-doubler produces square-wave output

by Robert L. Taylor

I&F Electronics, Nashville Tenn.

Most digital frequency-doublers use edge-detection techniques to produce two narrow output pulses per input pulse. Although these types of doublers work well, they have the disadvantage of producing highly asymmetrical outputs and usually cannot be cascaded to obtain

1. **Basic frequency-doubler.** The monostable multivibrator produces two output pulses for each cycle of input waveform. One output pulse is triggered on the falling edge of \( A_1 \), and second output pulse is triggered when \( B \) goes high after spiking low. If output pulse width is set for 50% duty cycle at one frequency, it is asymmetrical at other frequencies. The time delays are shown disproportionately large.

2. **Squared away.** By adding inverter and NAND gates to circuit and changing decoder to respond one pulse earlier than in Fig. 1, the control signal and clock pulse are synchronized accurately. After rising, the control signal is always high except for the half clock period before its next rising edge.
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tain higher multiplication factors. These problems can be eliminated by use of a monostable frequency-doubler with a modified version of H.P.D. Lanyon’s feedback system [see “One-shot with feedback loop maintains constant duty cycle,” *Electronics*, July 24, 1975, p. 93].

The basic doubler circuit and its timing diagram are illustrated in Fig. 1. The propagation delay introduced by the inverter allows the 74121 monostable multivibrator to trigger on the rising edge of the input wave, and the 20-picofarad capacitor triggers on the falling edge. Since both edges of the input are detected, the output frequency is twice the input frequency. By selecting the proper $R_1C_1$ value, a 50% duty cycle could be obtained with the circuit of Fig. 1, but only for one fixed input frequency.

In the improved circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 2, the output pulses from Q are filtered by $R_2C_2$ to produce a voltage $V_1$ that is directly proportional to the input frequency. A portion of $V_1$, tapped off the 10-kilohm potentiometer, is amplified and inverted in transistor $Q_2$, which serves as a controlled current source that feeds the timing circuit of the 74121. The value of $R_1$ is chosen to limit $I_1$ to a maximum of 5 milliamperes.

In operation, the 10-kΩ symmetry potentiometer is adjusted for a 50% duty cycle output. If the input frequency increases, $V_1$ increases proportionally and causes $Q_2$ to conduct more. This draws more base current from $Q_1$ and causes its collector current to rise. An increase in $I_1$ produces a corresponding decrease of output pulse width, tending to lower $V_1$. The high gain of this negative feedback loop keeps the output duty cycle very near 50% over about a 1,000:1 frequency range. Best results occur when the maximum frequency $f_{\text{max}}$ is less than $1/(800C_1)$, where $C_1$ is in farads and $f$ is in hertz. The size of capacitor $C_2$ is chosen to provide good filtering action for $V_1$ at the lowest frequency used—that is, $C_2$ is greater than $1/(1,000 f_{\text{min}})$. Other parts values and transistor types are not critical.
ELECTRONIC BAR-GRAPH DISPLAYS

At a glance, columns compare values with high resolution and accuracy

by Andy Santoni, Instrumentation Editor

The bar-graph display promises to become an important component in the engineer's repertoire of front-panel readouts because it combines many of the best features of electromechanical analog meters and electronic digital displays. Like digital readouts, bar graphs don't suffer from overshoot and they don't have complex damping functions that may require the design of external compensating circuitry. They are not sensitive to mounting position, and they offer high resolution and accuracy. Like analog meters, they can be scanned quickly when high-resolution readings are unnecessary, and they display peak or out-of-tolerance conditions more clearly than do digital devices.

Whether they use incandescent lamps, light-emitting diodes, liquid-crystal cells, or gas-discharge columns (see table), bar-graph displays—sometimes called electronic analog meters or light-column readouts—are the best medium for displaying two or more quantities for comparison. For example, one light column might show a variable quantity, and a second column the upper and lower limits. Or a row of bar graphs might indicate the output levels in each channel of a multichannel system so that an operator could determine that all channels are working.

In such applications, light-emitting bar graphs may be better than electromechanical meters because they are easier to see. On the other hand, for some of them, high ambient lighting or reflections may wash out the display. If it is necessary to replace mechanical meters where these conditions exist, reflective liquid-crystal meters avoid the wash-out problem.

When it is necessary to set a control for a maximum meter reading, the electromechanical device may be better because its movement has a higher resolution than the electronic device, even if its scale does not. Electronic bar-graph meters have drawbacks in com-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Display type</th>
<th>Light output</th>
<th>Operating voltage (V)</th>
<th>Power consumption (W)</th>
<th>Full-scale response</th>
<th>Typical meter cost per column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incandescent lamp</td>
<td>Extremely high</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18 - 30</td>
<td>1.0 s</td>
<td>$750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-emitting diode</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>15 ms</td>
<td>$130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective liquid crystal</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5 - 10</td>
<td>&lt; 2</td>
<td>0.5 s</td>
<td>$100 - 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmissive liquid crystal</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>5 - 10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5 s</td>
<td>$100 - 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-discharge (plasma)</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>125 (ac)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.5 s</td>
<td>$125 - 175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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common with electromechanical meters, too. Parallax may cause reading errors in bar graphs if their scales are not in the same plane as their light columns. In this respect, digital meters hold a clear advantage.

Bar-graph displays share a number of drawbacks with digital readouts, too. Although an electromechanical meter can often be connected directly to a circuit under test to take a voltage or current measurement, digital and bar-graph meters must include some sort of signal-conditioning circuitry. For digital instruments, this circuitry takes the form of an analog-to-digital converter, often a dual-slope integrator. Bar-graph meters must have circuitry of similar complexity to convert an analog input to a form the display can use.

As a result, bar-graph meters may be a great deal more expensive than their mechanical counterparts. They can approach analog meters in cost only when very poor resolution—on the order of 20%—can be tolerated. This resolution may be sufficient for automobile-dashboard displays like fuel-level indicators, where a simple row of five lamps will do the job.

At the opposite end of the performance spectrum, where resolution, accuracy, and reliability must be high—military and aerospace applications, for example—the price of a bar-graph display can be steep. The Avionics division of Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal, makes an incandescent bar-graph display that can cost more than a thousand dollars per bar (Fig. 1).

Using a filament

The Canadian Marconi display has a set of incandescent bulbs that feed light through optical fibers to generate segments of a column. Either 28 or 33 lamps are used, depending on the required resolution.

Since the size of each segment at the end of the light pipes can be different, the bar graph can have different resolutions at different points. For example, the section of the display near which most measurements are made can contain a relatively large number of segments for high resolution, and the section of the display near zero can have relatively poor resolution.

While the average resolution of the 33-segment display is only about 3%, resolution and accuracy in the most-used section can be better than 1%.

In addition, the Canadian Marconi readouts include a digital display in the same package as the bar graph. The bar graph can be scanned for a quick reading of the displayed quantity’s order of magnitude or color-coded for a clear visual indication of out-of-tolerance or other conditions. The digital meter can be read for a more precise measurement.

These displays are usually purchased in assemblies of six or seven instruments in a package with the necessary conversion circuitry and power supplies. The price for a package that includes two pairs of displays and other circuitry is about $2,000.

Such a high price can be justified in military-avionics applications, where high reliability and sturdiness are necessary. The alternative instrument for aircraft cockpits is the servo-driven-tape meter, which is equally expensive and has slow response to changes in input values.

However, Canadian Marconi displays take less than a second to respond to a full-scale change in input, and so are fast enough to meet the demand, and they have the highest light output of all the electronic bar-graph displays and can be read in direct sunlight.

The difficulty of reading light-emitting-diode displays when ambient light is high is the major weakness of LEDs for bar graphs. The AnaLed panel meters from Simpson Electric Co., Chicago, are fine under most conditions, but, like most readouts, cannot easily be seen outdoors or in an airplane cockpit, where light reflected from the display’s front surface is high.

A standard left-zero AnaLed panel meter contains 53 light-emitting diodes: 50 for scale graduation, one for overrange, one for underrange or negative input, and one for zero. The zero LED is on whenever power is applied to the instrument.

Turning on LEDs

The LED array is fed by a resistor-ladder network and 52 operational amplifiers, which act as comparators (Fig. 2). The ladder network divides a 5-V reference signal to provide graduated references for each op amp. The input signal is divided by a range-resistor network, filtered if direct current, and amplified to...
range from 0 to 5 V. The amplified signal is fed to the second input of each operational amplifier.

The connections to the positive and negative inputs of the string of op amps are alternated, and the wiring to each LED is reversed as necessary to match, so that current drawn from the positive and negative power supplies is balanced. When the signal and reference-voltage inputs to an op amp become equal, the output of the amplifier switches and turns on the LED.

With a 5-V reference voltage, the difference between reference voltages at successive comparators in a standard AnaLed is 100 millivolts. Since the comparators switch from full on to full off within a 2-mV band, an individual LED lights at a voltage within 0.04% of full scale. Adding in the tolerances of the reference resistors, the accuracy at a point on the display is within 0.1%, well within the 2% resolution of the instrument.

The meter is self-contained in that, like an electromechanical meter, it accepts an analog signal and provides a display proportional to the signal’s level. It also provides the single greatest advantage of an electromechanical meter—trend indication—along with a zero and a full-scale value.

Since there are no inertia-producing mechanical components and no analog-to-digital conversion circuits, the AnaLed’s response is virtually instantaneous, and there is no overshoot. There is no time delay between measurement and display, as with digital panel meters. Like digital panel meters, however, the AnaLed requires an external power supply to light the LEDs and drive the other circuitry.

Another approach to building an LED bar-graph display is being used by General Electric Co., Wilmington, Mass., to produce meters bright enough for aircraft-cockpit applications. The devices combine 96-segment light columns with seven-segment digital readouts, all LEDs, in a single package. High apparent brightness is achieved by strobing the LEDs with large peak currents. Constant-current drivers reduce intensity variations between lamps, and pulse-width modulation of the drive current varies display brightness.

Cutting current demand

Where minimum power consumption is required, liquid-crystal displays seem to offer the most attractive alternative. They consume negligible power and can be operated at fairly low voltages. Liquid-crystal displays offer the same advantages in bar-graph format as they do in digital watch displays. Along with low power consumption, LCDs are readable in direct sunlight, especially when used in the reflective mode.

Since LCDs emit no light of their own, some form of backlighting must be used when ambient light is insufficient or if the LCD is used in a transmissive mode. This can detract from their advantage of low power consumption. Another drawback of LCDs is that when the bar-graph segments are scanned or multiplexed to cut down on the number of input leads required, voltages often fall between full-on and full-off levels, so readings may not be consistent. North Hills Electronics Inc., Glen Cove, N.Y., gets around this problem by sandwiching two liquid crystal layers [Electronics, May 13, 1976, p. 31].

With this technique, the individual bar segments can be addressed as a matrix, yet the voltage applied to the liquid-crystal material is either full on or full off. The display does not operate at half-voltage, a condition that could lead to an unstable display.

North Hills has developed panel meters using two-layer LCDs and is now looking for a manufacturer with the production and marketing facilities to handle a product that must be sold in volume to be competitive.

Firing a plasma

One type of bar-graph display that is already available in high volume and in a variety of configurations (Fig. 3) is the gas-discharge light column. Burroughs Corp.’s Electronic Components division in Plainfield, N.J., supplies gas-discharge bar graphs with either linear or circular scales. The array is made with a ceramic substrate and a glass front plate separated by a spacer (Fig. 4). A segmented pattern of conductive material is screened onto the ceramic substrate to form the cathodes, and transparent anodes are screened on
the glass front plate. The package is evacuated, filled with neon gas, and sealed.

The Burroughs display employs a glow-transfer technique to minimize the number of wires connected to it. In a standard bar-graph package, which contains two columns of 200 segments, addressing each segment independently would require 401 input leads. Instead, the gas-discharge glow is established at a single point, and the glow is then transferred sequentially up the display to the desired segment height.

**Stretching the glow**

A three-phase clock and a reset-clock signal control the transfer of glow along the panel. To initiate a scan, the glow-establishing, or reset, cathode is first turned on. When the first-phase clock signal turns on, the first cathode, and every third cathode after that, is also turned on. Since glow can only be transferred by one cathode spacing, only the first cathode lights. As soon as the glow is established near the first cathode, the flow of current through the anode current-limiting resistor reduces the anode voltage to a level that is high enough to maintain the glow at this cathode but too low to cause ionization at any other cathode.

The next clock phase turns off the drive to the first cathode and turns on the second cathode. Since the reset cathode is off, ionization cannot occur in this area, but flow from the first cathode can be transferred to the second cathode. The last clock phase transfers glow to the third cathode.

As the clock signals repeat, the cathode buses are sequentially grounded, causing the glow to transfer down the panel. The size of the displayed bar is varied by turning off the anode voltage when the proper height is reached. This is accomplished by driving the anode with the output of a comparator. The inputs to the comparator are the input signal and a ramp whose peak value is proportional to a full-scale indication on the meter. When the ramp is equal to the input voltage, the drive to the display is turned off.

Burroughs Self-Scan panels are also available as complete meters, in a package with drive circuitry and panel-mounting hardware, from the International Instruments division of Sigma Instruments Inc., Orange, Conn. Called Lumigraphs, the dual-bar units can display an input signal in neon orange on one column and a set point for alarm or control in red on the second column. An optional self-annunciator can flash the appropriate bar or combination of bars when an alarm or out-of-range condition occurs. Prices range from $250 to $375 in small quantities, and the annunciator option is an additional $15 to $25.

A different method for building a gas-discharge bar-graph display is being used by Beckman Information Displays division, Scottsdale, Ariz. The firm has developed and delivered a dc-driven display for avionics applications. A much brighter display is achieved by driving individual segments with dc voltages, instead of multiplexing the input signal. In addition, brightness can be varied over a 100:1 range. However, the display requires a large number of interconnections.

Now under development at Beckman is a series of gas-discharge readouts that, like Burroughs', use a multiplexing scheme to minimize the number of leads. The units should be on the market this fall.

Another gas-discharge bar-graph display is under development at the National Electronics division of Varian Associates, Geneva, Ill. Operation of the National bar-graph display is similar to that of a shift register. Glow is established at the first segment of the display, then the glow is shifted down the column by a clock signal. When the proper segment has been lighted, the unit moves into a hold mode so that no further shifting takes place.

Either the single segment representing a reading or all segments up to that segment can remain lit, so the display can look like either a pointer or a bar graph. To change a display, either the present reading is erased and a new one is fed in, or the driving circuitry remembers the present reading and shifts the glow up or down the column to a new position. The interface to the light column consists of 20 wires—one for each 10s segment and one for each 1s segment—for a 100-element bar.

National is using the glow-shifting technique in a series of dot-matrix alphanumeric displays, and the bar-graph project is a development effort. The future of this effort is uncertain because National is planning to sell its plasma-display business.

Among the other display technologies that could be
applied in bar-graph meters in the future is the electroluminescent panel. This type of display takes advantage of the light emitted by a phosphor when an electric field is applied to it.

Several laboratories are now developing various types of flat-panel electroluminescent displays. Earlier efforts resulted in, among other products, a line of seven-segment displays from Sylvania. But widespread use was stymied by short lifetimes.

Displaying the future

The operating lifetime of both ac- and dc-driven electroluminescent cells, most of which use zinc-sulfide phosphors, has improved significantly in the past few years. The improvements can be traced to changes in phosphor materials and preparative treatments.

Smith Industries Ltd., London, in conjunction with Phosphor Products Ltd., has developed a dc-driven electroluminescent display for automotive applications. The panel contains both bar-graph and digital displays.

The Smiths displays are based on polycrystalline copper- and manganese-doped zinc-sulfide powder phosphors. The devices are fabricated on glass substrates on which transparent conductors are coated. The substrate is etched to provide the required light-emission patterns and electrical lead-ins.

The basic yellow color may be externally filtered to provide readily discriminated green and red displays. Light emission, which takes place at the junction of the transparent conducting film and the phosphor layer, is uniform over the entire electrode area. However, individual phosphor particles cannot be resolved with the naked eye.

The electroluminescent displays cannot yet meet all the demands of the automotive environment—temperature, humidity, vibration, and electrical transients—coupled with the required visual appeal and low cost. But indications are that they will be available in the early 1980s.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT: Some material for this article was derived from two studies, "Analog Panel Meters" and "Digital Panel Meters" by Lewis I. Solomon and Edward A. Ross of Venture Development Corp., Wellesley, Mass.
In the production of Hybrid IC's... the initial cost of the components is not the determining factor in the total cost of your circuit.

Watch your processing costs... and watch your yields!
Here's a comparison of how the LID compares with the CHIP for holding down those hidden process costs and for building up your circuit yields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LIDS</th>
<th>CHIPS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From simple logic diodes to monolithic IC's, Amperex has LIDS to fill your needs.

Amperex will customize any LID semiconductor types you require... for quick delivery... in any quantity... to supplement their broad line of catalog types.

LIDS are the only true microminiature components available from a manufacturer prescreened to complete JAN TX and/or MIL STD 883 Level B requirements.

LIDS come to you fully characterized, specified and pre-tested for all parameters. You can predict highest circuit yields and quote your customer with confidence.

Amperex will customize any LID semiconductor types you require... for quick delivery... in any quantity... to supplement their broad line of catalog types.

LIDS are readily positioned on your substrate by hand without costly optical or mechanical equipment.

The reflow solder technique permits simultaneous bonding of all the LIDS to the substrate. Costly, yield-reducing semiconductor bonding operations are eliminated; labor is greatly reduced.

LIDS are bonded to the substrate via low-temperature soldering (200°C for 10 seconds). There is no drift... no change of parameters... no yield loss.

A LID can be replaced, if necessary, with localized heating without affecting the rest of the circuit, thereby increasing your yield.

The LID... obviously! We've shown you why your IC processing costs and yield costs are lower with LIDS... now, pick up your telephone and call our LID Product Manager at 401-902-9000 and he'll show you how low our LID prices really are today.
A voltage can be sampled and held for a week or more with at least 99.9% precision by an analog-to-digital converter followed by a digital-to-analog converter. The a-d converter is triggered when the voltage is to be sampled, and its output is used by a d-a converter to set a programable power supply. The supply then continues to furnish that voltage for as long as desired.

This circuit is useful in automating the electrotransport process for purifying metals. In this process, a direct current passes through a metal rod, heating it by internal resistance and producing charge carriers that sweep impurities along with them to one end of the rod. The current necessary to reach a specific temperature is known at the beginning of the run, and the voltage necessary to provide this current should be held for the remainder of the run.

The circuit to do this is shown in the figure. The timer, a spring-driven or motor-driven clock mechanism to control some switches, first connects the current control of the power supply to $R_1$, which holds the current at the desired level of 86.5 amperes. An override constant-voltage control is also used to put an upper limit on the output voltage of the supply during this time.

After three minutes, when the sample has reached a stable condition at about 1,600°C, the a-d converter is triggered to read the voltage across the rod. This voltage is about 3.1 volts for a rod resistance of 0.037 ohm. The signals from the a-d converter are fed into a d-a converter, and, after the conversion is complete, the timer applies the output of the d-a converter to the power supply. This commands the supply to furnish the same voltage it was applying at the time of the trigger. The inverting amplifier is necessary in the system to correct the polarity, because a control voltage of about -2 V is applied to the supply to provide a +3.1-v output. For safety of the sample rod, the timer switches the current control resistor to $R_2$, somewhat larger than $R_1$, which puts an upper limit on the current supplied.

This program of applying a chosen current and then continuing to furnish the voltage which that current requires is necessary because purification is optimum at a particular temperature. The most accurate automatic way of attaining this temperature is to apply a specified current. The diameter, resistivity, and emissivity of separate samples of metal vary less from one to another than the resistance of the assembly, which includes adaptors and vacuum feed-throughs. It is therefore necessary to specify the current, rather than the voltage, at the start of the purification experiment. However, it is desirable to keep the voltage, rather than the current, constant for the remainder of the run, because, as purification continues, the sample deforms and the resistance rises. If constant current were applied, the increased resistance would cause enough of an increase in power and temperature to melt the metal and end the run prematurely.

The circuit shown holds the voltage across the metal rod constant and equal to that required for a specified current at the beginning of the experiment. This voltage is held for the remainder of the run, about a week, by the digital number stored in the d-a converter.
TTL logic tester displays H or L

by Andrzej Gorajek
Polish Radio and TV Research Department, Warsaw, Poland

One of the world’s simplest logic testers for integrated circuits can be built of a single transistor-transistor-logic package and a seven-segment light-emitting diode. The setup displays an H when the probe of the tester is floating or touching a pin at high logic level. When the probe touches a pin at the low logic level, the LED displays an L.

As shown in the figure, gates G1 and G2, together with resistors R1 and R2, form a simple voltage monitor that has a trip point of 1.4 volts. Gate G3 is simply an inverter.

The display section of the tester consists of the common-anode alphanumeric LED and current-limiting resistors R3, R4, and R5. At TTL-voltage levels, the resistors limit the current through each segment to about 10 milliamperes. And since segments e and f are grounded through R5, they are always lighted.

When the input voltage at the probe is less than the

Quick calculation gives filter-capacitor value

by Jerry J. Norton
LaBarge Electronics, Tulsa, Okla.

The minimum capacitance required for a given amount of ripple from a rectifier/filter power supply can be calculated simply from the expression:

Ripple voltage/peak voltage = T/RC

As illustrated in the figure, ripple voltage ER is the difference between the peak and valley output voltages, (Ep - Ev). The ripple period, T, is the inverse of the power-line frequency for a half-wave rectifier, or half that value for the full-wave rectifier shown. Resistance R is the load through which current is being driven.

This short-cut technique for finding C holds to about 25% ripple. It assumes that the charging time for C is small, compared to its discharge time through R, so that T is virtually equal to td. In that case:

\[(E_P - E_V)/E_P = E_R/E_P = 1 - \exp(-T/RC)\]

Note that as T/RC approaches zero, the ripple voltage also approaches zero, but especially note that for small values of T/RC, the right-hand side of the equation approaches T/RC.

Therefore the C value for 10% ripple is found by setting T/RC equal to 0.1, and if ripple must be held to 1%, T/RC must equal 0.01. The error from this approx-
Pre-emphasizer speeds fm-tuner measurements

by M. J. Salvati
Sony Corp. of America, Long Island City, N.Y.

An fm tuner has a nonlinear frequency response because it contains a de-emphasis network to cancel the high-frequency boost added at the transmitter. Performing frequency-response measurements on such tuners is tedious; measured voltage must be recorded and correction factors added at each of the test frequencies to arrive at the "true" frequency response.

The pre-emphasizer circuit shown in Fig. 1 eliminates the extra notation, the need to look up correction factors, and the arithmetic, by altering the output of the modulation oscillator in the same manner as the frequency shaping performed at the transmitter. This unit is connected into the test setup between the audio oscillator and the audio-input terminal of the fm-signal generator, as shown in Fig. 2. With the pre-emphasis compensating for the de-emphasis in the tuner, the tuner output should ideally be a constant voltage at all audio-frequencies from 30 hertz up through 15 kilohertz. Any variation from uniform output indicates imperfect frequency response in the tuner.

The pre-emphasizer circuit operates by means of a frequency-selective network in the feedback to the inverting input of a 741 operational amplifier. This configuration allows the network to be identical to the de-emphasis network used in the tuner under test. The 75-microsecond de-emphasis network used in fm tuners in the U.S. is shown installed; a switch can be added to select another network, such as the 50-µs standard used in European receivers, or the National Association of Broadcasters compensation for tape or for phonograph.

Battery operation (with economical 9-volt transistor-radio batteries) makes the unit independent and eliminates the possibility of ground-loop-induced hum in the measurement system.

Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

1. Pre-emphasizer. Feedback network to inverting input of op amp has same frequency characteristic as the de-emphasizer in fm tuner; this results in a frequency response alteration complementary to that of the tuner. Circuit shown here has the 75-µs network that is standard in American fm broadcasting.

2. Flat-out testing. With pre-emphasizer that uses same frequency-selective network as tuner, this test circuit gives a flat audio output for a good tuner. The pre-emphasis could be put between the tuner and the voltmeter, but the arrangement shown gives a better signal-to-noise ratio.
Motorola Sets The B-Series CMOS Data Book STANDARD.

Industry B-Specs in Brand New All-CMOS 575-Page Volume

Written with the very latest industry-wide B-Series CMOS specifications formulated under JEDEC cognizance, and in easiest-to-use format, this is destined to overnight become the authoritative data book on CMOS integrated circuits.

The book covers over 100 parts in the new Motorola B Series, representing the broadest line of presently available B Series CMOS in SSI, MSI and LSI complexities. It also features CMOS LSI circuits.

That's design flexibility. And it's all yours in one easy-to-use reference work.

The book has just come off the presses, so your authorized Motorola distributor will have initial stock within 10 days. Call him now to reserve your $2.50 copy for immediate delivery, or send your check to: Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036. We'll have a copy in the mail to you within 24 hours of availability.

MOTOROLA Semiconductors — CMOS reliability at its best
One little-noted aspect of the microprocessor's impact on the electronics industry is how it is shifting job patterns. By now, although hard data is difficult to obtain, the feeling is that the semiconductor industry is hiring new programmers and software designers at a higher monthly rate than the computer industry itself. This is making software design the fastest-growing new discipline in the semiconductor industry. Now totaling less than 10% of the professionals working at semiconductor companies, this percentage could reach well over 30% in two years—that's several thousand employees. Experienced computer specialists, suddenly finding new and lucrative outlets for their services, have been jumping over to semiconductors in ever increasing numbers and loving the freewheeling environment. Right now, the semiconductor industry is playing catch up to the computer industry in software sophistication. More speculatively, if the trend continues, the semiconductor industry may replace the computer industry as the major force in reducing software costs for the designers of computer-based systems.

To the surprise of Texas Instruments designers, the SR-52 programmable calculator has some 30 addressable data registers—not just two. Credit for the discovery goes to Philip R. Geffe, a senior engineer at Lynch Communications Systems Inc., Reno, Nev., who says locations 70 through 99 can all be used for storing information when the machine is in its calculator mode. (In Electronics, June 24, p. 122, William S. Morgan of LeTourneau College, Longview Texas, noted only locations 98 and 99.) Texas Instruments has verified Geffe's claim.

A big enemy of plastic ICs is water vapor, which may penetrate the package and corrode the chip's metalization. The problem is that existing permeability tests, besides being difficult and time-consuming, are practically useless at high temperatures because mercury vapor is used in the measuring element. A better test measures permeability directly. Developed at Allied Chemical Corp.'s specialty chemical division in Toledo, Ohio, this test can be carried out at almost any temperature, reaches equilibrium in just 1 hour, and works on almost any thickness of material. It's simple, too. The plastic sample is placed in a cell and degassed with a nitrogen purge. Water vapor is then introduced and, with the aid of a thermal conductivity sensor connected to a potentiometer recorder, the rate at which the water vapor passes through the sample is determined.

Elliot S. Simons, Polaroid Corp., Cambridge, Mass., takes exception to an Engineer's Newsletter item [Electronics, June 10, p. 132] in which Alan R. Miller says you can connect a light-emitting diode directly to a 120-volt ac line if you put a capacitor in series with the LED. Says Simons: "If the switch is turned on when the ac voltage is near its peak, the uncharged capacitor will pass a high current through the diode and probably burn it out." Logical as Simons' objection sounds, Miller is standing firmly by his idea—"I've yet to experience a burnout," he reports.

—Laurence Altman
Are you using your $20,000 mainframe set-up wisely? If you're using it to sweep anywhere in the 1 MHz to 1.4 GHz range, then you know it's only doing a fraction of the job you bought it for.

But think about this: if you used a Wavetek Model 2001 Sweep/Signal Generator instead of a plug-in to work below S-Band, your mainframe would be free for other high frequency testing at the same time.

Besides its range of 1 MHz to 1.4 GHz, the Model 2001 has an output of 10mW that's flat to within 0.5dB. This solid-state designed unit features excellent linearity and low spurious content. Plus, the 2001 is programmable—with remote control of center frequency, bandwidth and output level over the 20dB range of its PIN diode attenuator. Not to mention its start/stop mode of operation, (in addition to Δf), or its flexible birdy by-pass marker system.

Now let's get down to prices. An equivalent low-frequency sweep plug-in will run you at least $2,200. And it'll tie up your mainframe while you're using it. On the other hand, you can get a Model 2001 for just $1,850. And untie your mainframe at the same time. It's like having your cake and eating it, too.

WAVETEK Indiana, Inc. P.O. Box 190, Beech Grove, Indiana 46107
Phone (317) 783-3221
TWX 810-341-3226

*US domestic price only.

Don't tie up your microwave mainframe.
New products

Bipolar bit slices advance fast

High-performance devices are finding new applications in process-control equipment, as well as in minicomputers, memories

by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager

Although most attention in the microprocessor world has been focused on the burgeoning MOS families, an upsurge of activity has been going on among the higher-performing bipolar bit-slice entries. Fueled by an increased demand for these products in process-control equipment, as well as continuing interest in the more traditional minicomputer and memory-control applications, suppliers have been moving fast with development and marketing of bipolar bit slices.

Also, after two years or so of focusing their efforts on building bipolar large-scale-integrated building blocks for computers, 2- and 4-bit-slice makers such as Signetics, Monolithic Memories, Intel, Advanced Micro Devices, and Fairchild are beginning to see a much larger market for high-speed, 150-to 250-nanosecond machine/machine interface controllers consisting of a central-processing element and a microprogrammed sequencer/controller, or just a sequencer/controller and read-only-memory combination.

According to Clive Ghest, applications and system manager at Monolithic Memories, perhaps as much as 60% of the bipolar-processor market (estimated at $6 million in 1976 and growing at 100% a year) is going into the controllers, rather than the traditional minicomputers.

“And this percentage will increase in the future,” he says, “as more emphasis is placed on smart peripherals and distributed control.”

Just as stripped-down, 2- to 20-microsecond MOS processors are aimed at replacing electromechanical devices—as well as microcomputer systems with the overpowered 8080 and 6800 (used because nothing else was available)—so too are the 150- to 250-nanosecond bipolar slice/sequencer combinations aimed at replacing systems containing three or four boards of standard small-scale-integrated or medium-scale-integrated TTL and minicomputers used as controllers. Of the $450 million a year transistor-transistor-logic market, as much as 80% is ripe for replacement by minimum-chip 2- and 4-bit slice/sequencer systems.

Manufacturers already in the market are Intel, with the 3001 microprogram-control unit (MCU), part of its 2-bit bipolar slice family; Advanced Micro Devices, with its 2909 microprogram sequencer, part of its 2900 4-bit-slice family; and Signetics, with its second-sourced version of the 3001. The 40-pin 3001 MCUs from Signetics and Intel are both built with a Schottky TTL process and feature about a 45-nanosecond cycle time and an addressability of 512 microinstructions. In addition to working with central-processor elements in such computer-oriented applications as pipelined look-ahead-carry controller processors, ripple-carry processors, and multiprocessor systems, the 3001 is designed to work as a high-speed controller in a stand-alone ROM-MCU combination that sequences at rates.

Typical setup. Monolithic Memories' 57110/67110 microprogram controller/sequencer in typical high-speed-controller configuration is hooked up to 4-bit CPU slice.
that go as high as 10 megahertz.

The AMD2909 is a cascadable 4-bit slice-oriented sequencer in which two devices allow addressing of up to 256 words of microprogram and three devices allow addressing of up to 4,096 words. The device contains a four-input multiplexer that is used to select the instruction register, branch input, microprogram counter, or file as the source of the next microinstruction address.

**New devices.** New sequencer/controller devices, from Signetics, Monolithic Memories, and Fairchild—with high-speed controller applications in mind—have been designed as more general-purpose machines, capable of working with either 2- or 4-bit slices, and with any slice family.

Signetics' new 8X02 control store sequencer, for example, is designed as a replacement for the 3001. In addition to most of the features of the 3001—such as a 9-bit microprogram-address register, 4-bit program latch, two flag registers, 11 address-control functions, and eight flag-control functions—the 28-pin low-power Schottky device has twice the addressing range (1,024 microinstructions) and will also incorporate a four-level stack. In addition, it will work with the 4-bit-slice 2900 family.

**Fixed instructions.** The new 57110/67110 microprogram controller from Monolithic Memories is a good example of another trend in the bipolar-slice world—fixed instruction sets. The 40-pin controller, says Ghest, consists of a microprogram sequencer capable of addressing 512-word pages of memory and having subroutine capability, a loop counter used for repeating loops of microcode, again with subroutine capability, all the branch logic required in a bit-slice system, and shifting logic connections to provide shifting options for bit slices.

But it's the set of eight instructions that makes the 57110/67110 so powerful, because these instructions allow continued, conditional, and unconditional jumps, subroutine jumps and subroutine return, and a special subroutine jump that allows any piece of existing code to be used as a subroutine. A unique branching system, based upon controlling the least significant bit of the address register directly from the branch condition logic, allows two-way branching at each clock period and four-way branching in conjunction with the loop counter. The controller, says Ghest, can be used with all the conventional bit slices as well as its own 6701 4-bit slice and a faster version called the 6701.

Fairchild is expected to bring its bipolar Macrologic family into the mainstream of the bit-slice world with the selective use of integrated injection logic. The first of these is a microprogram sequencer—the 9408—a 40-pin device with a 10-bit address that can directly address control memories with microprograms of up to 1,024 words. In addition, it has a fixed repertoire of 16 instructions—four unconditional branches, eight conditional, a fetch, and a return from subroutine. The sequencer can be operated in a pipeline or non-pipeline mode, has a four-instruction input and push-down/pop-up stack, allowing nesting of subroutines up to four levels.

With conventional 4-bit, it has been difficult to achieve speed performances better than 20 ns per gate. However, combining this logic with Fairchild's Isoplanar oxide-isolation technique, has yielded a device with a 4-ns gate delay. The result is that the 9408 has about a 60-ns cycle time.

The price in quantities of 100 for commercial versions is $55 each for the Monolithic Memories 67110; $23.30 for the Intel 3001; $31.50 for the Signetics 8X02; and $12 for AMD's 2909. Prices have not been set on Fairchild's 9408, but samples are available.

Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Pl., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [344]
Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. 94042 [345]
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 [346]
Monolithic Memories Inc., 1165 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [347]
Signetics Corp., 811 E. Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [348]
INTRODUCING A NEW REVOLUTIONARY MULTI-DIGIT SOLID STATE READOUT

BELOW $1. PER DIGIT

FEATURES:
- Non-fatiguing ELECTROLUMINESCENT light
- Space saving thin profile
- Wired for multiplexing
- Low a.c. power consumption
- Compatible with IC logic decoders and segment drivers
- Rugged, pluggable laminated plastic construction

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
ORDER FROM STOCK at 97¢ per digit, any of the following multi-digit readouts having 2 to 5 digits:
1/2" high with 9-segments
0.6" high with 7-segments

(Limit order—$10.)

T. L. ROBINSON CO., INC.
P.O. BOX D, EAST AURORA, N.Y. 14052
TEL: (716) 652-2111
TELEX: 91566

Circle 128 on reader service card

---

New products

Microprocessors

8080 emerges as top device

8-bit microprocessor is supported by wide variety of hardware and software

During the past year, the Intel-originated 8080 family of microprocessors has clearly emerged as the dominant device—both in the numbers of major semiconductor manufacturers acting as alternate sources and in the amount of hardware, software, and support equipment built around it. Among the most recent 8080-oriented products are a programmable read-only-memory simulator, a microcomputer with multiprocessor capability, three other microcomputers, two power supplies, another alternate source for the 8080 family, and a transient suppressor for use with any microprocessor.

PROM simulator. Capable of simulating two programmable read-only memories as large as 1,024 bytes by 8 bits, the MM80-211 is offered as an option to Ramtek’s MM80—an 8080 microprocessor in-circuit emulator. The simulator, which is simply a memory extension for the MM80, “eliminates the need for stockpiling expensive PROMs and gives the designer much faster turnaround time,” claims Ramtek product manager Larry Krummel. In use, the PROM (or ROM) being simulated is replaced by a cable and plug from the simulator. The operator has front-panel controls for selecting true/complement data and write protection. A self-contained power supply keeps the memory from losing its contents when either the MM80 or the user system is turned off. For increased capacity, multiple units can simply be daisy-chained.

Multiprocessor. As many as six processors can be connected to a single shared memory block (or several noncontiguous memory blocks) of an IMSAI 8080 computer by means of an inexpensive set of hardware introduced by IMS Associates. The hardware consists of a bus-multiplexing board (priced at $399 assembled or $325 unassembled), a timing and control board ($305 assembled or $225 in kit form), and a bus-extension board, one of which is required for each processor, at $65. The total memory allowed each processor is 64 kilobytes minus the amount of the shared-memory block. With the IMSAI multiprocessor technique, each processor can operate either independently or on a shared basis with one or more peripherals. Since the basic IMSAI 8080 computer sells for $931 assembled or $599 unassembled, a complete multiprocessor system for such complex applications as high-speed telemetry-data acquisition, reformatting, and timesharing with simultaneous batch processing can cost as little as $2,000.

Microcomputer for control. The MC80 Micro Controller, intended for applications in process control, instrumentation, and communications, is contained on a single card and has a capacity of 256 words of random-access memory (expandable to 512 words) and 2 kilobytes
Introducing TI's innovative one-chip switching regulator

The primary components for a switching voltage regulator are now yours on a single chip. In TI's new TL497. It combines adjustable output voltage with high efficiency.

- Can be wired as a step up, step down, or inverting converter (see illustration above).
- Switching currents to 500 mA.
- 35V maximum output voltage.
- Provides typical line regulation of 0.2% and typical load regulation of 0.4%.

The TL497 greatly simplifies the addition of a microprocessor or MOS memory to a TTL p.c. board. Two TL497s will generate the required +12V and -5V supplies on the board.

New, low-cost shunt regulator
Cost is now no barrier to using temperature-compensated references in such applications as TV varactor tuning systems, digital voltmeters, counters, and power supplies. TI's new TL430 adjustable shunt regulator—in three-lead TO-92 plastic package—costs only $0.68 in 1K quantities.

Output is adjustable from 3.0 to 30V. Current range is 600 µA to 100 mA. Dynamic impedance is typically less than 1.5 ohms.

For more details on these economical, self-contained, integrated regulators, clip and return the coupon below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TI 7800/7900 series fixed voltage regulators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AVAILABLE NOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITIVE OUTPUT VOLTAGE</th>
<th>1A (TO-220)</th>
<th>500mA (TO-220)</th>
<th>100mA (TO-220)</th>
<th>NEGATIVE OUTPUT VOLTAGE</th>
<th>1A (TO-220)</th>
<th>500mA (TO-220)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7805</td>
<td>78M05</td>
<td>78L05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7905</td>
<td>79M05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7806</td>
<td>78M06</td>
<td>78L06 (6.2V)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7906</td>
<td>79M06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7808</td>
<td>78M08</td>
<td>78L08</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7908</td>
<td>79M08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7812</td>
<td>78M12</td>
<td>78L12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7912</td>
<td>79M12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7815</td>
<td>78M15</td>
<td>78L15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7915</td>
<td>79M15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>7818</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7918</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>78M20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79M20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>78M24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>79M24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Texas Instruments
P. O. Box 5812, M/S 964
Dallas, Texas 75222

Please send me information on the following:
- TL497 Switching Regulator
- TL430 Adjustable Shunt Regulator
- 7800/7900 Series Regulators
- 78M/79M Series Regulators
- 78L Series Regulators
- New TI Linear Catalog to be published Summer 1976

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
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The only thing more reliable than these solid state sensors is the company behind them.

Magnetically operated 103 SR monitors and controls operation of conveyor systems in remote areas.

The XK proximity sensor in computer tape transports reverses tape reels by sensing ferrous foil at end of tape.

Vane operated AV position sensor insures that electronic sewing machines will remain in the selected mode.

XL mechanically operated solid state switch used in many limiting functions on computer printers as in the carriage return, paper supply, etc.

ES Hall effect current sensors used in printers to prevent current surge from damaging equipment.
Who knows more about solid state switching technology than the company that pioneered the solid state keyboard in 1968?

That’s why so many designers want the MICRO SWITCH name on their solid state sensors.


Choose between 5 VDC or -16 VDC with a built-in voltage regulator. All offer zero speed operation with some up to 100 Hz. And all offer broad temperature operating ranges of -40° to +150°C. Each one is ruggedly constructed for long life.

The Hall effect IC has been performance-tested through billions of operations without failure.

And what MICRO SWITCH solid state sensors don’t do is just as important as what they do. There’s “no touch” operation. There’s no contact bounce. Most are unaffected by dust and dirt.

You’ll find them in everything from medical to computer equipment. From tachometers to home appliances. But that’s only natural.

MICRO SWITCH has been a leader in its field since we introduced the first snap-action switch in 1932. We’ve established a reputation for dependability, not only in our products, but in our service. But don’t take our word for it. Just ask someone who’s used MICRO SWITCH product.

If you believe there’s more reliability than solid state construction, choose MICRO SWITCH. You’ll get all the advantages of solid state design, and all the advantages of MICRO SWITCH technology and experience.

For more information, call our nearest MICRO SWITCH branch Office or Authorized Distributor.
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of PROM. Other significant features are buffered address and data lines, two 8-bit parallel input/output ports, a crystal clock for the easy generation of standard baud rates, and a 488-nanosecond cycle time. Manufactured by Gnat Computers, the MC80 is supported by a power-supply board and a communications-control board. The unit sells for $189, and delivery time is 30 days.

Microcomputer for design. The MiniMicro Designer from E&L Instruments is aimed at both engineering and educational users who may have no microcomputer experience. The microcomputer has a keyboard for data entry and a solderless breadboarding area. The system, which is expandable to the full capability of the 8080, is backed by three modules of self-paced text and experiments plus more than 500 pages of experimental text in E&L’s Bugbook III. Prices start at $125; delivery is from stock.

Programed Logic System. Supplied with 1 kilobyte of random-access memory, sockets for 4 kilobytes of read-only memory, an interrupt input, a crystal clock, two 8-bit TTL input ports, and three 8-bit TTL output ports, the PLS-881 Programed Logic System is well suited for a wide variety of dedicated control applications. The entire 8080A-based microcomputer is mounted on a single card that measures 4.5 by 6.5 inches. The card has a 56-pin edge connector with the pins located on 0.125-inch centers. The PLS-881 sells for $350, dropping to $190 each in quantities in excess of 500. As with all Pro-Log modules, after purchasing 250 PLS-881 cards, the customer receives a complete set of free manufacturing plans, allowing him to build the system in-house. The cards are available from stock.

Open-frame power supply. Designed for small 8080 microcomputer systems, Alpha Power’s model 1CMP power supply is a triple-output unit that delivers +5 V at 1 ampere, +12 V at 0.25 A, and -5 V at 0.4 A. All outputs have current-foldback protection against excessive loading, and the +5-volt output also has overvoltage protection, which is set at 6.8 V ±7%. The supply operates from 105–125/210–250-V ac lines at any frequency from 47 to 63 hertz. The price is $39.95 in singles, dropping to $31.96 in lots of 100.

Modular power supplies. Two line-operated power supplies designed for powering 8080 microprocessors and several popular families of random-access memory are being marketed by Semiconductor Circuits Inc. Delivering short-circuit-protected outputs of +12 V at 300 milliamperes and -5 V at 200 mA with 0.2% line and load regulation, the supplies are electrically identical, but differ in their mechanical con-
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figuration. The model LCD5808 is constructed for mounting on a printed-circuit board, while the CM5808 is for chassis mounting. In unit quantities, the CM5808 sells for $64.95, and the LCD5808 is priced at $58.95. Overvoltage protection adds $7 to the price of either unit. For three to nine units the prices drop to $48.50, $45, and $6.50, respectively. Delivery time is from stock to two weeks.

Alternate source. The latest alternate source for the 8080 family of integrated circuits is National Semiconductor. The National unit, which is called the INS8080A, is a direct replacement for Intel's 8080A device. “One of the factors that distinguish National from other manufacturers of the 8080A is our commitment to build all of the most popular support circuits in the family,” states Bill Baker, director of the company's microprocessor group. Right now, 23 members of the 8080A family are available from stock in sample quantities. These devices include the microprocessor itself, a clock generator, a system controller, an 8-bit input/output port, a programable peripheral interface, an asynchronous communications element, a one-of-eight decoder, an inverting bus driver, a noninverting bus driver, and an assortment of RAMS, ROMS, and PROMS. The INS8080A currently carries a price tag of $19.95 in hundreds; in 1977, for quantities in excess of 10,000, the price will be below $12.

Transient protector. Designed specifically for the protection of microprocessors, a new series of Transzorb transient-voltage suppressors from General Semiconductor Industries has response times of less than 1 nanosecond. Clamping factor—the ratio of clamping voltage to breakdown voltage—is only 1.33 at full rated power and 1.20 at 50% of full power. In hundreds, the µ.P series devices sell for $2.36 each. Delivery is from stock to four weeks.

Bausch & Lomb, Scientific Optical Products Division, 62307 North Goodman Street, Rochester, N.Y. 14602.
Dialight sees a need:

(Need: A switch for all reasons.)

**Reason 1:** Dialight offers three switch configurations to meet all your needs—snap-action switches with silver contacts for moderate-level applications, snap-action switches with gold contacts for intermediate-level applications, and wiping-action switches with gold contacts for low-level applications. Each of these ranges is served by two switching actions—momentary (life: 600,000 operations) and alternate (life: 250,000 operations).

**Reason 2:** Dialight's snap-action and wiping-action switches come in a new modular design concept... a common switch body for either high or low current operation. All 554 series switches and matching indicators have the same rear-panel projection dimensions. The snap-action switching mechanism guarantees a fast closing and opening rate. This insures that contact force and contact resistance are independent of the switch's actuation speed.

In the wiping-action switch, the contacts are under constant pressure (A unique Dialight design). This insures long life with a minimum build-up of contact resistance.

Both switch types are tear-proof.

**Reason 3:** Dialight offers a wide variety of panel and snap-in bezel mounting switches with momentary and alternate action configurations in SPDT and DPDT types. There are over 240 switch variations to choose from.

The 554 illuminated switch, designed for front of panel lamp replacement, gives you a choice of five different bezel sizes... ¼" x 1", ⅝" x 3/4", ¼" square, ⅜" square, and ½" square. The first four sizes are also available with barriers. You also get a choice of six cap colors... white, blue, amber, red, green, and light yellow... four different underlying filter colors... red, green, amber, and blue and a variety of engraved or hot-stamped legends... over 300 cap styles... over 100,000 combinations.

There is also a variety of terminal connections... solder blade, quick connect, and for PC board insertions.

**Reason 4:** Dialight's 554 series is designed as a low cost switch with computer-grade quality.
Pots, Dials, Trimmers, Switches

Need standard or special precision pots for industrial or military applications? Turns-counting dials for your front panels? Trimmers for your minis, or miniature rotary switches for your peripherals? Whatever you need—we have a line for all reasons. In fact, the only thing we don’t have are high prices. For more information on any of our four lines of “quality components”, call or write.

SPECTROL ELECTRONICS GROUP

UNITED STATES Spectrol Electronics Corporation 17070 E. Gale Avenue, City of Industry, Calif. 91745, U.S.A. • (213) 964-6565 • TWX (910) 584-1314
UNITED KINGDOM Spectrol Reliance Ltd. Drakes Way, Swindon, Wiltshire, England • Swindon 21351 • TELEX 44692
ITALY SP Elettronica spa Via Carlo Piscine 7, 20016 Pero (Milan) Italy • 35 30 241 • TELEX 36081
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Semiconductors

**National unveils automotive ICs**

First units are a pair of tachometer switches that sell for $1.65

Be alert for National Semiconductor Corp. to be in volume production soon with a family of standardized industrial/automotive functional integrated-circuit blocks. They’re blocks based on custom circuits that were designed originally for the auto industry.

The first of these, available now for $1.65 each in 100-up quantities, is the IM2907/2917 series of tachometer speed switches. Basically monolithic frequency-to-voltage converters, they have a high-gain operational amplifier/comparator and are designed to operate a relay, lamp, or other load as soon as the input frequency reaches or exceeds a selected rate.

The 62-by-69-mil tachometer uses a charge-pump technique and offers frequency doubling for low ripple, full input protection in two versions, and an output that swings to ground for a zero-frequency input. The op amp/comparator has a floating transistor as its output. This feature allows either a ground- or supply-referred load of up to 50 milliamperes. The collector may be taken above its supply voltage up to a maximum collector-to-emitter voltage of 28 volts.

One of the two basic configurations, the 2907, is an eight-pin device with a ground-referenced tachometer input and an internal connection between the tachometer output and the op-amp noninverting input. This version is well suited for single-speed or -frequency switching or fully buffered frequency-to-voltage conversion applications.

The second and more versatile configuration provides a differential tachometer input and an uncommitted op-amp input. With this version the tachometer input may be floated, and the op amp becomes suitable for active-filter conditioning of the tachometer output or for other applications.

Both configurations are available with an active shunt regulator connected across the power leads. The regulator clamps the supply so that stable frequency-to-voltage and frequency-to-current operations are possible with any supply voltage and a suitable resistor.

Other features include a zener regulator on chip in the IM2917 version (to allow accurate and stable frequency-to-current conversion), built-in hysteresis with either differential input or ground-referenced input, and ±0.3% linearity.

Soon to be added to this family are the IM1830, a monolithic bipolar IC designed for use in fluid-detection systems, and the IM1815, an adaptive sense-amplifier-default gating circuit for applications in engine control.

National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051

---

IC voltage regulators can be adjusted over more than 25 V

Offered in both positive- and negative-voltage versions, a new IC voltage regulator has an adjustment terminal that permits its output to be varied by more than 25 volts. The positive-voltage LAS 15U has an adjustment range of +4 to +30 V dc, while the LAS 18U is adjustable.
Faster than a speeding MPU!

Here is the 16K ROM of the future.

With a maximum access time of 450 ns, the S6831 is ready for this generation of microprocessors—and the next! And it's an unbeatable ally of sophisticated calculators and other demanding applications.

Four versions of this speedy marvel give you pinout compatibility with all the slower 16K ROMs. And a turnaround time of eight weeks means you can improve your product in a hurry.

Whether you're building an AMI 6800 microcomputer or another powerful system that needs fast, low-power memory, our 16K ROM will give you:

- Maximum access time of 450 ns
- Low power of 150 mw average
- S6831 is pinout similar to the S6830 (8K)
- S6831A is pinout compatible with the Intel 2316A and 8316A
- S6831B is pinout compatible with the Intel 2316B and 8316B
- S6831C is pinout compatible with the Intel 2316A and 8316A

N-Channel silicon gate depletion load technology
2K x 8 bit organization
Static operation
Three-state data output

Want to get SuperROM on your side? Step into a phone booth and call your nearest AMI distributor or sales office. Or write to AMI, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa Clara CA 95051. It's a sure way to fight obsolescence.
from -2.6 to -30 V dc. Both units can deliver currents as high as 1.5 amperes. The regulators have maximum line regulation to within 2% of the output voltage and load regulation to within 0.6%. Maximum temperature coefficient is 0.03%/°C. As with the company's existing fixed-voltage regulators, the LAS 15U and LAS 18U have built-in current limiting, automatic thermal shutdown, and safe-operating-area compensation. In quantities of 500 pieces, the LAS 15U sells for $2.85, and the LAS 18U is priced at $4.05.

Lambda Electronics Corp., 515 Broad Hol- low Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11746

Monolithic JFET amplifiers require very little power

Designed to replace the discrete-component assemblies generally used to buffer high-impedance sources such as piezoelectric transducers and capacitive microphones, a pair of monolithic JFET preamplifiers offer current drains as low as 10 microamperes from single dc supplies of 1.3 to 30 volts. Believed to be the first such monolithic devices, the preamplifiers have a minimum input resistance of 200 megohms (5,000 megohms, typical). The model T300, which operates at drain currents in the range of 10 to 50 mA, has a minimum voltage gain of 0.4 (0.6, typical) and a maximum output resistance of 3,500 ohms (1,500 ohms, minimum). The T300 operates at drain currents from 70 to 350 mA. Its minimum voltage gain is 0.3 (0.45, typical), and its output resistance is a minimum of 500 ohms and a maximum of 1,300 ohms. Prices, in 100-up quantities, are 67 cents for the T100 and 60 cents for the T300. The units are housed in TO-72 metal cans. Unpackaged chips are also available at 60 cents each for both versions. Delivery is from stock.

Siliconix, 2201 Laurelwood Rd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95054. Phone (408) 246-8006

10-bit monolithic d-a unit has maximum error of 0.05%

A 10-bit monolithic digital-to-analog converter uses a novel method of laser trimming to achieve a maximum error (relative to full-scale output) of 0.05% while selling for only $9.95. The automatic laser-trimming technique uses a laser to cut shorting bars that connect parallel resistive structures on the chip. Thus the trimming can be done during the computer-controlled wafer-probe process. Conventional laser trimming involves the cutting of actual thin-film or thick-film resistive material. The new devices are the MC3410, which is rated for operation from 0 to 70°C and sells for $9.95, and the MC3510, which has a temperature range of -55 to 125°C and sells for $14.95. Both prices are for hundreds. The units, which have a typical settling time of 250 nanoseconds, do not include output buffer amplifiers or voltage references.

Technical Information Center, Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20294, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036

Npn power transistors switch in 250 nanoseconds

A line of npn switching power transistors offers operation up to 450 volts at a continuous current of 10 amperes and a switching time of only 250 nanoseconds. The triode-diffused planar devices have typical saturation voltages of 1.0 V at 7 A. Available from stock, the devices are believed to be the fastest power...
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Tab-mount triacs have high dv/dt ratings

A high-voltage series of tab-mount Thyrotab triacs with repetitive peak off-state voltage ratings from 50 V to 1,000 V makes use of center-gate geometry for dv/dt ratings as high as 400 volts per microsecond. The critical dv/dt rating is typical, not minimum, but it holds at full rated voltage and at a case temperature of 80°C. Offered in electrically isolated, nonisolated, and internally triggered isolated versions, the triacs are available with rms current ratings of 4, 6, 8, 10, and 15 amperes.

Thyrotek Corp., P.O. Box 5407, 6111 109th St., Arlington, Texas 76011. Phone Eugene Uecker at (817) 265-7381 [418]
There's a CLARE MERCURY-WETTED RELAY for every PCB application.

From microvolt to 500 volt levels. Nanoamperes to 2 amps. DC to megahertz frequencies. Clare can supply a reliable mercury-wetted relay to enhance operations for process control, data logging/acquisition, automatic component/system testing, telecommunications, whatever.

Every Clare mercury-wetted relay is designed to lead a long and productive life. Billions of operations. Constant ON, OFF impedances—every operation. No contact wear, no contact bounce.

Just call your Clare Representative, or contact C. P. Clare & Company, 3101 W. Pratt Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60645. Phone (312) 262-7700.

QUALITY, SERVICE, RELIABILITY

C. P. CLARE & COMPANY
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

Use CLARE mercury wetted relays across the board.
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Microwaves

HP adds more assemblies

Product trio includes nanosecond-transition diode switches

Within recent months, the Microwaves group of Hewlett-Packard Components, traditionally a devices-oriented operation, has been steadily building up its line of microwave assemblies. And now the company is offering a trio of high-performance products, highlighted by a series of high-speed broadband diode switches. The other two products are a companion switch driver that is compatible with transistor-transistor logic and a series of low-loss absorptive modulators. (The photo shows a diode switch with a companion driver.)

The diode switches are available as hermetic coaxial modules (33640 series) or as complete units (33140 series) that include connectors, bias circuit, and integral dc return. These switches are built with p-i-n diodes that permit attenuation level to be varied smoothly and repeatedly with changes in bias level, claims HP. Models containing either two or four diodes are available.

With an appropriate driver, switching speed is excellent, involving a maximum rise time of 5 nanoseconds and a maximum fall time of 7 ns. Operating frequency for the units is dc to 18 gigahertz, and maximum insertion loss over this range varies from 0.5 to 3 decibels. The control-voltage range is -60 to +1 v, while control current is 200 milliamperes for the two-diode models and 400 mA for the four-diode models. At 25 °C, rf power ratings are 2 W for continuous-wave operation, 16 W for the pulsed mode. In quantities of one to nine, prices range from $45 to $170 each, depending on the model. Delivery is from stock to within six weeks.

Although intended as a companion part for the 33140 series of diode switches, the model 33190A driver can be used to minimize the operating time of any single-pole single-throw diode switch. This driver, by compensating for the minority-carrier lifetime of p-i-n diodes, converts TTL inputs to the bias levels needed to achieve nanosecond switching times with diode switches.

The unit requires bias supply voltages of +5 and -12 v. Typically, steady-state open-circuit output voltage is -10 v for a logic 0, +3 v for a logic 1. For both logic 0 and logic 1, the minimum available output current is 40 mA. Operating temperature can range from -65 °C to +95 °C. In single-unit quantities, the 33190 switch driver is priced at $100 each. Delivery time ranges from stock to six weeks.

There are three new absorptive modulators, each covering more than an octave band and providing 50-ohm matched impedance at all attenuation levels. They can handle incident rf powers of 2 W average, 100 W peak.

Model 33001E provides 45 dB of isolation, with an insertion loss of 2.5 dB from 8 to 12 GHz, 3 dB from 12 to 15 GHz, and 3.5 dB from 15 to 18 GHz. Model 33001F has 80-dB isolation and the same insertion loss as the 33001E from 8 to 15 GHz, increasing to 4 dB from 15 to 18 GHz. Offering 45 dB of isolation, model 33008E holds insertion loss to 1.8 dB over the range of 3.7 to 8 GHz. Unit prices range from $495 to $730, depending on the model, and delivery is from stock to eight weeks.


Flexible coaxial cables operate to 18 gigahertz

Two companies have developed flexible coaxial cables to replace inconvenient semi-rigid cable for applications at frequencies as high as 18 gigahertz. Malco Microdot's entry (shown) is called Gigahertz 141. Designed to replace commonly used RG 402/U, it not only makes bending fixtures unnecessary, but its crimped terminations reduce assem-
GR’s Network Analyzer
Costs Less and Performs Better

In the market for a high-performance network analyzer? The choice usually boils down to three instruments. All three are excellent products and the final selection typically centers around how important certain specifications are to one’s applications. If overall value is the deciding criteria, then GR’s widely used 1710 RF Network Analyzer has a definite edge. Here’s why:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>GR 1710</th>
<th>HP 8407*</th>
<th>HP 8505*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$9,850</td>
<td>$10,625</td>
<td>$22,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Range</td>
<td>0.4 to 500 MHz</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.1 to 110 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar Display</td>
<td>$495 option</td>
<td>No Option</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Delay</td>
<td>115 dB</td>
<td>0.25 dB</td>
<td>100 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Range</td>
<td>0.025 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, of course, there are many more specs to compare and GR doesn't win in all areas, but the specs cited above are among the most important... including price. Unfortunately, one important feature of the GR 1710 that doesn't show up in the specs is its convenience of operation. Nothing can be more simple than GR's pushbutton switching from displays of magnitude to phase, or both magnitude and phase, to delay, or to polar.

To get the full story on the capabilities of the GR 1710 request a copy of “RF Network Analysis”, a 12-page brochure that describes the 1710 plus all its options and accessories. We'll also include a copy of Application Note 7, which describes how simple it is to make measurements with a GR 1710 at frequencies up to 2000 MHz or even higher.

Write to GenRad, 300 Baker Avenue, Concord MA 01742 or call one of the numbers listed below:

Atlanta 404 394-5380
Boston 617 646-0650
Chicago 312 992-0600
Dallas 214 234-3357
Dayton 513 294-1500
Los Angeles 714 540-9830

New York (NY) 212 964-2722
(NJ) 201 791-8990
San Francisco 408 985-0662
Washington, DC 301 948-7071
Toronto 416 252-3395
Zurich (01) 55 24 20

GR 1710 prices start at $9700. Order now (after you make your own comparison, of course).
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bly costs while virtually eliminating rejections, since no soldering of joints is necessary. Phase stability is as much as 10 times better than that of RG 402/U. Gigahertz 141 has a maximum phase shift at 18 GHz of 3° when wrapped two turns around a 1.5-inch mandrel. For a cable connected to an SMA connector with a right-angle bend at the rear of the connector, maximum VSWR at 16 GHz is 1.25, and attenuation, at 18 GHz, is 100 dB per 100 feet.

W.L. Gore & Associates has a flexible microwave coaxial cable assembly called Gore-Tex. Available as a complete assembly of cable and connectors, Gore-Tex is available in any desired length. At present it comes only with type SMA male connectors on both ends. Offering insertion losses up to 25% below those of 0.141-inch semi-rigid cables, a 10-foot length of Gore-Tex is guaranteed to have no more than 5 dB of insertion loss at 18 GHz. The cable has a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms ±1 ohm, and its VSWR is 1.05 plus 0.02 times the frequency in gigahertz. Its operating temperature range is -66 to 200°C.

Malco—South Pasadena, 220 Pasadena Ave., South Pasadena, Calif. 91030. Phone Bill Hayes at (213) 682-3351 [403]

Detectors cover 26.5 to 110 GHz

Two series of millimeter-wave detectors cover the frequency range from 26.5 to 110 gigahertz in six bands. The 4482XH series consists of six broad-band devices, each of which covers a full band. The units are flat to within 1.5 dB up to 75 GHz and to within 2 dB through 110 GHz. Minimum sensitivities are 100

Meet the new MORE and LESS microscope

MORE in optics . . . MORE in mechanics . . . LESS in price.

This new StereoZoom 5 completes the royal family of world-leading Bausch & Lomb Stereomicroscopes. Fills the need in electronics for a middle zoom range of 0.8X-4.0X (5:1 ratio) with higher resolving power for accurate inspection and quality control of micro-circuits.

More in optics. Higher resolution . . . 200 lines/mm at 4X. Better color correction. Less distortion. Flatter fields . . . no refocusing to see detail at edge of wide field. Zooming is fast with image continuously in focus through full range, while maintaining full working distance of 4". Workers see more, faster, easier, more accurately.

More in mechanics. Tighter precision tolerances for better alignment, smoother operation. Eyepieces can be locked in to prevent theft or tampering, but they are still rotatable. StereoZoom 5 is directly interchangeable with other Bausch & Lomb pods, and can be used with many of the existing StereoZoom modules and accessories. Attractive new modern styling and professional black and white finish.

Less in price. Priced lower than other stereomicroscopes with equivalent features.

More . . . There's more to the new StereoZoom 5 story. Discover this exciting new instrument by arranging for a free, no-obligation demonstration. Catalog 31-2436 is also available just for asking.

Bausch & Lomb, Scientific Optical Products Division, 30407 N. Goodman St., Rochester, N.Y. 14602
In Canada: Bausch & Lomb, Scientific Optical Products Division, 2001 Leslie St., Don Mills, Ont. M3B 2M3
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USCC/Centralab, the major supplier of monolithic ceramic capacitors to the largest manufacturers of automotive hybrid electronics. The automotive environment can be considered the ultimate proving ground for component reliability. Under-the-hood systems provide a hostile environment where moisture, temperature extremes, shock and vibration are constant. It is a tremendous challenge to supply a component economical enough for an automotive application which can stand up to their rigorous specifications.

And Centralab is there, providing over 3.9 million BME-Chip™ Capacitors which are in 2.25 million domestic cars and light trucks. Over 11 billion unit life hours in ignition systems, voltage regulators and radios, without a single known failure. That's reliability!

Compare your requirements with those of the automotive industry. We're sure you'll choose BME™ Capacitors . . . reliability and availability at a low cost.

Please write on company letterhead for complete technical test reports.
When it comes to graphics...
WE'VE GOT YOUR NUMBER

Maps, charts, aerial photos...if the information you need is graphical, the Numonics Digitizer can turn it into good, straight numbers. The Numonics Digitizer is desk top size, but offers a 30"x36" working area with resolution down to the closest 0.01". Very economical...and yet it has standard features like big readout and parallel BCD-buffered output. Plus optional direct measuring capability for area and curve length, with or without scaling. As quickly as you set the scale and trace the graphics, we've got your number. Let us tailor our digitizer into a data handling system that's right for you.

Write for more information
The Numonics Corporation
418 Pierce Street
Lansdale, Pa. 19446
Phone: (215) 362-2766
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New products

millivolts per milliwatt to 75 GHz and 75 mV/mW to 110 GHz.

The 4483XH series consists of six narrow-band tunable detectors with typical instantaneous bandwidths of 5 GHz. Minimum sensitivities are 200 mV/mW to 75 GHz and 100 mV/mW to 110 GHz. Both series have prices that start at $750 and delivery times of 60 to 90 days.

Hughes Electron Dynamics Division, 3100 West Lomita Blvd., Torrance, Calif. 90509.
Phone (213) 534-2121

Variable attenuator spans 6 to 120 dB

The model 933 continuously variable attenuator handles up to 2 watts of average power while providing attenuation from 6 to 120 dB. Calibrated at 1-dB intervals at 0.5 gigahertz, the unit is rated for operation up to 1.0 GHz. It is useful up to 3.0 GHz, however, with slightly reduced specifications. Minimum insertion loss is 4.0 dB with calibration starting at 6 dB. Worst-case VSWR on both input and output is 2.30, but VSWR is reduced as the attenuation is increased, dropping to 1.20 at the input when the attenuation is 15 dB. The model 933, which is supplied with a stand for bench use, sells for $690. A companion unit, the 933P, is intended for panel mounting; it sells for $650. Both units are available from stock to 45 days.

Weinschel Engineering Co., Inc., Gaithersburg, Md. Phone (301) 948-3434

Microwave receiver is programable

Intended for use in computer-controlled antenna-measurement systems, the series 1770 programable microwave receiver covers the frequency range from 1 to 18 gigahertz in the automatic mode, but may also be operated manually to 90 GHz. An optional low-frequency converter extends the frequency range down to 100 megahertz. Specifically de-
Connections were much simpler 200 years ago. Torch the fuse and the cannon fired.

Supplying the vital spark that makes a modern weapon system do its job is a lot more complicated.

That's where we come in. For many years, primes and OEMs for military and aerospace products have depended on us to provide the vital links in their electronic systems—flat cable, etched circuitry, connectors, and total interconnection systems.

Our high-rel connections have to be the best. They're used in systems like Phoenix, Maverick, Lance, Minuteman, AWACS, F-14, F-15, Space Shuttle, Viking, Sonobuoy, F-4, A-7, Condor, Standard Missile, F-18, AAH, Cruise Missile, F-8, Trident, Hobo, Sprint and many more.

To learn how we can serve your interconnection needs, contact Jack Maranto or Dave Cianciulli: Hughes Connecting Devices, 17150 Von Karman Ave., Irvine, CA 92714.

Or call (714) 549-5701.

Hughes Connecting Devices
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33% more power to the people.  
**Power/Mate presents Econo/Mate II.**

The open frame power supply.

Now Power/Mate brings you 33% more power in the same package size with the second generation of our Econo/Mate series. The size is the same, the basic components are the same for easy interchangability. But that's where the similarity ends. Econo/Mate II adds features like dual AC primary and a plug-in IC regulator for improved regulation. And Econo/Mate II is tough. Computer design, quality control, and Power/Mate's experience help insure 100,000 hr. MTBF even at this higher power output. But for all its features, Econo/Mate II is still, most of all, economical. We wouldn't call it Econo/Mate if it wasn't. Econo/Mate II is in stock, ready for delivery. Send for our free brochure.

---

**New products**

- **Over 70,000 channels! that's our record**
  - A record no one can blot, smudge or smear.
  - One through eight channels
  - Inkless thermal recorder
  - True rectilinear coordinates
  - Up to seven chart speeds
  - OEM - rack - portable models
  - Eight or eleven step attenuator
  - Event and timer markers
  - Call or write Bill Beaulieu for additional information.

---

- **Solid-state amplifiers**
  - cover 3.7 to 8.4 GHz
  - Built with gallium arsenide field-effect transistors, a line of thin-film hybrid amplifiers has been designed for communications applications over the frequency range from 3.7 to 8.4 gigahertz. A typical unit in the line, the model N6203, covers the range from 3.7 to 4.2 GHz with a noise figure of 2.6 dB (240 K), a gain of 50 dB, and a third-order intercept point of +20 dBm. Narda Microwave, Plainview, N.Y. 11803. Phone J.P. Schindler at (516) 433-9000 [410]
The Ansley "D" Connector...

Our new series of male and female "D" connectors offer you a cost-effective external mass termination cable and connector system second to none. Its uniqueness begins with a one-piece "D" connector package that meets industry standards for size, pin spacing, and contact reliability. With no loose parts to match up, positive cable-to-contact alignment is assured. Conductors are mass terminated in seconds with our standard BLUE MACSTM hand or bench tools. The results? Faster installation, higher reliability.

Contact pins are spaced on .054" centers — a perfect fit for any standard inter-cabinet "D" type connector application. Our new "D" connectors are designed to mate with standard 50 mil pitch flat cable as well as our new, improved jacketed cable — the only flexible flat cable engineered specifically for out-of-cabinet use.

The Ansley BLUE MACSTM jacketed cable is U.L. listed for external interconnection of electronic equipment. Electrically, it outperforms standard jacketed twisted pairs in typical I/O applications. And there's no special zipper lock tubing required — reducing the need for an extra cable accessory. Installation is faster, easier. And like all Ansley connectors, you can daisy chain our "D" types anywhere in the cable — along with our DIP socket, card edge, or pc board connectors.

Cable alignment and high contact reliability is assured — because both cable and connector are grooved for absolute alignment. Our patented TULIP™ 4-point insulation-displacing contacts are permanently fixed and sealed-in to provide a reliable, gas-tight, corrosion-free mass termination.

For the full reliability/cost effectiveness story and technical data, call or write:

T&B/Ansley Corporation • Subsidiary of Thomas & Betts Corporation
3208 Humboldt St. • Los Angeles, CA 90031 • Tel. (213) 223-2331 • TWX 910-321-3938

Available through authorized Ansley distributors
In Canada: T&B/Ansley, Ltd.
700 Thomas Ave., Industrial Park
Iverville, P.Q.
**Model 211—read and write.** Similar to Model 210 in function, including card capturing, except also writes to up-date encoded data—mass-transit ticketing, etc. Features a tachometer-controlled motor and control circuitry, gear-driven rollers, to meet stringent requirements for card encoding.

**Model 210—read only, fully automated.** Highly engineered for read functions in unattended remote stations. Also verifies, returns, or captures stolen or expired cards. Widely used for magnetic-encoded banking, travel, credit cards.

**Model 75—read only.** Reliable, low-cost way to enter data into a computer from stand-alone peripherals. Ideal for identification, access control, credit validation. Manually operated, so no external power for transport. Extremely low profile.

**AMP magnetic card readers. Just the features you need, for the savings you want.**

We make such a wide variety, you get a reader that’s just right for your application. You’re not locked in with buying a unit that’s loaded with features you can’t use.

And you avoid the expense of custom-made specials for standard work. Yet AMP magnetic card readers have such built-in versatility, they quickly adapt in the field for special-purpose duty—with a wide range of options for multifunctions and control.

AMP magnetic card readers conform to ANSI specifications on total equipment, and come to you electronically interfaced, ready to work with other components in your system.

No other manufacturer offers such complete, economical variety—in compact, space-saving packages.

For immediate information, contact: AMP Capitron Division, Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022. (717) 367-1105.

AMP is a trademark of AMP Incorporated.
New products

Materials

**Dry catalyst is acid-free**

Safe-handling granules also cut printed-circuit manufacturing costs

Electroless copper plating solutions, used in the additive printed-circuit process, are formulated so that a reaction will initiate only in the presence of a suitable catalyst. Normally the catalyst, a liquid containing some hydrochloric acid, is added to additional acid and water to form a catalyst bath.

Borg Warner Chemicals has now developed what is said to be the first dry catalyst for use in electroless plating of copper, gold, and nickel on nonconductive substrates. The catalyst was originally used to plate nickel electrolessly on ABS plastic surfaces. DRI-CAT 3 is a palladium-containing catalyst in a free-flowing granular material, rather than in the standard liquid form. It is compatible with present liquid catalysts, allowing easy changeover from a liquid to a dry catalyst. To use the dry catalyst, water and acid and the material are combined in a bath.

DRI-CAT 3 is safe to use and handle, since it contains no acid. It will not cause burns and can be swept up if spilled. It costs less to store and ship than its liquid counterpart (1 gallon of solid equals 16 gallons of liquid catalyst).

The dry catalyst, with a 30% greater absorption rate for palladium than liquid catalysts, results in lower work-bath concentration without changing the plating cycle. Moreover, bail-out (loss of hydrochloric acid) is reduced by 75% and there are less drag-out losses (catalyst leaving with the board) because of the more diluted working bath.

DRI-CAT 3 is currently being used by several electronics manufacturers in their printed-circuit facilities, both for additive and plated through-hole applications. In general, the use of the dry catalyst has reduced the cost per square foot of plated boards by 30%.

DRI-CAT 3 can also be used in electronic applications other than pc boards. A resistor company has used the catalyst to plate nickel electrolessly on a ceramic substrate for a power resistor.

Borg-Warner Chemicals, Borg Warner Corp. International Center, Parkersburg, W. Va. 26101 [476]

Thick-film copper is screenable and solderable

A copper conductor composition for use in thick-film hybrids, ground planes, power devices, and microwave applications is being introduced by the Du Pont Co.'s Electronic Materials division.

Copper conductor 9922 has a resistivity of less than 1.3 millohms/square at 25-micrometer thickness. It has good printing characteristics, giving line resolution of 125–200-µm (5–8-mil) lines and spaces. The composition fires at 900°–950°C in commercial nitrogen-atmosphere furnaces, and no preburn of organics is required.

Copper conductor 9922 has high adhesion to alumina substrates, and its aged adhesion averages 2.3 kilograms (5.0 pounds) after 150°C aging.

The copper conductor is solderable with tin/lead solders and has good solder leach resistance. It may also be plated.

In microwave application, high-frequency losses are comparable to those of thin-film conductors.

Du Pont Co., Wilmington, Del. 19898. Phone (302) 774-2358 [477]

Sapphire substrates aimed at microstrip uses

Sapphire substrates for microwave integrated circuits are available in a variety of sizes up to six inches
FROM THE COMPANY WHERE PRICING IS AS IMPORTANT AS TECHNOLOGY

NPC is expanding its Silicon Epoxy Transistor line and product families listed below are available from stock. More to come!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>UNIT COST AT 1,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2N3903/4</td>
<td>NPN General Purpose Amp/ Switch, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.11/.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N3905/6</td>
<td>PNP General Purpose Amp/ Switch, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.11/.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N4123/24</td>
<td>NPN General Purpose Amp, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.11/.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N4125/26</td>
<td>NPN General Purpose Amp, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.11/.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N5088/89</td>
<td>NPN Low Noise Amp, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.11/.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N5088/87</td>
<td>PNP Low Noise Amp, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.11/.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N5225/30</td>
<td>NPN Low Noise Amp, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.11/.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPCA70</td>
<td>PNP General Purpose Amp, Cu Lead Frame</td>
<td>$1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copper-loaded solder protects wire, foils

Copper-loaded solder is intended to prevent fine-gauge copper wires and thin copper foils from dissolving during the soldering process. This dissolving action often embrittles wire or foil during fabrication so that later on it breaks during field use. The new solder, called Savbit, reduces the solution of copper to as little as 1% of what happens with high-performance 60/40 tin/lead alloys. Its wetting rate, flow characteristics, conductivity, and capillary force are almost identical with 60/40 solder, and the required soldering temperature is only slightly
PMI's Universal DAC.

The DAC-08 is more than the world's fastest monolithic DAC (settling in 85 nsec. typ.); it is a true current output device . . . a digitally controlled current source. And it features true 8-bit accuracy: 0.055% max. over temp.

It can deliver wide output voltage swings without loss of linearity, since its impedance approaches infinity.

The DAC-08 is universal in its applications because its logic threshold is universal. It accepts TTL, CMOS, P- and N-MOS—any digital input. It's right at home in μP designs. And if you're interested in 4-quadrant multiplication, you'll want to know that you can do it with only two DAC-08's.

Free Sample
If you just want the data sheet, circle the number below. But if you would like to run some tests on a DAC-08, write us on your letterhead and tell us what your application is. We'll get a sample to you fast, along with appropriate Application Notes.

Precision Monolithics, Inc.
1500 Space Park Drive,
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-9222, TWX: 910-338-0528
Cable MONO
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Hutson TRIACs and SCRs Use BEO as Isolator

You expect the best... and you get it with Hutson. Hutson uses BEO as an isolator to give maximum thermal dissipation. That's quality. You can't beat Hutson service and dependability, either. And the cost is low - less than $1.00 in quantity!

Hutson's only business is the manufacture of solid state components. We know what you need and when you need it.

For TRIACs and SCRs, call Hutson... or contact one of the Hutson representatives nearest you.

Hutson TRIACs and SCRs Use BEO as Isolator

You Get Quality, Service and Low Cost!

DISTRIBUTORS

CALIFORNIA Fullerton: Zeus West (714) 871-0391; Newport Beach: Semicon (714) 833-3000; San Diego: Semicon (714) 560-5373; San Leandro: KEA Electronics (415) 352-2777; CONNECTICUT Norwalk: Harvey Electronics (203) 685-1916; FLORIDA Clearwater: Diplomat-Southland (813) 443-4314; Miami: All American Transistor (305) 764-5531; MINNESOTA Minneapolis: Cassidy (612) 835-7744; MISSOURI Florissant: Sheridan Sales (314) 837-5200; NEW JERSEY Garfield: Wider Electronics (201) 627-1930; Elizabeth: Thor Electronics (201) 654-2420; NEW YORK Elmford: Zeus Components (914) 992-4120; Rochester: Rochester Radio (716) 454-7800; OHIO Beachwood: Sheridan Sales (216) 831-0130; Cincinnati: Sheridan Sales (513) 781-5432; Dayton: Sheridan Sales (513) 277-8911; PENNSYLVANIA Pittsburgh: Sheridan Sales (412) 244-1640; TEXAS Dallas: KA Electronics (214) 634-7870; Houston: Altair/Houston (713) 462-3029; Richardson/Altair/Dallas (214) 231-5166; UTAH Salt Lake City: Diplomat/Alta (801) 486-7227; WISCONSIN Milwaukee: B & W Electronics (414) 545-8380.

HUTSON INDUSTRIES

P.O. Box 34235
2019 West Valley View Lane
Dallas, Texas 75234
(214) 241-3511
TWX 910-860-5537

EUROPEAN OFFICE
30 Rue Pierre Semard
Yerres, 91, France
Telephone: Paris 925-8258
TELEX 210-311

Hutson Industries
P.O. Box 34235
2019 West Valley View Lane
Dallas, Texas 75234
(214) 241-3511

C. Itoh Introduces
Low Cost, Full Alpha-Numeric, Dot-Matrix Impact Printers

- Speed: 1.25 LPS (on 60 Hz)
- Multi-Copy Capability
- Print Solenoid Power: 40 VDC ± 10% • 40-Column Capacity (at 12 characters to the inch)
- Motor(s): 100-125 VAC. 50/60 Hz
- Variable font and density capability under software control
- Simple electronic interface

Developed and Manufactured by
C. ITOH ELECTRONICS INC
Los Angeles Office: New York Office:
5301 Beverly Avenue 280 Park Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90066 New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel: (213) 390-7778 Tel: (212) 573-9456
573-9467
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higher. Savbit, which is patented, is available only from Multicore. It is supplied with five separate cores of rosin-based flux. The price is approximately $3 a pound, depending upon gauge, quantity, and world metals prices. Delivery is from stock.
Multicore Solders, Westbury, N.Y. 11590

Temperature-indicating crayons span 125°–800°F

Temperature-indicating crayons that cover the temperature range from 125°F (52°C) to 800°F (427°C) are offered in a kit of 20 crayons for $10. Each crayon melts at a different temperature and is accurate within 1% of the designated melting point. Made of nontoxic materials, the crayons leave a chalk-like mark on objects below their rated temperatures, and a liquid smear on hotter surfaces. The $10 kit includes the 20 crayons, along with a holder and a carrying case.
Omega Engineering Inc., P.O. Box 4047, Stamford, Conn. 06907. Phone (203) 359-1660

Lubricant made for use on plugs, switches, slip rings

Electrical-contact lubricant Metronlube is recommended for use on plugs, slide switches, slip-ring assemblies, and in similar applications. Effective even when contact force is high, the lubricant can re-
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Use it for its connections, or use it for its pull.

A P Super-Grip™ IC Test Clips grip dips without slips or shorting between the pins. Our patented “contact comb” prevents shorting while our superior gold-plated phosphor bronze terminals make contact. And our topside pins make the perfect hanger for probes to simplify “hands-free” in-circuit testing. And this gusset little clip has the right kind of pull for unequalled ease in pulling ICs, too. Some of its best friends are dips.

A P has a Super-Grip™ Clip for any DIP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>ROW-TO-ROW DIMENSION</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TO-8</td>
<td>.3 in.</td>
<td>923636</td>
<td>$7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-14</td>
<td>.3 in.</td>
<td>923698</td>
<td>$4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-16</td>
<td>.3 in.</td>
<td>923700</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-18</td>
<td>.3 in.</td>
<td>923703</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-20</td>
<td>.3 in.</td>
<td>923704</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-22</td>
<td>.4 in.</td>
<td>923705</td>
<td>$11.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-24</td>
<td>.4/6 in.</td>
<td>923714</td>
<td>$13.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-28</td>
<td>.4/6 in.</td>
<td>923718</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-36</td>
<td>.4/6 in.</td>
<td>923720</td>
<td>$15.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO-40</td>
<td>.5/6 in.</td>
<td>923722</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ohio and California Residents Add Sales Tax. All orders subject to acceptance at factory.

For quick phone service, call the A P distributor nearest you:

(201) 224-8032 (513) 236-9900
(206) 682-0205 (516) 483-9200
(213) 768-3800 (516) 883-0999
(615) 698-4000 (612) 486-0201
(216) 587-3600 (617) 237-6340
(202) 296-8590 (617) 273-1960
(313) 525-1800 (617) 879-0860
(314) 863-7800 (713) 350-6771
(213) 698-4000 (713) 777-1666
(415) 326-5432 (603) 253-5333
(415) 969-9240 (914) 664-0088

(If no distributors in your area, call factory)

Write us for the full line
A P Products catalog.

AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
Box 110-E Painesville, OH 44077 (216) 354-2101
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NEW DDU
A COMPLETELY INTERFACED
LOGIC DELAY LINE

Data Delay Devices has developed a digital delay unit, series DDU, which eliminates the interfacing in T2L circuits.

With the following advantages:

- T 2L input and outputs
- Fast rise — Time on all taps
- Each tap isolated and with 10T 2L Fan-out capabilities
- Exact delay at each tap

1500NS total delay
Up to 10 taps

Request spec. sheet DDU

Data Delay Devices
253 Crooks Ave., Clifton, N.J. 07011
Tel. (201) 772-1106

Conductive coating comes in spray cans

Providing a high level of conductivity in a tough, durable film with good adhesion to most properly prepared surfaces, E-KOTE 61 is an economical electrically conductive coating packaged in aerosol spray cans. It contains neither silver nor widely used substitutes such as copper or carbon.

E-KOTE 61 is designed and packaged to provide durable electrical grounding, electrostatic control, and electromagnetic-interference shield-
Choose the TM 515 Traveler Mainframe with the LA 501W Logic Analyzer and the SC 502 Oscilloscope, and you have a complete logic analysis system in a suitcase. The Traveler Mainframe is as attractive as carry-on luggage and so compact that it can be stowed under an airplane seat or packed in the trunk of your car.

Choose the TM 506 power module/mainframe with the LA 501W, and you can set your logic analysis system up on the bench or rackmount it. Whichever way, the LA 501W is a lab-quality logic analyzer you can use with virtually any oscilloscope or X-Y monitor.

The LA 501W acquires 4, 8, or 16 channels and stores 1024, 512, or 256 bits at a time. As much as 90% of the memory can be used to store pretrigger data.

Data is displayed for easy interpretation: biphase timing tick marks help you read the timing diagram, and the channel position control allows you to make comparisons easily between any two channels.

The LA 501W also features active 1 MΩ/5 pF probes that won't load down the circuit under test. Independent probe thresholds—TTL, ECL, and Variable (±10 V)—that make the instrument compatible with virtually all logic families. Event digital delay, by words or clock pulses, to 99,999.

Prices for the system shown above are: LA 501W Logic Analyzer $4450, SC 502 Oscilloscope $1,200, and TM 515 Instrument Mainframe $325.

For more information on the LA 501W, contact the Tektronix Field Engineer near you for a demonstration. Or send for your copy of our brochure, "Tektronix Logic Analyzers," by writing Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077. U.S. sales prices are F.O.B. Beaverton, OR.
Unmatched Performance
and Selection in High Speed Data Acquisition

Ultra-high speed ADC's and DAC's, sample-holds, multiplexers, and super-fast op amps. Individually, they're outstanding — many without peer. Collectively, they are carefully matched to provide the fastest data acquisition systems available. Anywhere.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ultra-High Speed ADC's</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>Conv Time</th>
<th>Gtd Throughput Rate with 4855/8/4</th>
<th>Add a 4550 Multiplexer</th>
<th>Time per Channel</th>
<th>Throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4130</td>
<td>8-bits</td>
<td>0.75 µs</td>
<td>1.25 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td>909 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4131</td>
<td>10-bits</td>
<td>1.00 µs</td>
<td>940 kHz</td>
<td>2.12 µs</td>
<td>471 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4133</td>
<td>12-bits</td>
<td>2.50 µs</td>
<td>377 kHz</td>
<td>3.30 µs</td>
<td>303 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Model 4855 features 250 nsec acquisition time to 0.01% and an aperture time of 2 nsec max.

For high speed MIL-applications, our 4058, a true 12-bit microcircuit DAC, features ultra-fast, ultra-stable operation from -55°C to +125°C with 100% screening available to MIL-STD-883.

Settling at 200 nsec to 0.01% max and providing 10 V @ 50mA output, our 1430 IC op amp is still the performance leader. Combine it with 4058: without question the fastest 12-bit hybrid voltage DAC. Anywhere.

The industry's fastest MDAC's — that's our 4070 series. 8, 10, or 12-bit resolution, 500 nsec settling to 0.1%, and inputs up to 7 MHz.

High Speed Current DAC's — our 4060 series give you a competitive and compatible selection, with a guaranteed settling of 85 nsec to ±0.1%.

Radar pulse digitizing, video digitizing, FFT, simultaneous sample-hold systems, CRT displays, and waveform synthesis — applications where only Teledyne Philbrick can give you the complete high speed solution. And, a new series of Application Bulletins will facilitate your high speed design. Just write for them.

Teledyne Philbrick, Allied Drive, Dedham, MA 02026 — Telephone (617) 329-1600. In Europe, Telephone 673.39.88, Telex 258881, or write 181 Chausee De La Hulpe, 1170 Brussels.

TELEDYNE PHILBRICK
New products

ing of structural foam enclosures and other plastic components found in business machines, computers, peripheral equipment, printers, and data-entry and memory terminals.

Acme Chemicals & Insulation Co., Division of Allied Products Corp., P.O. Box 1404, New Haven, Conn. 06505. Phone (203) 562-2171 [342]

Foil is processed for forming magnetic shields

Fully heat-treated foil in a special alloy for forming magnetic shields is offered in any width to 15 inches. Known as Eagle AAA, the foil is suitable for designing prototype shields, experimentation, product evaluation, and the small-volume production of shields for cathode-ray-tube necks, transformers, amplifiers and photomultiplier tubes. Available with or without adhesive backing, in thicknesses of 0.004, 0.006 and 0.010 inch, the foil is easily cut and formed by scissors or paper cutter. Initial permeability is 100,000, and maximum permeability is 200,000. Prices range from $1 to $20 per lineal foot, depending on width and quantity.

Eagle Magnetic Co. Inc., P.O. Box 24283, Indianapolis, Ind. 46224. Phone John L. Coddington at (317) 297-1030 [343]
New products

Industrial

Electronic brake stops motors fast

Unit applies dc to decelerate rotors without reversing them

High-power drills, saws, centrifuges, and similar rotating machines can take from 5 to 10 minutes to coast to a stop—a situation that is both time-wasting and potentially dangerous. Now a Short Stop model, which can stop motors rated at up to 60 horsepower in as little time as it takes them to get up to speed, is available for automatic braking of contactor-controlled ac motors.

Like earlier lower-powered units, the SS-460 operates by rectifying a portion of the ac line current and injecting it into the motor. This creates a stationary field that exerts a powerful braking action with no possibility of reversing the motor. When the motor is stopped, the dc is removed automatically to prevent heating and to allow restarting.

Stopping time can be made no shorter than machine startup time, but it can be made longer, if desired, by means of an adjustment that changes the fraction of the line current rectified to provide the dc stopping field. Thus devices that may be sensitive to rapid deceleration may be stopped more gradually, but still much faster than normal friction would stop them.

Housed in a standard NEMA 12 type oil-tight case, the SS-460 can be mounted either at the machine it is controlling or at a remote location. Installation is simple; only six wires must be connected. Two go to the motor, two to the power line, and two to the contactor.

The 60-hp unit is designed for use with three-phase 440-volt lines. Conversion for use with 220-v lines adds $25 to the single-quantity price of $1,000. The SS-460 weighs 40 pounds and has a delivery time of stock to two weeks. The manufacturer has indicated that a similar unit, with a capacity of 100 hp, will be available in the near future.

Ambi-Tech Industries Inc., 861 Washington Ave., Westwood, N.J. 07675. Phone M. C. Baum at (201) 666-0504 [371]

Bridge signal-conditioner comes complete in module

More than merely an instrumentation amplifier, the model 165 Bridgesensor module from Calex is a complete signal conditioner containing an internal-reference circuit, a bridge supply, and a comparator. The module measures 2 by 2 by 0.6 inches. It can operate from a single-supply voltage; the model 165A Bridgesensor uses +15 volts dc, and model 165B operates from unregulated +28 v dc. The user needs only to connect the transducer bridge and the single-supply voltage to the Bridgesensor for it to provide the bridge-excitation voltage, amplify the transducer-bridge output, and compare the output against the internally generated reference voltage.

With single-supply operation, the instrumentation-amplifier output has a range of 50 millivolts to 10 volts. With the inputs shorted together, the instrumentation-amplifier section may be connected for an output of either 50 mV or 5 V. The input offset can be externally trimmed to assure a constant offset over the full gain range. With a dual supply, the instrumentation amplifier may also be connected for an output of ±10 V.

Unit price of the 165A is $84 and,
Plug-in protection for \( \mu \)Ps and minicomputers

Sola's Minicomputer Regulator provides a dedicated power line plus crucial line-voltage protection.

A small investment can give your equipment both a dedicated line and protection against malfunction and damage due to brownouts and other line voltage irregularities.

The portable Sola Minicomputer Regulator accepts line voltage variations from 95 to 130 volts... then stabilizes output within \( \pm 3\% \) variation. Output remains within \( \pm 5\% \) operational range even when power line voltages drop to 65\% of nominal. The unit responds to all line or load variations in less than 25 milliseconds, and provides complete isolation from electronic noise. All by simply plugging it in—no need for an electrician.

The Minicomputer Regulator. Part of Sola's complete selection of line voltage regulation devices—CVS constant voltage transformers... computer line Solatrons for large-frame computers... UPS and standby power systems.

They are all in stock at your Sola distributor. Or contact Sola Electric, 1717 Busse Road, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007. Phone (312) 439-2800.

Think of us as your DEDICATED LINE.
Are warped substrates causing yield problems?

Now you can get flatter, more uniform alumina substrates to meet hybrid circuit design requirements—without costly grinding!

Production runs of AISiBase brand alumina substrates, flat within .003" per inch (within .002" per inch on certain sizes), are available on special order from 3M.

This camber breakthrough from 3M, the pioneer in substrate technology, can mean improved yield, longer screen life and less breakage in hybrid processing.

If you have a design need for flatter substrates for thick or thin film hybrids, call or write:

Technical Ceramic Products Division, 3M Company, Sales Dept., Laurens, South Carolina 29360, (803) 682-3215.

AISiBase is a registered trademark of 3M Company.
New products

of the 165B, $94. Delivery is from stock to two weeks.

Modular reference junction provides 10 channels

Offered in modular form, a 10-channel reference junction, the SL100, receives 10 thermocouple wire pairs with guards. It provides transition of the wires to copper conductors and electronically compensates the selected pair relative to 0°C. Compensation for any wire type is available for the 10-channel group, and any reference temperature can be provided. The compact SL100 measures 6 inches long by 3.14 in. wide by 1.06 in. thick with outer cover and connector installed.

Scanbe-gram

RE: LASTING CONTACTS WITH US-2 SOCKETS
GONE FOREVER — FUNKY I.C. SOCKET CONTACTS...SCANBE'S NEW US-2 LOW PROFILE SOCKETS FEATURE UNIQUE EDGE WIPE CONTACTS...UTILIZE GAS-TIGHT DESIGN CONCEPTS...PLUS HIGH TENSILE STRENGTH NICKEL-SILVER ALLOY.
GONE TOO — SOLDER WICKING...PATENTED ANTI-WICKING BARRIER DOES IT, WITHOUT WAFERS...NO MORE FLUX ENTRAPMENT OR INTERMITTENT SHORTS.
US-2 MEETS OR EXCEEDS EIA STDS....ALL POPULAR SIZES.
GET ALL SPECS AND DETAILED MATERIAL INFO...SEND FOR FREE US-2 SOCKET, TEST REPORT, SPEC SHEET.

Scanbe Manufacturing Corp.
3445 Fletcher Ave., El Monte, CA 91731
Tel: (213) 579-2300 • TWX: 910-567-3437

Think Signetics
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation

Circle 161 on reader service card
Circle 202 on reader service card
THE $2000 MICROCOMPUTER MISTAKE (HOW TO AVOID IT)

There's more to ICC microcomputer systems than just filling your order. Before you spend a cent we help you understand how the powerful ICC microsystem provides the exact microcomputer to fit your application.

And our micorsized 3" x 2" standard and custom Abacus" modules developed over the last 9 years provide all the expandability and design flexibility your microsystem needs. Now you can do virtually everything minicomputers do at a fraction of the cost. No more simulation guessing games. Our hands-on Microwave™ supplies all the hardware/software tools you need to be system-ready in the shortest possible time.

Send for the free facts today.

Free for all. Get into it.
Hurry, rush me my microcomputer information.
Name __________________________   Date __________________________
Address __________________________
City/State/Zip __________________________
Application __________________________
Information Control Corp.,
9610 Bel Air, Los Angeles,
CA 90045 (213) 641-8520.

Own your own holder to hold your own!

Hold your own copies of Electronics in specially designed slipcase holders. They'll keep your Electronics library neat and handy—a permanent information file, issue by issue. Just complete the coupon and mail to Jesse Jones. He'll process your order upon receipt, postpaid.

ELECTRONICS BOXER
Jesse Jones Box Corporation
2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137

Please send me: □ boxes @ $4.25 each; □ 3 boxes @ $12.00; □ 6 boxes @ $22.00.
My check or money order is enclosed.
Name __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________________ State __________________________ Zip __________________________

New products

The customer has a choice of solder pins that are 0.040 in. in diameter or a ribbon-cable edge connector. The unit is factory-calibrated and sealed. It comes ready to bolt directly to a data-logger rear panel or a 19-in. rack. Oversize truss-head screws and large binding posts are provided to accommodate up to No. 14 AWG thermocouple wire. Less than 500 milliwatts of roughly regulated power is required. Price for a 10-channel unit is $180 each in quantities of five.
San Diego Instrument Laboratory, 7969 Engineer Rd., San Diego, Calif. 92111. Phone (714) 292-0646 [374]

Intrinsic safety barriers offer pre-assembled design

Built on the terminal-block assembly concept, intrinsic safety barriers from Bailey Meter Co. are designed for safety of process-control measurement equipment operating in hazardous locations containing flammable gases or vapors. The series 766 barriers feature pre-assembled design and require minimal field assembly. Barriers for 4-to-20-milliampere input loops are equipped with internal precision resistors for development of the measured signal. Each barrier also has internal ground-reversed voltage protection and fault isolation between loops.
Bailey Meter Co., Subsidiary of Babcock & Wilcox, Wickliffe, Ohio 44092. Phone (216) 943-5500 [376]

Miniature accelerometer has built-in amplification

Containing its own charge converter, an accelerometer from En-
TAPE TRANSPORTS... engineered
with the designer in mind

The new Braemar CS-400 full-feature digital cassette transport system is ready to go.
- Ideal for microprocessor use.
- Features read/write amps.
- Auto-Sync phase encode/decode
- Compact size, low power consumption

All the features of our CD-200 transport, plus full electronics.
- Only one supply voltage and two moving parts
- Handy push-to-open latch
- Short IRG, excellent speed control

Use the coupon to check out either or both units.

YES!

☐ Send info on the new CS-400.
☐ Tell me about the CD-200.
☐ I'd like a demonstration.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ________ State ________ Zip ________
Phone ____________________________

SMART new data system
learns from your finger
to do YOUR job

1. Measure up to 248 low level signals accurately, immune from noise—analog, digital, non linear. Print them out, tape them, feed your computer (alarms too!).
2. Key program—with one finger—all clock timing, scan intervals, channel gains, I/O, engineering units, powerful subroutines like automatic programming and optional integration. Everything to do your job.

In the new PD-2064, a proven microprocessor, RAMs, and ROMs replace a bushel of expensive circuitry to make a versatile, standardized data acquisition system for general or specific jobs. Get more data reduced per dollar. Call about immediate shipment from stocking program. Request Bulletin B110 from Esterline Angus Instrument Corporation, P.O. Box 24000, Indianapolis, IN 46224. 317/244-7611.

Circle 163 on reader service card

ONE-CHIP SYSTEM LOGIC #4
NEW CONTROL STORE SEQUENCER.
ONE-CHIP MICROINSTRUCTION SEQUENCING.

STOP

SPEED LIMIT

ONE WAY

8 microfunctions—TSK, POP, RST, etc. in 52ns. All essential sequencing functions.
IK addressability, 4 level stack. Low power Schottky.

LSI technology. Order #8X02.

THINK

Esterline Angus Instrument Corporation
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation

Circle 203 on reader service card

Circle 204 on reader service card
Nothing—not even a scope or a voltmeter or even another logic tester. Because CSC's Logic Monitor™ 2 is the most convenient, efficient way ever developed to monitor circuit activity in digital IC's: it provides instant and continuous display of static and dynamic states of DIP IC's up to 16 pins.

Its built-in power supply, high input impedance and selectable logic thresholds provide the most accurate monitoring of counters, shift registers, gating networks, etc., on big, bright LED's. And because there is no loading of the circuit under test, logic level shifts, false triggering and power supply loading (that can occur with some equipment) are problems of the past.

LM-2 is a second-generation IC test instrument consisting of two units—a connector/display and a switchable precision voltage reference power supply. In operation, the threshold switch on the power supply is set to the proper logic family (RTL, DTL, TTL, HTL or CMOS). A clip lead is connected to the ground (plus VCC lead, in the case of CMOS), and the connector/display unit simply clipped over the IC under test. That's it.

Each of the 16 pins on the connector/display unit automatically connects to the corresponding IC pin without any possibility of shorting, and feeds one input of a voltage comparator circuit. The other input is fed from a precision selectable voltage source. When the voltage on a particular pin is more positive than the reference (logic "1"), the corresponding LED lights—at any pulse frequency from DC to 30kHz (50% duty cycle).

If you're looking for an easy way to monitor digital circuits, LM-2 with its 16 channels of automatically-in-sync information and fast, instinctive operation, can't be beat. You won't find anything like it, anywhere near the price.

CSC'S LOGIC MONITOR 2.
AT $124.95, NOTHING ELSE LETS YOU DO SO MUCH SO FAST AND SO WELL FOR SO LITTLE.
New products
devo is annular in form and makes its vibration measurements in the shear mode. Incorporation of the converter is said to make it the first annular shear accelerometer with built-in amplification. The shape of the unit also simplifies installation, since the center hole is used with a mounting bolt. This configuration allows 360° orientation of the co-axial connecting cable. The accelerometer, model 2251, has a wide dynamic range and a standardized sensitivity of 5 millivolts per g, ±3%. Full scale covers ±500 g and the device is linear within ±1% over the full range. Nominal frequency response is ±5% from 4 to 8,000 hertz, and output impedance is less than 150 ohms.
Endevco, Dynamic Instrument Division, 30700 Rancho Viejo Rd., San Juan Capistrano, Calif. 92675. Phone (714) 493-8181

Topics
Industrial

Theta Instrument Corp., Fairfield, N.J., has announced an optical BCD encoder network for use where destruction of data because of a power failure would be catastrophic. The encoder provides an absolute value of shaft position at all times. . . . Transtector Systems, Monterey Park, Calif., has developed an equipment protector for use against destructive overvoltages arising from switching inductive loads, power-company switching, contact arcing, static discharge, induced lightning, and continuous overvoltage conditions. . . . An electronic torque limiter from Hulma Specials B.V. of Enschede, the Netherlands, can set the torsion rate of electrically operated butterfly, ball-and-gate valves and control taps at 50% greater than the normal torque with full protection of the motor, transmission, and devices being driven. . . . Houston Instrument, Austin, Texas, has announced that its Complot PTC-5 plotter controller will now accept input from the IBM 5100 portable computer.
Introducing One-Chip System Logic.

You get one-chip solutions to multiple-function problems!

Until now, when you wanted high-performance, you had to pay the high price. When you wanted low price, your performance options were limited.

That's exactly why Signetics has developed its line of "One-Chip System Logic" LSI products. To give you the best of both worlds. You get multiple functions on one chip. Great to build your own designs around. Great to upgrade from TTL and Schottky SSI and MSI. Great to save you time, hassle, board space, and reduce associated logic for overall lower systems cost.

"One-Chip System Logic" incorporated high-performance I^2L and LS technologies and interfaces with TTL. The key is Signetics ½ inch die capability which allows design and production of sophisticated LS building blocks.

System logic is one of the many LSI product families offered by Signetics including the MOS 2650 and bipolar 3000 series microprocessor.

Now, here are Signetics stock products

1. One-chip electronic tuning
   (#S8X08 AM/FM Frequency Synthesizer). Do away with mechanical tuning and frequency generation forever. It performs all digital control functions and gives you up to 2000 AM/FM/CB channels possible.

2. One-chip parallel data deskewing
   (#S8X03 & S8X04 Deskew FIFO). Now, one chip synchronizes parallel data on a per-track basis and offers lowest system cost. It's easy to design with and solves a lot of multiple circuit problems while you're at it.
The only logical way to improve performance and save on systems cost.

3 One-chip error-checking
(#8X01 CRC Generator/Checker).

4 One-chip microinstruction sequencing
(#8X02 Control Store Sequencer).
You get 8 functions — everything you need for most efficient microprogramming. With low power Schottky LSI technology, 28 pin DIP with 1024 word addressability, and more.

5 One-chip central controlling
(#8X300 8 Bit Interpreter)
Control oriented bipolar fixed instruction microprocessor on one LSI chip. Eliminates up to 150 discrete SSI/MSI chips. You get easy programming and fast processing — 250ns instruction cycle time.

6 One-chip to solve your future needs.
Signetics has written a whole book detailing all of the instock standard products with a future products preview of "One-Chip System Logic." It shows you how Signetics is more responsive to your exact mixture of requirements. It includes a function/requirement questionnaire: tell us what you want us to develop as standard product in the system logic family for your next application. Read the book and send us the card.

Electronics/July 22, 1976
The IC Converters that match the spec sheets.

Complete electrical testing plus a rigorous Quality Control inspection and testing are your best assurance that what you see on the spec sheet is what you get. In every one of our precision 8, 10 and 12-bit devices, Analog Devices' IC Converters give you the solutions to the very real problems of cost, reliability and performance. And they boast specs you can believe in. From the real company in precision measurement and control—Analog Devices, Norwood, MA 02062. Telephone: (617) 329-4700.

ANALOG DEVICES
The real IC Converter company.

The book that turns businessmen into best sellers.

Many who've read it are now reaping the rewards. Because they've found that U.S. exports are a $95 billion a year business, that exporting creates both company profits and company growth, that U.S. goods have never been more competitive in international markets. Above all, they've found that, with the help available from the U.S. Commerce Department, selling overseas is no more difficult than selling at home. And this fact-filled book can prove the same to you. Write Charles W. Hostler, Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce, BIC 8C, Washington, D.C. 20230.

U.S. Department of Commerce

New literature

Mica. What is mica? What is it used for? How is it applied? The answers to these questions, along with data on many varieties of mica, including the high-temperature type, are supplied in a 12-page reference booklet and catalog put out by Midwest Mica & Insulation Co., 4853 West 130 St., Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Circle 421 on reader service card.

Quality control. The Transactions of the American Society for Quality Control's 30th Annual Technical Conference contains 86 unabridged papers that emphasize the close positive correlation between quality control and profitability. Copies of the 558-page book may be ordered by sending $9 (ASQC members) or $13 (nonmembers) to ASQC, 161 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53203.

Renting instruments. A 14-page brochure entitled "Test Equipment: Think of It as Money" outlines the management considerations in making the rent/lease/buy decision. Financial, operational, and strategic factors are detailed, and a way to quantify the decision is presented. Illustrated case studies are included. Copies of the brochure can be obtained from United States Instrument Rentals Inc., 951 Industrial Rd., San Carlos, Calif. 94070 [423]

SC/MP microprocessor. National Semiconductor's SC/MP (for simple,
The **RIGHT** Flexible Disk Drives and Systems Are Made At Remex.

The **right** flexible disk drive has format flexibility — accepting IBM format, soft sectored and 32 hole hard sectored disks in the same unit — while addition of a sector generator option permits creation of alternative hard sectored formats. The **right** drive offers unit select for up to four drive daisy chain — overlap seek — DC/DC conversion, eliminating outside negative voltage requirements — and separate data and clock outputs at the interface.

The **right** drive has fast throughput with 6 ms track to track access.

The **right** drive has a unique high reliability design — die cast frame — supported lead screw head positioning — operator interlock for media protection — and a foolproof write enable feature.

The **right** flexible disk system is custom designed for the exact requirements of the quantity buyer — one to four or more drives — formatting of both IBM and hard sectored media interchangeably — double density electronics where required — interface to any mini/micro computer — packaged in rack mount or desk top configurations according to application — and software ranging from simple driver to a complete operating system.

The **right** flexible disk system is made by REMEX — the only flexible disk drive manufacturer with both the total capability to design, manufacture and maintain custom systems for individual applications — and the total commitment to the specialized needs of the quantity systems buyer.

---

Peripheral Products
1733 E. Alton Street, P.O. Box 11926, Santa Ana, California 92711,

Circle 169 on reader service card
Hot soldering irons can be mur­der on delicate electronics com­ponents such as IC's. That's why the DIGI-DESIGNER will become your bugs best friend. It's a solderless bread­boarding instrument that can save you time and burned out parts.

DIGI-DESIGNER comes com­plete with clock, dual pulsars, logic mon­i­tors, voltage switches, built-in 5 volt supply, binding posts for exter­nal power, input/ output BNC's, and more. Everything you'll need for fast, efficient circuit design.

DIGI-DESIGNER. It means the end of "IC Hotfoot" and the start of efficient, creative circuit design for you. U.S. price - $70.00 (in kit form). For more information and our current catalog, complete and send in the follow­ing coupon.

E&L INSTRUMENTS, INC.
61 First Street, Derby, Conn. 06418

Please send me your current catalog and more information on DIGI-DESIGNER.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______
Zip __________________ Telephone ___

New literature

cost-effective microprocessor) is thoroughly explained in a 65-page handbook that can be obtained by sending a $3 check to the Marketing Services Dept., National Semicon­ductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051. (Califor­nia residents should add 6% sales tax.) The handbook, which includes six tables and 35 illustrations, con­tains sufficiently detailed information for the preliminary design of a SC/MP-based system.

Coax connectors. A 64-page catalog of standard coaxial-cable connectors from Amphenol covers Uhf, N, C, SC, HN, Twin, and Triax types. Ap­plication information, assembly in­structions, and dimensional data are provided along with electrical, envi­ronmental, and mechanical specifi­cations. Catalog STD-1, "Amphenol Standards," is available from Bunker Ramo Rf division, 33 E. Franklin St., Danbury, Conn. 06810

Mobile-communications testing. MobCat 76 is a 12-page catalog of test equipment for mobile commu­nications gear. Included in the cata­log are directional rf wattmeters, coaxial rf loads, absorption wattme­ters, and various accessories. The catalog is offered by Bird Electronic Corp., 30303 Aurora Rd., Cleve­land, Ohio [426]
FFT spectrum analysers used to be all knobs, bells and whistles. And cost the earth.

Not any more. The Plessey FFT is no nonsense and low cost.

For OEM and end user applications, the Plessey Microsystems range of SPM FFT analysers is designed to be used for production instrumentation, scientific applications and volume OEM products.

Controlled by a simple TTL interface, Plessey FFT can be added onto mini-

Plessey FFT offers a good deal more for a great deal less.

PLESSEY MICROSYSTEMS
David Tarrant, Plessey Microsystems
Water Lane, Towcester
Northamptonshire
England NN12 7EG
Telephone Towcester (0327) 50312
Telex 51628
J. Jhu, Plessey Microsystems
1674 McGaw Avenue, Irvine
California 92714
Telephone (714) 540 9945
Twx 910 595 1930

or microcomputers or used as stand-alone modules.

If you are into signal processing, production monitoring, vibration analysis, acoustics, OTF measurement, image processing, electrocardiography, infrared Fourier spectroscopy, or biomedical analysis, you ought to discover more about the Plessey range of SPM FFT modules.
If you're not now in the fast-growing data communications equipment market, chances are you will be.

Data communications is one of the fastest-growing electronic equipment markets in the U.S.—during the decade of the ’70’s, better than 15-20% per year, compounded!

Manufacturers of data processing equipment have recognized the unique nature of data communications and have established profit centers to pursue the market for data communications equipment. IBM, Burroughs, Sperry-Univac, Honeywell and Digital Equipment Corp. are just a few of the major data processing companies who have separate marketing arms for data communications, complete with new products, sales forces, etc. The Bell System, too, through its Teletype Corp., Bell Labs, and Western Electric, has introduced new data communications equipment.

Chances are you are going to be a part of the data communications market. There’s no better place to start than getting the flavor of the marketplace, equipment, and services than from a copy of "Basics of Data Communications".

"Basics of Data Communications" is a 316-page compilation of essential articles which have appeared in Data Communications magazine. From the basic, tutorial, still state-of-the-art information published in the 1972 and 1973 Deskbook issues (now out of print), on through information on the practice of present-day data communications, this book includes forty-seven articles covering more than eleven key areas.

"Basics of Data Communications" was edited by Harry R. Karp—Chief Editor of Data Communications magazine. It is the only book of its kind available anywhere that deals with practical aspects of data communications.

Available this month.
Price: $12.50
Discounts of 40% orders of ten copies or more.
Announcing the Sykes OEM Floppy System Kit.
An idea whose time has come.

With our $1,398 kit and your imagination, nothing can stop you now.

Sooner or later someone was bound to offer all the pieces—a smart controller, disk drives, interface cables—everything you need to build the machine of your dreams. Everything you need to talk to your microprocessor.

And wouldn’t you know Sykes would be the company to put all the pieces together for you in one kit?

THE KIT. The Sykes OEM Floppy System Kit gives you either an IBM compatible or Dual Density controller; one, two, three or four floppy disk drives per controller; interface cables from controller to disk drive; hardware interface for microprocessors.

PERFORMANCE. The heart of the kit, of course, is our controller. It provides hardware for what you ordinarily do in software. It saves time and money in developing, documenting and maintaining your system. You get the following hardware features with either the IBM compatible (256K Bytes per diskette) or the Dual Density (630K Bytes/diskette) controller:
- Hardware address search
- Automatic sector and track sequencing
- FIFO buffer for asynchronous operation
- Automatic CRC generation and detection

PACKAGING. The packaging is unique; the total controller is contained on a single PC board and pancakes directly to one disk drive giving you minimum volume requirements for your overall system.

INTERFACES ONLY AN OEM COULD LOVE. When your microprocessor interfaces with our OEM Floppy Kit you’ll use only 13 I/O lines. That’s right, just 13: 1 Reset line, 3 Control lines, 1 Flag line and 8 Bi-directional data lines.

Our unique 8-bit Bi-directional bus is configured to transmit disk commands, status and data. Its simplicity drastically reduces the number of I/O lines, and connector requirements normally required in disk interfaces.

If you are using a standard mini, we’ve probably got a plug compatible interface and software for that too.

PRICE. Just $1,398 buys you a single drive kit at quantity one. Obviously, attractive OEM quantity discounts are available.

WE MANUFACTURE WHAT WE SELL. Sykes manufactures all the elements of our OEM Floppy Kit. Our disk drive has been extensively field tested, with several thousand of them in use right now throughout the world.

SEND US YOUR AUTOGRAPH. Drop us a brief note asking for more information on the OEM Floppy Kit. Or call our marketing department at (716) 458-8000. Telex 97-8326.
"I've had offers from other companies, but I'm staying right here. I believe in Fairchild because Fairchild believes in me. If you work hard and take advantage of the training they offer, there's no limit to your advancement opportunities here. I did and I've advanced rapidly in 4½ years. Sure my salary has increased significantly, but even more important is the challenge and job satisfaction I've received. I can't think of anything another company could offer me that I'm not already getting at Fairchild."

Hank Miranda
Manufacturing Manager
Bipolar Memory Wafer Fab

Fairchild offers more of what you work for.

Fairchild has opportunities at many levels for talented design, product and process engineers. For detailed information on specific openings, send your resume to: Director of Professional Staffing, 464 Ellis Street, MS 22-0100, Mountain View, CA 94042. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F.
New books


Content Addressable Parallel Processors, Caxton C. Foster, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 233 pp., $11.95.

Solid State Pulse Circuits, David A. Bell, Reston, 434 pp., $16.95.


Almost All About Waves, J.R. Pierce, MIT, 213 pp., $3.95. (paper).


Linear Motion Electric Machines, S.A. Nasar and I. Boldea, Wiley-Interscience, 293 pp., $18.95.


Elsevier's Telecommunication Dictionary in Six Languages (English/American, French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, German), W.E. Clason, Elsevier, 630 pp., $47.95.
The Answer Book.
It makes your job easier.
$25.

"WHO MAKES WHAT?"

"WHAT COMPANIES MAKE THE PRODUCTS I NEED?"
(See alphabetical directory of 4000 products)

"WHERE ARE THEIR NEAREST SALES OFFICES?"

"WHO ARE THEIR DISTRIBUTORS?"

"WHAT ARE THEIR LOCAL PHONE NUMBERS?"
(See alphabetical directory of 6000 manufacturers)

"HOW CAN I GET THEIR CURRENT CATALOGS FAST?"
(See directory of catalogs by product and by company, including catalog inquiry card for 5-second ordering, page 901)

"WHO MANUFACTURES THIS TRADE NAME?"
(See directory of trade names, page 1276)

Special no-risk offer. If The Answer Book is not everything we say it is and more, return the book to us within ten days and we will refund your $25.

Electronics Buyers' Guide (EBG) is as easy to use as your telephone directory. The whole international world of electronics is at your fingertips. Great emphasis is put on localizing the information you need. You won't have to call half-way across the country to company headquarters because we list local sales offices and distributors.

To order from our Directory of Catalogs, simply circle the corresponding number on the Inquiry ("bingo") Card and mail. This way you get current catalogs. Also, semi-annually we mail out an updated list of current catalogs plus a "bingo card." The Answer Book's objective: Make your job easier.
A brighter day for radio broadcasting, with our new high-power tetrode line

From 50 to 500 kW of carrier power from a single-tube RF final stage. Pyrobloc grids plus Hypervapotron cooling, for an eye-opening combination of power, compact size, overload safety, light weight, performance and operating reliability!

Five different tubes for any high-power short-wave radio broadcasting application, all with the latest and best in power-grid tube technology from a world leader: THOMSON-CSF.
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Meet Model 7115, the industry's first microprocessor-based digital multimeter. It does what no conventional DVM could hope to do:

**Automatic zero/self calibration.** Using its computing power and built-in memory, Model 7115 continually calibrates itself against drift and component aging. Similarly, it detects and corrects for zero drift and offset error. Result: accurate readings all the time!

**Self-diagnosis.** Microprocessor power again. Out-of-limit conditions or failures are signalled on the front panel; internal LED's direct the operator to their location inside.

**High-speed autoranging.** A rapid new S-D autoranging technique finds the correct range, goes there immediately and reads. It's not only a big improvement for bench use, but systems users can now use autoranging.

**Command performances.** An optional keyboard for programming the Model 7115 allows it to linearize and normalize, run comparison programs for checking out-of-tolerance conditions, multiply by a constant, average readings...and much more.

**These features, too.** Up to 100 readings/sec. • DC accuracy of ± 0.002% rdg. • Parallel programming or ASCII option • True RMS AC volts option • High accuracy resistance measuring option.

Get the full story on the first SDVM from Scientific Devices, or contact us at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, California 94518. Phone (415) 676-5000. Overseas, contact Systron-Donner in Munich; Leamington Spa, U.K.; Paris (Le Port Marly); Melbourne.
Candidate's background should include electrical engineering and business management experience. Principle accountability will be to ensure effective administration of technical activities, programs and projects. Applicants must demonstrate communication and management skills plus the ability to motivate, guide and direct. Present or potential IEEE membership desirable.

Send resume and salary history to:
Eugene G. Logan, Personnel Manager

THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.
345 E. 47 St. NY, NY 10017
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Take out a little insurance today.

Thermotron's Productsaver® offers fail-safe protection against product damage during high and low temperature testing. Visual and audible alarms plus contact closures protect against temperature extremes within a -125°F (87.2°C) to 375°F (190.5°C) range. Ruggedly built and accurate to ¾%, Productsaver® wears a very comfortable price tag. For more details on the protection it provides, write for literature today.

THERMOTRON CORPORATION
Kollen Park Drive, Holland, Michigan 49423
(616) 392-1492

Circle 180 on reader service card

Electronics/July 22, 1976
One Thomas Edison is not enough.

The world, with all its problems and difficulties, needs all the Edisons it can get. And while true genius is rare, there will always be a need for people who can continue what he began.

But there are two problems. Finding talented people. And developing their talents.

You can help with the first problem if you know a high school graduate who is interested in electricity or electronics. If so, we can solve the second problem. The Navy offers what we believe to be some of the world's finest training in advanced electronics. We can take a qualified young man or woman with no prior training, and, in a few months, have him well on the way to being not only an electronics expert, but a confident, mature individual.

Then, when his education is completed, he'll have the opportunity to see much of the world while he works with the most sophisticated electronic equipment he'll ever see. For which he'll receive a good salary as well as all Navy benefits.

We'd be happy to send more information about the Navy advanced electronics program. Simply send in the coupon below.

Because you may be helping someone who can help the world.

The Navy.
Capt. Robert W. Watkins
Navy Opportunity Information Center
P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803

Please send more information on the Navy's Advanced Electronics Program. (If you don't want to wait, call 800-841-8000 toll-free, anytime.)

NAME: ____________________________ (Please Print)
ADDRES: __________________________
CITY: __________________________ PHONE: _______
STATE: __________________________ ZIP: _______

Clean 100 contacts in 10 seconds?

With MS-230 “Contact Re-Nu”*. This powerful aerosol cleaner sprays away dirt, carbon, other contaminants. Contains “Freon” TF. Restores continuity almost instantly to relay and switch contacts. Won't harm insulation. Leaves no residue. Non-conductive, nonflammable, non-toxic. MS-238 “Clean'nLube”, same as MS-230, but contains a light lubricant.

* Registered trademark of Miller-Stephenson Chemical Co., Inc.
FREON is Du Pont’s registered trademark for its fluorocarbon compounds.
Every other week we talk to the 32,329 decision-makers in Japan’s electronics industry.

The way they talk back is astonishing.

If you’re thinking about selling the electronics decision-makers in Japan, talk to them in our pages. Contact Mr. H.T. Howland, Marketing Services Manager, Electronics, McGraw-Hill Publications Company, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020. Telephone: (212) 997-6642. Or talk to any member of McGraw-Hill’s sales staff in the U.S. or Europe. Or contact us directly in Japan.

We communicate.

Nikkei Electronics: Ask anybody who can read us.

Each bi-weekly issue of Japan’s most influential electronics magazine contains a Reader Information Service Card (exactly like the one in the magazine you’re reading now, except in a different language).

One important way we’re able to tell how our influence works with management and professional engineers in the Japanese electronics industry is the way they respond to our advertising by returning the card.

In a word, the response is phenomenal.

Recently we asked the Marketing Information Center of Tokyo, an independent research organization, to tell us more about the readers who send in the Information Service Card. Here is what we learned: 57.4% of the readers who returned the card for additional product information acknowledged that they participate in or influence the purchasing decision of their companies. Of this group, 31% said they were solely responsible for decision making, and 67.4% said they were partially responsible.

After learning more about the product or service offered, 25% of our readers wanted to buy it or wanted to think more about it. And, in the long run, more than 50% of the respondents decided either to buy the product or are still debating whether or not to buy it.

Seven magazines in Japan communicate with management and professional engineers. But only one influences the influentials. That’s us, Nikkei Electronics, the Electronics of Japan.